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Tasks
The material provided in this guide is based on the following tasks, as
published in Board Notice 105 2008:

1

Perform a needs analysis.

2

Calculate interest on a deposit.

3

Communicate pricing, fees and commissions to clients.

4

Communicate the various investments options to the client, in
relation to deposits.

5

Communicate different product categories to the client.

6

Comply with disclosure requirements.

7

Adhere to the requirements of the specific code of conduct for
short-term business.

8

Financial and economic context

9

Apply a basic understanding of life insurance and scope of
insurance in South Africa.

10

Determine a client’s need for insurance.

Please note that any reference to:

•

masculine gender implies also the feminine

•

singular indicates also the plural, and vice-versa.
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Glossary of Terms
Accrued interest: Interest that has been earned but not yet paid.
Ad-valorem fee: Is a charge based on the value of the transaction.
Balance: The amount of money in an account.
Benefits: An illustration of how the product or service will actually help the

client satisfy his personal financial needs, in other words, “what he can get
out of it”.
Compound interest: Interest calculated on the initial capital amount as well

as any interest paid into the account thus creating the opportunity to earn
interest on interest.
Credit interest: This is interest paid on (specified products only) bank

accounts that reflect a credit balance.
Debit interest: Interest that is charged monthly on negative balances in the

client’s account.
Deposit(s): The act of establishing, or adding to the principal amount.
Depositor: An individual or business that deposits money into a bank or other

financial institution.
Demand deposit: A bank account, such as a cheque account, that allows the

holder to withdraw funds or use funds for payment upon demand.
Diversification: The spreading of an investment portfolio over a wide range of

asset classes in order to avoid serious losses. In laymen’s terms this means
not putting all one’s eggs into one basket.
Features: The characteristics or factual statements that describe a product or

service.
Fixed deposit: Is an investment of a lump sum of money for a fixed period, at

a fixed rate of interest.
Flat fee: Is a single fixed rate or fee levied for a specific transaction or

service.
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Interest: Interest earned on money in an interest-bearing account or paid to

lenders for the privilege of borrowing money.
Interest rates: The rate of charge or return for borrowing and lending money

or for making an investment, usually expressed as a percentage of the total
amount (sum) borrowed or invested per annum.
Liquidity: The ability to easily turn an investment into cash without significant

loss of capital.
Long-term investment: Is a means of saving, usually for more than five

years.
Nominal interest: Also known as simple interest and earned on the principal

amount invested without the effect of compounding.
Notice deposit: Is a short-term investment that requires notification from the

client within a certain period to withdraw funds from the account, for
example, 32 days notice.
Penalty interest: Penalty interest is the loss of interest or charge incurred on

partial withdrawal or early closure of an account, depending on the terms and
conditions of the account.
Pooling: Refers to the process whereby many different investors pool their

money into a portfolio, such as with a unit trust.
Principal amount: An amount of money owned by an investor and held by a

financial institution such as a bank.
Risk: Refers to the possibility of suffering loss. From an investment

perspective it is related to the uncertainty of the rate of return or the safety
of the principal capital amount.
Short-term investment: Is a means of short-term savings for the fulfilment of

unforeseen circumstances (generally less than 12 months).
Taxation: A levy on individuals or companies by the State, in order to finance

the Government expenditure.
Transactional accounts: Transactional accounts are generally not interest-

bearing accounts and clients can deposit or withdraw any amount of money
any number of times, subject to availability of funds.
Variable interest rate: An interest rate that moves up and down based on the

changes of an underlying interest rate index such as the prime rate.
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Chapter

1
Perform a needs analysis
This chapter covers the following criteria:
KNOWLEDGE CRITERIA

Describe the mechanism (features and benefits) of the following:
•

Products

•

Interest rates

•

Pricing

•

Period

Discuss the various financial solutions available to a client, including but not
limited to:
•

Liquidity.

•

Length of deposit.

•

Interest income requirements.
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Purpose
In this chapter we discuss the concepts and principles that must be taken into
account when performing a needs analysis in order to establish which deposit
product might suit a client’s financial needs. The discussion will be focused
primarily on interest-bearing account products.
The key obligation of a banker or broker of financial products is to ensure that
the products or services being offered suit the needs of the client. This means
that financial service providers must know their client’s financial situation and
understand their financial and investment experience and goals. Ensuring
product suitability means having a discussion with the client and gathering
pertinent information that will provide the key facts required to offer the client a
choice from a range of possible products and services that meet their individual
needs.
The responsibility rests with the financial service provider to ensure that the
product is an appropriate one for the client, given the client's financial situation,
financial and investment knowledge or experience and investment goals. It is
important to note that the person undertaking the needs analysis must meet all
the appropriate FAIS requirements, have the appropriate expertise to perform
the task, be qualified in terms of the product category, be adequately trained
and have sufficient knowledge and understanding of the product.
Clients trust the expertise and experience being provided and see this as a
secure mechanism that will enable them to make an informed choice.

1.1

PRODUCTS

The world of banking is highly competitive and banks offer very similar
products and services. The focus of these financial service providers is to
make a profit and they do this primarily by obtaining funds from depositors
and providing loans to borrowers. This means that in order to attract
profitable business banks have to offer their clients products and services
that match their specific needs.
Generally, businesses start by identifying their target market and establishing
the needs of their potential clients. Once this crucial step has been completed
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they will focus on developing a range of products and services that appeal to
their specific target market in an attempt to match their clients needs and so
doing increase their client base and profits of the business.
Target market

The target market of banks is very broad and includes some of the following
categories:
•

Working individuals in various income-earning brackets

•

Students

•

Individuals within various age groups and with varying marital status

•

Professionals such as doctors and lawyers

•

Sole proprietors

•

Small and medium businesses

•

Medium and large corporates

Banks identify their target market by establishing the needs and wants of
individuals or businesses who might make use of existing products and
services. Banks also design and develop new products and services that
should appeal to the identified target market from the information that they
have gathered. In this way the bank maintains existing clients and creates
potential to gain new clients that are interested in the products and services
on offer.
1.1.1

The definition of a financial product

The generally accepted definition of a product is “a tangible good”, for
example, a computer or a filing cabinet. In the Financial Services Industry
products could refer to anything from financial planning services to
investment products such as fixed deposits. If one had to be asked to create
a definition of “financial product” it could simply be stated as follows: a
financial product can be defined as the mechanism that enables clients to
transact, save, invest, insure and borrow, such as a notice deposit account or
credit card.
The FAIS Act also has a definition of “financial product” and that definition
includes all the products which are included in the ambit of the FAIS Act.
1.1.2

The purpose of performing a needs analysis
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During a needs analysis the banker would ask the client pertinent questions in
order to gather relevant information that provides an adequate indication of
the products or services that might match his needs.
In order to determine the client’s requirements one would have to establish the
following basic elements:
•

How much the client earns (total income)

•

How much of his income is available for savings and investment
purposes

•

What type of transactions the client needs to carry out and how many
per month

•

How often he will require access to the funds

The FAIS Act states that a client must be offered a product that matches his
specific needs. If a client is given a product that does not meet his specific
requirements he will end up being dissatisfied with the service provided and
this could result in unnecessary complaints and also damage the bank’s
reputation.
The FAIS Act also requires that the following aspects should be considered
before proposing a product to the client:
•

Determine the client’s objective – what is his purpose?

•

Determine the client’s financial background in relation to the product
required – for example, how much additional income does he have that
can be used to meet his financial goal?

•

Determine the client’s financial knowledge and experience in relation to
the product required – for example, does he currently use similar
products?

The FAIS General Code prescribes the steps and action to be taken when
representatives give advice to clients. The two main requirements of giving
advice is establishing suitability and keeping a record of advice. These
requirements must be borne in mind throughout the needs analysis.
The purpose of a needs analysis is to ensure that the client is offered a product
or range of products that suit his personal financial situation. It would,
therefore, be vital to adopt a holistic approach in providing a financial solution,
in other words, taking all aspects of the client’s financial goals, circumstances
and experience into account. Ultimately the client will make the choice from the
given information that has been provided to him.
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1.1.3 Product categories
Demand deposits

A demand deposit account is a cheque account, savings account, call account
or any other type of account at a banking institution that allows money to be
deposited and withdrawn on demand by the accountholder. Depending on the
type of account, the bank might charge a service fee, while on other accounts
the bank may pay interest on the funds that have been deposited into the
account.
Savings and investments

In order to save or invest, clients would need to have some money left over
from their income after all expenses have been deducted.
In the banking industry we typically understand the terms savings and
investments by relating them to the accounts that are offered. Technically,
savings means setting money aside for emergencies or to achieve short-term
goals. Typically savings of this nature would have to be immediately available
to the client and banks have products that suit this type of need. Savings
accounts provide a safe place to deposit money and these accounts also
provide interest earnings, which means that the money can grow when it is not
being used.
Therefore, bank accounts such as savings, call, money market transactional
accounts and even short-term notice deposit and fixed deposit accounts, could
be termed savings accounts.
Investments

Investing means to deposit money for the purpose of making the money grow
over time through earning interest. In other words creating more money over a
longer period. Investing usually forms part of a long-term approach and
involves larger sums of money than savings as well as attracting higher
interest. The main difference in a banking context is that there are various
limitations regarding balances and deposit amounts, access restrictions and
penalty fees.
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The difference between savings and investments

The difference between saving and investment lies in the aim and time period.
Savings are meant to be liquid (easy to convert into cash) and the client should
have the ability to withdraw this money immediately or within a short notice
period. The returns on savings are usually quite small. Investments tend to be
less liquid (depending on the type of investment) and usually have a longer
time period. Investment accounts offer higher interest rates. In a banking
context standard investment accounts are considered low risk, as the capital
amount deposited is not at risk compared to other types of investments, such
as investing on the stock market or investing in property.
1.1.4 Types of accounts that attract bank depositors

There are many banking products and services that can be offered to suit the
financial needs of the wide range of banking clients. It is important to be aware
of the products that are available both in the bank as well as in the
marketplace in order to accommodate the different types of needs that clients
have.
A brief description of some of the general bank account products available are
provided in the table below:

•

Cheque

account

-

Cheque

accounts

are also

referred

to

as

transactional accounts. Transactional accounts are a convenient
means for business and personal clients to deposit and withdraw
money and pay third parties, at the same time providing them with a
handy record of transactions made during each month. These
accounts are not meant for the purpose of earning interest or for the
intention of saving. A cheque account is the ideal account for a client
who earns a regular monthly income and makes regular account
payments, such as rent or bond, telephone and car repayments. The
account provides the client with various transaction methods such as
the utilisation of the bank’s branch network, a cheque or debit card,
an ATM, online banking or telephone and cell phone banking. If the
client qualifies he can also apply for an overdraft facility and
chequebook. The client also has the option to receive monthly
statements that will help him to keep track of and manage his
finances.
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•

Transmission account - Transmission accounts are similar to cheque

accounts. A transmission account has lower transactional costs but
does not offer access to overdraft or chequebook facilities. It is aimed
at clients who need to transact regularly, deposit their wages and
make monthly payments, as well as save. Small businesses also can
opt for transactional accounts especially where they do not need
access to credit or chequebook facilities.
•

Savings accounts – These types of accounts are mainly used for

saving.

It is simple and easy to manage and suits the needs of

people who do not wish to operate a cheque or transmission account.
The charges can be fairly high especially on a book-based savings
account. Money can be placed in the account or withdrawn at any
time. A fairly low interest rate is offered on these accounts and the
amount of interest that is earned is dependent on the balance in the
account. Savings interest rates are usually tiered which means the
higher the balance in the account the higher the rate of interest
earned. Savings accounts are designed to allow the client’s money to
grow. Savings accounts are mostly card based although there are still
book-based accounts. Funds can be accessed through the bank’s
branch network, ATMs, and in certain cases online, telephone or cell
phone banking options. The rate of interest varies according to the
savings option and the amount of money in the bank account.
•

Call deposit - This is readily available money that can be accessed on

demand. Different call deposits have different restrictions usually
pertaining to minimum balances or minimum transactional amounts.
The purpose of call deposits is to earn a higher rate of interest than a
savings account. The interest earned will be lower than other fixed
interest investment accounts due to the easy accessibility to funds.
Individuals or businesses can open a call account.
•

Money market deposit account - is an account that provides the

client with a combination of transacting and investing. This account
provides clients with easy access to their funds, simultaneously
encouraging clients to invest larger sums, as the higher the balance
the higher the rate of interest earned. No notice period is required for
withdrawals. This option is suited to individuals, businesses and other
organisations. There are restrictions to this type of account such as
maintaining a minimum balance of, for example, R20 000.00 – this
differs from bank to bank. Interest is calculated daily and capitalised
monthly.
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•

Notice deposit - An agreed period of notice needs to be given to the

bank before money in the account can be accessed. This is usually a
32-day period. The rate available will be higher than the call rate, as
funds are tied up for a longer period of time. Notice deposit accounts
earn a higher rate of interest but have a number of other restrictions.
Besides the agreed notice period, the minimum amount needed to
open the account is higher than an ordinary savings account. Interest
rates may fluctuate periodically.

•

Fixed deposit - This type of account offers a fixed interest rate over a

fixed period of time (e.g. 12 or 24 months). The money must remain
in the account for the specified period of time. This protects the
investor from the temptation of drawing the money and is a good
form of investing for a long-term goal.
•

Unit trust is an investment that pools the money of many investors,

with the aim of providing smaller investors a means of gaining access
to equities, bonds and cash, with less money and on a less risky
basis. Unit trusts are suitable for investors who may not have the
time, money or expertise to make the investments themselves.

Note: The benefits and features and product rules will be discussed in detail

in Chapter 5.

1.2

INTEREST RATES

Interest is paid to a client by a bank for money held in the form of a deposit in
certain savings and investment accounts. The banks usually pay interest
monthly, however some products offer the client a choice and interest can be
paid monthly, quarterly, half-yearly, annually or on maturity.
There are many product options available to investors and banks have to
compete to obtain investors’ funds by offering a certain amount of interest in
return for their deposits.
Interest is also a fee that is paid to a lender by a borrower for the right to use
the money. Interest is paid by clients to the bank when the client avails of an
overdraft facility or borrows money in the form of a loan account.
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The interest percentage earned or paid per year (per annum) is called the
interest rate.

In the marketplace one can buy a car at a specified price and the next year you
can buy the same car with enhanced features at a higher price. Banks transact
in money and money cannot be enhanced in the same way a car can,
therefore, banks use interest rates as a pricing mechanism for money. The
bank will have one scale of prices for money invested depending on the
amount and the period of time and one scale for lending, i.e. the amount a
borrower will have to pay for the use of the money provided by the bank.
Interest can, therefore, be defined as the price of money.
1.2.1 How do banks determine the level of interest rates or “price” of funds?

The nominal or market interest rate is determined by the supply of and the
demand for funds. These rates can be defined as the published or stated
rates at any given point in time.
Supply and demand of funds

The supply of funds is determined by the savings or investment behaviour of
people in general. People who are prepared to consume less and prefer
accumulating wealth will set aside a higher amount of their disposable income
for future use, with the emphasis on growing these funds to generate further
wealth, opposed to people who have a poor savings ethic and prefer to spend
their money now.
The demand for funds depends on the potential possibilities that exist for
using borrowed funds resourcefully and profitably. The demand for funds
becomes greater if the funds are used profitably. The prices of goods and
services are determined by demand and supply; similarly, the prices of funds,
i.e. the general level of interest rates are determined by demand and supply.
If there is an increase in demand for funds and/or the money supply declines,
the price of funds will rise, i.e. interest rates increase. If there is a decline in
the demand for funds and/or an increase in the money supply, interest rates
will decrease. If there are any anticipated changes in the interest rate level
this will also affect the supply and demand of funds.
Future expectations of what the interest rates will be also play a significant
role in determining the rates offered to borrowers and investors. The
uncertainty about the price of funds (or interest rates) plays a role in the
process of determining interest rates offered to clients.
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Some of the factors that are likely to have an impact on the level of interest
rates are the following:

•

Period or term – The longer the term of the loan, the greater the

uncertainty that circumstances may change, therefore, the higher the
compensation demanded by the lenders of funds. In the case of
investments the longer the term the higher the demanded rate of
return.

•

Ability to repay – The lender needs to be satisfied that there is a

good probability that they will get their money back. The higher the
risk of default by the user or the lower his/her credit rating, the
higher the interest rate asked by the supplier of funds. In the case of
investments the higher the risk, the higher the return demanded.

•

Inflation – The higher the level of inflation, the higher the interest

rate demanded by investors to compensate them for the declining
value of their funds. Therefore, higher expected inflation will bring
about higher interest rates.
The South African Reserve Bank (the Bank) plays an important role in
determining the level of short-term interest rates, as these rates are closely
related to the rates at which the Bank lends money to private-sector banks.
1.2.2 Types of interest rates
Repo rate

The repurchase rate (repo rate) is the interest rate at which commercial
banks can borrow money from the Bank. When the repo rate changes, it
affects the prime lending rate. The prime lending rate in turn affects the
interest rate that commercial banks charge their clients.
The repo rate is one factor that controls the supply of money in South Africa,
which in turn has an influence on the following:
•

Inflation

•

Consumer spending power

•

National debt levels

•

Business growth

When the repo rate is lowered the money supply is increased. This provides
individuals and businesses with the opportunity to borrow money at more
favourable rates. This in turn encourages business growth and consumer
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spending. However, an increase in the money supply makes the currency
more vulnerable to inflation. When the repo rate is increased, the money
supply is decreased. This helps to keep inflation down but does discourage
business growth and consumer spending because money becomes very
expensive to borrow.
This type of increase places a major strain on businesses or individuals that
have overextended themselves with debt. When the repo rate is increased a
few times in succession this is usually followed by an increase in bad debts,
vehicle and property repossessions, liquidations and bankruptcies.
Prime lending rate

When you borrow money from a bank, the interest rate that you will be
charged by the bank, is usually specified in terms of the prime interest rate.
The prime interest rate or prime lending rate is a benchmark rate used by
commercial banks when issuing variable interest rate loans to clients. The
South African prime rate is a few percent higher then the repo rate. Banks
can lend money below prime, at prime or above prime rate depending on
variables such as the loan risk.
Nominal interest rate

The nominal interest is also known as simple interest. It is the interest rate
stated for a specific product calculated on an annual basis and does not take
the effect of compounding into account. Typically a standard fixed deposit
would attract a nominal interest rate as it is set for a specified period and
interest, therefore, cannot be added to the capital amount until the end of
the period.
Effective interest rate

The effective interest is the actual interest rate that accrues after taking into
account the effects of compounding. Compounding means that interest is
added to the capital amount or balance of the account periodically. In other
words interest is earned on interest. Typically, a notice deposit account or
ordinary savings account would attract an effective rate of interest.
Fixed and variable interest rates

Depending on the product, clients who enter into an agreement with the bank
might be given a choice between fixed or variable rates. Banks offer a vast
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number of products and some of these products have standard options, which
means that the client would not be given an option and that the rate would
be either fixed or variable.
Fixed interest rate

A fixed rate is a set rate and cannot be changed for the full period of the
investment or full period of the loan agreement.
If a client fixes the rate of a loan it means that the client’s repayments will
not vary; they will remain constant throughout the period of the agreement.
This type of option provides:
•

certainty regarding a client’s repayments or interest earnings
for a

specified period

•

protection against the upward movement of the prime rate
(fluctuation of interest rates) and

•

an alternative to the variable interest rate for clients who
hold the

view that the rates might increase in the near future.

When a client discusses this option, it would be advisable to inform him that
rates can fluctuate and that even economists cannot predict the future of
interest rates with absolute certainty. It is also important to explain to the
client that once the term of the investment or loan agreement expires, a new
agreement will have to be entered into which means that the new rate would
apply. This could mean that the repayments on the loan might increase or
the interest received on the fixed investment might decrease.
Variable interest rate

This rate is typically used for products such as homeloans. A variable rate is
linked to the prime rate of interest which means repayments may fluctuate as
the prime rate moves up or down. The fluctuations in the prime rate affect
the interest charged and the monthly repayments on loans or interest
received on investments.
Clients who believe that interest rates are likely to drop in the short term or
who have sufficient capital to withstand an increase in the interest rate would
generally prefer this option. The benefit of choosing this option is that
interest rates could change, lowering the repayment amount of the loan and
increasing disposable income, or provide the client with an option to continue
paying the same amount on the loan thus decreasing the loan period, saving
the client money in the long term.
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On the other hand, investors would be negatively affected by a drop in
interest rates as this would have a negative impact on the growth of the
funds, i.e. the amount of interest that the client will earn will decrease.
Decreases and increases in rates are effective immediately.
Tiered interest rates

Tiered interest rates refer to a rate of interest scaled according to the amount
invested in the account. Typically, the higher the balance in the account, the
higher the rate. Savings or investment accounts with longer terms generally
pay higher rates than accounts with shorter terms.
This option is beneficial to clients who intend saving continuously and
increasing the balance on their account. The more money the client saves the
higher the interest rate paid for the money, and if the interest is capitalised
the balance will increase even further and the client will earn interest on the
interest.
Each bank has its own process in place for accessing interest rates. Interest
rates for most products are usually advertised on bank websites and
employees can access interest rate information either electronically or
manually.
Below is an example of interest rates advertised by a bank for a short-term
deposit product:
Balances R1 000 – R9 999.99

Balances R10 000 – R100 000.00

Term

Interest Rate (%)

Term

Interest Rate (%)

8 – 31 days

2.15%

8 – 31 days

3.15%

>1 month

4.73%

>1 month

5.73%

2 Months

4.81%

2 Months

5.81%

3 Months

4.89%

3 Months

5.89%

4 Months

5.00%

4 Months

6.00%

5 Months

5.05%

5 Months

6.05%

6 Months

5.08%

6 Months

6.08%

1.3

PRICE

In the previous section we discussed the price of money and concluded that the
price paid for borrowing money from a bank is called interest.
Price is one of the differentiating marketing instruments that generates an
income for a business. Price can be defined as the amount of money that is
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charged for a product or service. Clients are prepared to pay for the use of
products and services and banks have various pricing options available to
match a client’s requirements.
Price can be used to maximise profitability, increase market share (sales
growth), and differentiate product types. Price is often associated with quality,
i.e. the higher the price, the better the quality of the goods and services
provided.
Banks generally structure their prices according to pricing principles such as:
•

Client needs - What products and services are clients looking for in
the current economy?

•

Existing pricing - What products are regarded as expensive? What
products are selling or not selling and why?

•

Competitor activity and market share - What prices are competitors
charging and should Bank A charge the same price? How many
clients use the homeloan product at Bank A opposed to Bank B? Will
a change in price successfully target the clients at Bank B or is price
not the reason for Bank A’s lack of market share in this product?

•

Inflation - The market environment and how well the economy is
performing impacts on price.

•

Reserve Bank interest rate fluctuations - the repo rate influences
inflation, therefore, price.

1.3.1

Price options

The South African banks are different from the banks in many other countries
in that they charge a fee for almost every service associated with a bank
account.
Banks offer a range of pricing options to consumers.
The two main options are discussed below:

Bundled package options (fixed fee for a specified number of transactions)

This pricing option depends on the product. The package deal refers to a
specific number or bundle of transactions charged at a fixed fee. Limits are
placed on the type and number of transactions that are included in the bundle.
Each package deal also has specific restrictions attached to them. The client
would need to be aware that if the transaction limit is exceeded within any
given month there would be additional charges. All transactions that are
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excluded from the package, such as cell phone banking will be charged at the
normal pay-as–you-transact rate. Some banks also offer free banking service
options but the client would then need to maintain a minimum deposit in their
account and if the balance falls below the minimum deposit in any given
month, the client will pay per transaction at the usual rates that would apply to
that specific account.
An example of a bundled package option:
FINSTATE Bank: Pricing Option Fixed Fee
Note: Transactions in excess of the maximum specified in this table attract the

normal transaction rates.
Option A

Option B

Option C

Electronic transactions

30

40

50

Annual card fee

Included

Included

Included

Cheques

10

10

10

Internet subscription

Included

Included

Included

Branch cash withdrawals

3

3

3

Branch cash deposits

2

2

2

ATM deposits

2

2

2

Unlimited

Unlimited

R140.00

R175.00

Electronic
Enquires

statements

and

balance Unlimited

Monthly fee

R95.00

*Package Restrictions
•

Transaction fees will be levied on withdrawals made at other banks.

•

Additional transaction fees will be levied if the allowed number of
transactions per month is exceeded.

•

Electronic transactions include all and any combination of inter-account
transfers, account payments, debit orders and cheque card transactions.

•

The Internet banking subscription is only free for the primary user.
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•

Monthly statements posted to the client attract a fee of R7.50 per
statement.

Unbundled or “pay-as-you-use” package options

If a client chooses this option they are charged a fee per transaction. The fee
that is charged, i.e. whether it is a flat fee (single fixed fee) or ad-valorem fee
(charge based on the value of the transaction) will depend on the type and
value of the transaction. Other than transactional fees, the client will also be
charged subscription fees, monthly fees and any penalty fees that may apply.
The various fees will differ depending on the product that the client has chosen.
An example of a pay-as-you-use option:

Pay-as-you-use option on a personal cheque account for FINSTATE Bank:
Note:

•

Clients are charged for each transaction at the published
current applicable fee.

•

The total charges on the account will vary from month to month.

Monthly account fee

R45.00

Debit orders

R 3.50

Cheque card transactions

R 2.75

Cell phone banking

Free

ATM and online banking

R 3.50

Cheque transactions

R12.50

Over-the-counter cash withdrawals

R20.00 + 1.25% of value
up to a maximum charge of
R1.500 per withdrawal

Over-the-counter-cash deposits

1.25% of value with a
minimum charge of R20.00

Statements:
Email

Free

Post

R 7.50

Balance enquiries

R 3.25

Penalty fees:
Unpaid cheques or debit orders

R130.00 per item

Card replacement fee

R 55.00

Every bank has their own set of pricing options and it is essential that
employees get to know these packages, as this will contribute to the success of
the needs analysis performed and the client’s ultimate product choice.
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Note: The topic of pricing, fees and commissions will be elaborated on in

Chapter 3.

1.4

PERIOD OF A DEPOSIT

When performing a needs analysis with a client it is important to establish the
length of time that they are willing to invest.
The period of deposit can be defined as the minimum length of time the funds
are locked in before a client can access them. In banking terminology this is
referred to as the investment period.
The various deposits that a bank accepts for savings and investments have
specific time periods attached. Usually the longer money is committed for
investment purposes the higher the interest rate paid on this type of
investment.
By establishing the client’s financial profile one can determine what investment
period might best suit his needs.
The client can choose from the following options:
•

Short term (less than 12 months) – such as a call account or 32-day
notice deposit account

•

Medium term (12 months – 5 years) – such as a 12-month fixed deposit
or unit trust

•

Long term (5 years and longer) - Unit Trust and other financial products
such as retirement annuities

Call deposits

Not all interest-bearing accounts are time-locked, for example, a call deposit
earns interest calculated on a daily balance and paid monthly. This type of
investment usually allows you immediate access to your money. The interest
rate can fluctuate daily depending on market conditions. The initial deposit
can be added to at any time and the funds can be withdrawn on demand.
This type of account is also known as a demand deposit account and is an
ideal investment for the management of short-term cash flows.
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Notice deposits

Notice deposits are short-term investments aimed at clients who would like a
high return but with the option of accessing their funds at short notice. The
investment period for this type of account relates to the notice period. The
client is required to give notice before he can access his money. The
categories of notice periods are usually 32 days, 60 days and 88 days;
however, some financial institutions offer longer periods such as 185 days
and the funds are available at the expiry of the notice period.
There are two notice options on this type of account:

•

No notice basis: The funds are invested and no maturity date (notice
period) is given for the investment. The client will have to advise the
bank that he will require the funds within the specified period of the
product, i.e. 32 days notice for a 32-day notice account or 60 days
for a 60-day notice account and so on.

•

Immediate notice: The client gives immediate notice on the account
on the day that the funds are invested and the funds become
available at the end of the notice period.

There are penalties payable if the client requires his funds before the notice
period expires. This option is of benefit to clients who would prefer an
account that will earn a higher rate of return than a savings account but
where they can add to the initial investment and still benefit from the
increase in the rate of interest. This type of deposit generally attracts tiered
interest rates, which means the more money the client is able to save, the
higher the rate of interest he will earn. This is a low-risk investment.
Fixed deposits

Interest-bearing accounts such as fixed deposits have a specified investment
period attached to the agreement. In some banks the period can be as short
as one month and as long as five years.
This type of investment requires the client to commit a specified amount of
money for a given period of time for a set rate of return. A fixed amount is
invested with the bank and may not be increased or decreased and no
additional deposits or withdrawals can be made during the investment period.
The rate is negotiated on the date of investment and remains fixed for the
period of the investment. The maturity date is agreed to on the date of the
deposit and cannot be changed. Usually, the longer the period the client is
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prepared to invest for, the higher the interest rates. If the money is
withdrawn before the maturity date the client will have to pay an early
withdrawal penalty. This is a low-risk investment.
Unit trusts

Unit trusts also form part of the wide range of products offered by banks and
other financial institutions. Unit trusts allow the client to pool their resources
into different investment options including equities, bonds, money market
instruments and offshore assets.
A unit trust is a type of collective investment scheme. A team of professional
fund managers are appointed to manage the portfolio of the unit trust. A unit
trust is regarded as a medium to long-term investment that is aimed at
clients who want to beat inflation. The recommended time period is between
three to five years and longer.
No notice period is required and once the client has indicated that he would
like to withdraw his money it is available within three to four working days
without penalty fees. These investments are extremely flexible and one can
change from a single lump sum to regular monthly investments. One can
increase or decrease the amount according to one's individual needs.
Fluctuations of share prices on the JSE create either an increase or decrease
in value, which means that there is an element of risk attached to this
specific option.

1.5

OFFERING CLIENTS FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS

Clients may have many different reasons for saving. The financial solution that
is offered would depend on the client’s preferences and circumstances.
Some of the aspects that would need to be considered when offering the client
options that match their specific profile are as follows:

•

Length of time of the deposit

•

Restrictions and penalties

•

Liquidity

•

Risk

•

Required rate of return

•

Tax implications
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Length of time of the deposit

It would be critical to establish the access requirements of the client. If the
client needs speedy access to the funds, i.e. requires access to the money at
very short notice then a savings account or call account would be a good
option. In most cases bank products offer lower interest rates on demand
deposit accounts than on notice and fixed deposit accounts. In general the
longer the investment period the better the interest earning might be.
Restrictions and penalties

The restrictions and penalties on deposit accounts vary from bank to bank. It is
important that each bank official conducts research on the types of restrictions
and penalties there are and which accounts they relate to.
The types of restrictions on interest-bearing products include:
1.

Minimum and maximum balance requirements, for example, some

money market transaction accounts have to maintain a minimum
balance of R20.000. A debit order must also be in place to transfer a
minimum amount of R1 000 into this account at a time. If these rules
are not adhered to and the account falls below the R20 000 balance the
account is closed.
2.

Notice periods – Clients can access their funds immediately on a call

account but other accounts such as 32-days notice accounts require
prior notice in writing.
3.

Interest rate restriction, for example, the interest rate on a 32-day

notice account

increases after the first 32 days, and again after 64

days, provided that no notice has been input on this account.
4.

Age restrictions – the bank provides specifically tailored products to suit

the needs of their diverse clients, for example, products for minors,
students and senior citizens with specific benefits such as higher interest
rates on investment products or special service fees on cheque
accounts.
5.

Deposit and withdrawal limitations, for example, on a specific product

with a fixed maturity date one can make a maximum of two withdrawals
of 15% each, of the available balance without any penalties for early
redemption.
6.

Minimum opening balances ranging from R100 – R50 000.
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7.

Penalty fees for early redemption of deposit and penalties when no

notice has been given. These penalties differ from bank to bank and
range from a set fee such as a minimum of R750.00 for early
redemption to 1% of the withdrawal amount.
Liquidity

Liquidity relates to how easily funds can be accessed, i.e. how quickly an
investment can be converted into cash in the pocket. A long-term investment
with a fixed maturity date is not a liquid investment and will be subject to
penalties should the client require the funds prior to maturity. People who save
for a “rainy day”, for a deposit on a house or a car or in case of emergencies,
are likely to need access to their funds in a relatively short period. Individuals
and businesses occasionally have funds available that they do not need to use
immediately but they would like to earn some interest on the money until they
do – these clients are also likely to want easy access to their funds and would
probably choose a call or notice deposit account depending on their specific
financial context.
The following accounts allow immediate access to funds:
•

Savings

•

Money market deposit account

The following accounts require notice before funds can be released:
•

32-day, 60-day, 88-day notice

•

Call accounts with 24-hour notice requirements

Generally a fixed deposit cannot be accessed prior to maturity, however the
client’s request can be processed subject to penalties.
A unit trust does not have any notice requirements, however the bank requires
notification for withdrawal of funds in writing from the client and this takes a
minimum of three working days to process.
Risk

It is important to establish the risk profile of the client so that the products
presented will match his personal preferences. The risk profile of a client will
greatly influence the type of products that he would consider.
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The general rule is that the more risk the investor takes, the greater the
potential for higher return - and loss.
One of the greatest risks when investing is that the investor can lose the
capital that he invests.
Various profiles of investors

•

Conservative investors are investors who want stability and want to

protect their investment, low interest rate for low risk suits their profile
and they don’t mind not increasing the value of the investment
dramatically. This type of investor is risk-averse and does not want to
take risks with the capital that has been invested.

•

Moderate investors are long-term investors who want reasonable but

relatively stable growth. These investors do not mind some interest
rate fluctuation, however they probably would not invest directly in
shares on the stock exchange but rather invest in a unit trust
(collective investment scheme).

•

Aggressive investors are long-term investors who want high capital

growth. These investors want a high return and understand that to
earn this return there is often a high risk involved.
Bank accounts and risk
Savings account

A bank savings account is a short-term investment and is considered a riskfree investment. The main risk is that the interest earned may not exceed
inflation. This type of product is most suited to new entrants in the financial
market and low-income earners. This is a useful mechanism for saving for
short-term goals.
Call account

A call account is usually viewed as a short-term deposit, provided the funds are
accessible within 12 months. This is a low-risk investment and is used by
clients who have large amounts of money that they need to “park” for a short
period of time until the money is required. An example of this would be a client
purchasing a home and or motor vehicle where a deposit is required.
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Notice deposit account

A notice deposit account is a short-term deposit where the funds are accessible
only once written notice is given by the client. The notice deposit account is
regarded as low risk and attracts investors looking for a higher interest-earning
potential than paid by a standard call or savings account. This account is
suitable for investors who have a deposit of at least R1 000.00 and who would
like to be able to add to the investment amount from time to time.
Fixed-deposit account

This account can be classified as a short-term deposit if the client has access to
the funds within 12 months. However, a longer investment period can be
chosen. This is a low-risk investment and is suitable for clients who have a
lump sum that they want to invest but which is not required immediately.
Unit trust

This is a medium to long-term investment. The risk can be regarded as
medium to high depending on the type of portfolio the funds are invested in.
Generally the risk is spread over several types of investments, which reduces
the risk. This product is suitable for moderate or risk-neutral investors who are
prepared to take some risk when investing.
Required rate of return

When performing a needs analysis it is important to understand what the client
expects regarding the interest amount that he would like to receive on his
investment. Young people have a longer time to invest so they might be willing
to take risks in order to gain higher interest. Young people also have more time
so they are prepared to consider long-term investments with a higher interest
return. People who are nearing retirement or who are retired are generally
looking at ways to secure their money and are not likely to want to place their
funds in a high-risk investment. Many retired people are looking for additional
income and are happy to earn a lower interest rate knowing that the principal
capital amount is secure.
The Investor Glossary defines the rate of return as “the percentage gain or loss
of an investment over a period of time. Rate of return is often expressed as an
annual percentage; for example, an annual rate of return of 5 percent means
the investment gained 5 percent over a twelve month period”. In other words if
you invest R1 000.00 on a fixed deposit for one year at 5% the rate of return
on the investment will be R1 000 x 5% = R50.00.
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The R50 earned on the investment is the nominal return that the client
received. However, to work out the real rate of return the client would have to
take inflation into account.
Generally bankers do not need to explain the impact of inflation or tax on a
client’s money. A client should be encouraged to seek professional advice from
a financial adviser.
Tax

It is imperative that clients take note of the tax that they might be liable to pay
on their investment income. Different types of investments are taxed
differently and this will have an impact on the amount of interest earned. The
interest paid by the bank to the client is before tax. The client will need to seek
professional tax advice when deciding which account would be best from a tax
perspective.

Summary
Banks offer a variety of financial products and services to clients. In order to
assist the client, one needs to adopt a holistic approach to analysing the clients
needs, in order to be able to establish which of these products and services will
be of benefit to the client.
Factors such as the client’s earnings, disposable income, transactional and
access requirements are some of the basic elements that will help the bank
official to determine which products or services might suit the client’s needs.
The advantage of utilising a bank product for transacting, saving or investing is
that it is very low risk; in fact many professionals will use the term “risk free”.
The

most

well-known

deposit

product

categories

are

listed

below:

Cheque accounts – money deposited in this type of account is available on

demand. However no credit interest is paid.
Savings accounts - money deposited in this type of account is available on

demand and a fairly low rate of interest is normally offered. A tiered rate is
used whereby the higher the balance on the account the higher the interest
earned.
Call deposits – money deposited in this type of account is usually available on

demand. The purpose of this account is to earn a higher interest rate and there
are usually restrictions on the balances maintained, as well as the number of
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transactions allowed. A tiered rate is used whereby the higher the balance on
the account the higher the interest earned.
Notice deposits – these deposits (funds) may be withdrawn subject to prior

notice to the bank in writing. A higher rate of interest is earned on these
accounts. A tiered rate is used whereby the higher the balance on the account
the higher the interest earned.
Fixed deposit accounts – a specified amount of money is invested for a fixed

period of time. This money remains invested until maturity date and usually
attracts a higher interest rate.
The interest rate is the interest percentage earned or paid per year (per
annum).
A brief summary of typical interest rates used in the financial world are listed
below:

•

Repo rate: The repurchase rate (repo rate) is the interest rate at

which commercial banks can borrow money from the Bank.

•

Prime interest rate: The prime interest rate or prime lending rate is a

benchmark rate used by commercial banks when issuing variable
interest rate loans to clients.

•

Nominal interest rate: The nominal interest is also known as simple

interest. It is the interest rate stated for a specific product, calculated
on an annual basis and does not take the effect of compounding into
account.

•

Effective interest rate: The effective interest is the actual interest

rate

that

accrues

after

taking

into

account

the

effects

of

compounding.

•

Fixed interest rate: A fixed rate is a set rate and cannot be changed

for the full period of the investment or full period of the loan
agreement.

•

Variable interest rate: This rate is typically used for products such as

home loans. A variable rate is linked to the prime rate of interest
which means repayments may fluctuate as the prime rate moves up
or down.

•

Tiered interest rates: Tiered interest rates refer to a rate of interest

scaled according to the amount invested in the account. Typically, the
higher the balance in the account, the higher the rate.

The longer the investment period, the higher the rate of return.
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All banks publish their prices, fees and interest rates. Typically, the banks have
two specific fee structures; the one is a pay as you use option and the other is
a package deal that sets a specific fee for a specific number of transactions.
One must bear in mind that with the set fee structure this would not include all
transaction types and there are very specific restrictions and terms and
conditions depending on the type of product that has been chosen.
Some of the aspects that would need to be considered when offering the client
options that match their specific profile are the following:

•

Length of time of the deposit

•

Restrictions and penalties

•

Liquidity

•

Risk

•

Required rate of return

•

tax implications
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Self-assessment Questions
1.

Mr Johnson has an extra R100.00 per month that he would like to save
for the purpose of creating a pool of money that can help him out in
the case of emergencies. Which type of product would you present to
him as a possible choice?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

2.

a)

Call account

b)

Unit trust

c)

Savings account

d)

32-day notice account

The FAIS Act states that a client must be offered a product that
matches his specific needs. Choose one statement below that best
describes the aspects that need to be considered before proposing a
product to the client.
a)

Establish the amount of additional income the client has, to
meet his financial goals.

b)

Establish the client’s objective, financial background and
financial knowledge and experience.

c)

Establish the client’s experience and financial know how.

d)

Establish the client’s purpose and knowledge of the investment
product.

2.

Thabo is a young businessman who has very little financial experience
in terms of banking products specifically. Thabo would like you to
explain the difference between savings and investments. Choose one
statement below that will help Thabo to understand the fundamental
difference between savings and investments.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Savings are less liquid than call accounts and the interest rate
can be a little higher because these accounts attract tiered
interest rates. The higher the balance the more money one can
earn.
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b)

Investment and savings accounts are similar but the amount
that has to be deposited and maintained in the account differs
and you can’t access the money easily.

c)

The difference between a savings and investment lies in the
purpose and time period. Savings are for emergency purposes
and short-term needs and are easy to access; one can
withdraw this money immediately or within a short notice
period. The returns on savings are usually quite small.
Investments have a long-term focus and the money is not as
easily accessible.

d)

The difference between a savings and investment is that some
investments are for a short period while others can be fixed.
Savings can be used for emergency purposes and the returns
on savings are usually quite small. Investments have a longterm focus and the money is not as easily accessible.

3.

Sally is a new colleague and she needs to understand the various
product offerings at your bank. She is perplexed by the different
accounts and would like to know which accounts are regarded as
demand deposit accounts but do not attract credit interest. Select the
accounts that Sally should be looking at.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

4.

a)

Cheque account

b)

Savings account

c)

Transmission account

d)

Money market transactional account

The fixed rate is a set rate for a particular period. Why do clients fix
their rate?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Certainty regarding interest earnings for a specified period

b)

Protection against fluctuation of interest rates

c)

An alternative to the variable interest rate, especially when
interest rates might increase in the near future

d)

All of the above
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6.

There are many types of interest rates and it is important for a bank
official to understand how they work. What statement below best
defines nominal interest?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Nominal interest is the interest rate stated for a specific
product calculated on an annual basis and does not take the
effect of compounding into account.

b)

Nominal interest can be defined as earning interest on interest

c)

Nominal interest is a portion of interest paid to clients for their
fixed deposit.

d)
7.

All of the above.

Craig would like to invest a lump sum in a medium-term investment
that would provide some sort of protection against the increasing
inflation rate. What product would you suggest to Craig?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

8.

a)

60-day notice account

b)

Unit trust

c)

Money market transactional account

d)

Three-month fixed deposit

Variable interest rates are interest rates that fluctuate. Zanele would
like to know if this rate would have an effect on the interest that she
earns on her 32-day notice deposit.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

If the interest rate increases, the rate of interest paid on the
balance at that time will increase, which means that Zanele will
earn more interest. If the rate decreases then the interest that
she will earn will be less for that period until the rate changes
again.

b)

If the interest rate increases, the rate of interest paid will not
impact the account; however, if the rate decreases then the
interest that she will earn will be less for that period until the
rate changes again.

c)

If the interest rate increases or decreases this will affect any
new deposits made to this account but the previous rate will
apply to the deposits made prior to the rate increase. This
means that Zanele can either earn more than she did before
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the new deposit or that she will earn less because the rate has
changed.
d)

If the interest rate increases or decreases Zanele will have to
give notice on the account so that the new interest rate can
come into effect. Once the notice period expires the new rate
will take effect and Zanele will either earn the higher or the
lower interest rate, whichever is applicable at the time of the
change.

9.

Banks often quote effective rates of interest when advertising their
products, for example, the effective rate of interest is *11.75%. What
does effective interest mean?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Effective interest is also known as simple interest and is
quoted per annum.

b)

The effective rate of an account is based on the tiered
interest rate structure, which means the higher the balance
the higher the rate of interest paid.

c)

The effective rate is a quoted rate that is used by banks to
attract depositors. This rate does not always give the clients
a better interest return on their investment as it depends on
the product that it applies to.

d)

The effective interest is the actual interest rate that accrues
after

taking into account the effects

of compounding.

Compounding means that interest is added to the capital
amount or balance of the account periodically. In other words
interest is earned on interest.
e)
10.

All of the above.

Sonny Burger approaches the enquiries desk; he needs to withdraw
funds from his fixed deposit urgently and wants to know if there are
any charges for this transaction. His fixed deposit maturity date is
three months from today.
What information would the service consultant have to give to Mr
Burger before processing his request?
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Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The service consultant will have to refer Mr Burger to the credit
department for a loan, as the funds cannot be withdrawn.

b)

The service consultant will have to explain to Mr Burger that
there

are

penalty

fees

involved

for

making

an

early

withdrawal from the fixed deposit.
c)

The service consultant will have to explain to Mr Burger that he
has not been sold the correct product and that he will have to
refer the matter to the Banking Ombudsman.

d)

The service consultant will have to refer the matter to the
manager so that the enquiry can be logged on the bank’s
complaint management system. Mr Burger will also have to be
given a reference number and an indication as to when a
response can be expected from the bank.
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Self-assessment Answers
1.

Mr Johnson has an extra R100.00 per month that he would like to save
for the purpose of creating a pool of money that can help him out in
the case of emergencies. Which type of product would you present to
him as a possible choice?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

2.

a)

Call account

b)

Unit trust

c)

Savings account

d)

32-day notice account

The FAIS Act states that a client must be offered a product that
matches his specific needs. Choose one statement below that best
describes the aspects that need to be considered before proposing a
product to the client.
a)

Establish the amount of additional income the client has to
meet his financial goals.

b)

Establish

the client’s objective, financial background and

financial knowledge and experience.

c)

Establish the client’s experience and financial know how.

d)

Establish the client’s purpose and knowledge of the investment
product.

3.

Thabo is a young businessman who has very little financial experience
in terms of banking products specifically. Thabo would like you to
explain the difference between savings and investments. Choose one
statement below that will help Thabo to understand the fundamental
difference between savings and investments.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Savings are less liquid than call accounts and the interest rate
can be a little higher because these accounts attract tiered
interest rates. The higher the balance the more money one can
earn.
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b)

Investment and savings accounts are similar but the amount
that has to be deposited and maintained in the account differs
and you can’t access the money easily.

c)

The difference between a savings and investment lies in the
purpose and time period. Savings are for emergency purposes
and short-term needs and are easy to access; one can
withdraw this money immediately or within a short notice
period. The returns on savings are usually quite small.
Investments have a long-term focus and the money is not as
easily accessible.

d)

The difference between a savings and investment is that some
investments are for a short period while others can be fixed.
Savings can be used for emergency purposes

and the returns

on savings are usually quite small. Investments have a longterm focus and the money is not as easily accessible.
4.

Sally is a new colleague and she needs to understand the various
product offerings at your bank. She is perplexed by the different
accounts and would like to know which accounts are regarded as
demand deposit accounts but do not attract credit interest. Select the
accounts that Sally should be looking at.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

5.

a)

Cheque account

b)

Savings account

c)

Transmission account

d)

Money market transactional account

The fixed rate is a set rate for a particular period. Why do clients fix
their rate?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Certainty regarding interest earnings for a specified period

b)

Protection against fluctuation of interest rates

c)

An alternative to the variable interest rate, especially when
interest rates might increase in the near future

d)

All of the above
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6.

There are many types of interest rates and it is important for a bank
official to understand how they work. What statement below best
defines nominal interest?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:
a)

Nominal interest is the interest rate stated for a specific
product calculated on an annual basis and does not take the
effect of compounding into account.

b)

Nominal interest can be defined as earning interest on interest.

c)

Nominal interest is a portion of interest paid to clients for their
fixed deposit.

d)
7.

All of the above.

Craig would like to invest a lump sum in a medium-term investment
that would provide some sort of protection against the increasing
inflation rate. What product would you suggest to Craig?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

8.

a)

60-day notice account

b)

Unit trust

c)

Money market transactional account

d)

Three-month fixed deposit

Variable interest rates are interest rates that fluctuate. Zanele would
like to know if this rate would have an effect on the interest that she
earns on her 32-day notice deposit.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:
a)

If the interest rate increases, the rate of interest paid on the
balance at that time will increase, which means that Zanele will
earn more interest. If the rate decreases then the interest that
she will earn will be less for that period until the rate changes
again.

b)

If the interest rate increases, the rate of interest paid will not
impact the account; however, if the rate decreases then the
interest that she will earn will be less for that period until the
rate changes again.
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c)

If the interest rate increases or decreases this will affect any
new deposits made to this account but the previous rate will
apply to the deposits made prior to the rate increase. This
means that Zanele can either earn more than she did before
the new deposit or that she will earn less because the rate has
changed.

d)

If the interest rate increases or decreases Zanele will have to
give notice on the account so that the new interest rate can
come into effect. Once the notice period expires the new rate
will take effect and Zanele will either earn the higher or the
lower interest rate, whichever is applicable at the time of the
change.

9.

Banks often quote effective rates of interest when advertising their
products, for example, the effective rate of interest is *11.75%. What
does effective interest mean?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Effective interest is also known as simple interest and is
quoted per annum.

b)

The effective rate of an account is based on the tiered
interest rate structure, which means the higher the balance
the higher the rate of interest paid.

c)

The effective rate is a quoted rate that is used by banks to
attract depositors. This rate does not always give the clients
a better interest return on their investment as it depends on
the product that it applies to.

d)

The effective interest is the actual interest rate that accrues
after

taking

into

account

the

effects of

compounding.

Compounding means that interest is added to the capital
amount or balance of the account periodically. In other words
interest is earned on interest.

e)
10.

All of the above

Sonny Burger approaches the enquiries desk; he needs to withdraw
funds from his fixed deposit urgently and wants to know if there are
any charges for this transaction. His fixed deposit maturity date is
three months from today.
What information would the service consultant have to give to Mr
Burger before processing his request?
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Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The service consultant will have to refer Mr Burger to the credit
department for a loan, as the funds cannot be withdrawn.

b)

The service consultant will have to explain to Mr Burger that
there are penalty fees involved for making an early withdrawal
from the fixed deposit.

c)

The service consultant will have to explain to Mr Burger that he
has not been sold the correct product and that he will have to
refer the matter to the Banking Ombudsman.

d)

The service consultant will have to refer the matter to the
manager so that the enquiry can be logged on the bank’s
complaint management system. Mr Burger will also have to be
given a reference number and an indication as to when a
response can be expected from the bank.
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2
Calculate interest on a deposit
This chapter covers the following criteria:
KNOWLEDGE CRITERIA

•

Explain how interest is calculated on a deposit

•

Explain the difference between nominal and effective interest rates

•

Discuss the difference between nominal and effective interest rates
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Purpose
In this chapter we discuss the difference between nominal and effective interest
rates, utilising calculation examples to help to simplify these terms. The FAIS Act
specifies that clients must be made aware of interest and how it can be earned.
The Code of Banking Practice states that the bank must provide information
regarding the following:
•

The basis on which interest is calculated

•

Changes made to interest rates

•

Interest payment or deduction timeframes

2.1

EXPLAIN HOW INTEREST IS CALCULATED ON DEPOSITS

In Chapter 1 the terms nominal and effective interest rates were introduced.
Nominal interest is the percentage interest that is stated and earned for a

single period, usually calculated on an annual basis. For example, if the
nominal interest rate is 10% p.a., it means that the period is one year and that
10% interest will be earned on the investment amount for that year. If the
bank quotes the nominal interest rate, this does not take the effect of
compounding into account.
Effective interest is the amount of interest a client can earn for the period of

the investment, expressed as a percentage. For example, if 10% p.a. interest
is paid on an investment and the interest earned per month is added to the
capital amount every month then interest would be earned on interest. This is
known as compounding and will result in an effective rate higher than the
10% quoted.
2.1.1

How to calculate interest

It is essential for a bank official to be able to provide the client with a basic
understanding of how interest is calculated on his account. One of the best
ways to explain a concept is to use an example.
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The examples provided below are a straightforward and effective means of
explaining interest calculations to the client.
Example:

Wesley invested R10 000 on a call account for 12 months and has requested
that the interest be transferred to his cheque account monthly. The rate
quoted by the bank was 10% p.a. Interest is calculated on the daily account
balance accrued during the month and capitalised on the last day of the
month. He is not going to make any further deposits on the account for the
year and would like to know how much interest he will earn.

Calculation = R10 000 x 10%/365 = R2.74 per day
Wesley will earn R2.74 per day on his investment.
To calculate how much interest will be transferred to Wesley’s cheque
account every month we need to use the number of days in each month.
Wesley will earn R2.74 x 31 days = R84.94 in May but he will earn slightly
less in June because June has 30 days.
Calculation for June = R2.74 x 30 days = R82.20 in June
Calculation for the full 12-month period:
R2.74 x 365 = R1 000.00
If Wesley decides he would prefer that the interest be capitalised or
compounded to the call account, in other words, the interest earned on
Wesley’s investment will be added to the capital amount every month, he will
earn more than the 10% originally quoted by the bank. This is what is termed
the effective interest rate.
To illustrate by means of a simple example:

•
•

The capital invested is R10 000 on day one.

•

Interest is paid and capitalised monthly.

The nominal interest rate quoted is 10% p.a.
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Balance at
Month

beginning of

Rate/36
5

month

=

x

Rand

No.

for

of

one

days

Interest

Balance at end

earned

of month

day

10.00%
1

R10 000.00
R10 084.94
R10 162.22
R10 248.40
R10 332.70
R10 420.43
R10 505.93
R10 595.21
R10 685.11
R10 773.01
R10 864.46

2.98

R10 953.86

3.00

/365

R87.73

R10 420.43

R85.50

R10 505.93

R89.28

R10 595.21

R89.90

R10 685.11

R87.90

R10 773.01

R91.45

R10 864.46

R89.40

R10 953.86

R93.00

R11 046.86

31
30

/365
10.00%

12

2.95

R10 332.70

30

/365
10.00%

11

2.93

R84.30

31

/365
10.00%

10

2.90

R10 248.40

31

/365
10.00%

9

2.88

R86.18

30

/365
10.00%

8

2.85

R10 162.22

31

/365
10.00%

7

2.83

R77.28

30

/365
10.00%

6

2.81

R10 084.94

31

/365
10.00%

5

2.78

R84.94
28

/365
10.00%

4

2.76

/365
10.00%

3

31

/365
10.00%

2

2.74

31

R11 046.86 – R10 000.00 (capital) = R1 046.86 (interest earned)
Calculation of effective rate of interest = (R1 046.86/10 000.00) x 100/1
(percentage) = 10.47% (effective rate)
The difference between nominal and effective interest (the nominal rate is
10%, but the effective rate, due to the compounding effect, is 10.047%).
Note: It is critical to inform the client whether the interest rate advertised by

a provider is nominal or effective, as this will clearly make a large difference
in the client's decision.
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2.1.2

Explaining nominal interest and effective interest

The most important distinction to be made when discussing interest earnings
with a client is the difference between nominal and effective interest.
Nominal interest is calculated over a single specified period (usually a year)
and does not take the effect of compounding into account, i.e. attract interest
on interest. This is also known as simple interest.
On the other hand, effective interest is interest that has been capitalised or
compounded. This means that the interest earned is added to the capital
amount of the account. Interest is then calculated on the new balance, which
includes the previous amount of interest earned. The client will earn interest
on the capital amount plus interest. The effective interest rate is, therefore,
effectively higher than the nominal interest rate.
If interest is not added to the balance in the account periodically (usually once
a month) then there will be no compounding effect and the effective interest
rate will not apply.
2.1.3

Discussing nominal and effective interest

In the previous sections we were introduced to interest rates and used the
simplest methods to explain interest rates and earnings to clients.
Understanding interest rates can be a complex topic, therefore, it is important
to ensure that we have a clear understanding of the various types of interest
rates and how they work.
The three types of interest rates that will be expanded on in this section are
the following:
1.

Nominal interest rate

2.

Effective interest rate

3.

Real interest rates

Nominal interest

Nominal interest is expressed in time periods. There are several different types
of time periods, the most well known of which is NACM (Nominal Annual
Compounded Monthly). This is the rate at which products such as overdraft
facilities, credit cards, home loans and savings accounts earn and pay interest.
The NACM is the rate which earns and pays interest on a monthly basis. There
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are other categories of interest such as NACQ (Nominal Annual Compounded
Quarterly) and NACH (Nominal Annual Compounded Half Yearly); these rates
apply to specialised investment instruments and in some cases clients can
choose to have their interest paid in one of these ways.
NACM means the nominal quoted interest rate, e.g. 10% per annum (year)
compounded monthly (paid into the account monthly).
Example:

Calculation = R10 000 x 10%/365 = R2.74 per day
Depending on the number of days in a month the interest paid will differ
slightly opposed to interest earned in a month with 31 days.
R2.74 x 30 days = R82.20 interest earned for the month
R2.74 x 31 days = R84.94 interest earned for the month
Effective interest

This is the rate that is expressed taking the effect of compounding into
account. This gives the client an idea of exactly how much interest he can earn
should the interest be added to the capital amount, for example, monthly,
quarterly or half-yearly.
The mathematical formula for calculating effective interest:
PV = Present Value (original capital amount)
FV = Future Value (interest plus capital at the end of the period)
i

= Interest

t

= Time (compounding period)

FV = PV + (1+i)t (compound interest)

Example:

FV = R50 000.00 x (1 + 0.075)5
= R50 000.00 x 1.0755
= R50 000.00 x 1.4356291
= R71 781.46 (Future value)
Real interest rates
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The real interest rate is the actual or real amount of interest a client can earn
which has been adjusted for inflation. Inflation is a continuous rise in prices
and causes investments or savings to dwindle if the inflation rate exceeds the
return on investments.
The real rate of return takes inflation into account, For example, the bank pays
a fixed interest of 5% per year on a fixed deposit account. If the inflation rate
is currently 3% per year, then the real return on the fixed deposit today would
be 2%. In other words, even though the nominal rate of return on the
investment is 5%, the real rate of return is only 2%, which means that the real
value of the investment only increases by 2% during a one-year period.

Summary
The three types of interest discussed in this section, are nominal, real and
effective. It is important to have a general understanding of these terms in
order to be able to answer the client’s interest queries and also to be able to
explain the different interest rates using interest calculations should the need
arise.
Nominal interest is the percentage interest that is stated and earned for a

single period, usually calculated on an annual basis.
Some of the categories of interest are:
NACM – Nominal Annual Compounded Monthly
NACQ – Nominal Annual Compounded Quarterly
NACH – Nominal Annual Compounded Half-yearly
Effective interest is the amount of interest a client can earn for the period of

the investment, expressed as a percentage.
Real interest rate is the actual or real amount of interest a client can earn

which has been adjusted for inflation.

Self-assessment Questions
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1. Wesley has a call account and the interest is paid monthly to his cheque
account. He would like to know why he got less interest in June
compared to May and July. The interest rate is 10% and has not
changed. Explain to Wesley why he earned less interest in June.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The bank official explains that the country is in a recession
and that this has impacted on the lower interest payment.

b)

The bank official explains that the bank has had a systems
problem and that all clients’ accounts have been affected.
This will be rectified soon.

c)

The bank official explains that the interest is slightly lower
because interest is calculated taking the number of days in
the month into account.

e)
2.

All of the above.

Calculate the interest earned on a deposit of R2 000.00 at 8% for the
month of June.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

3.

a)

R4.38

b)

R13.20

c)

R13.64

d)

R12.89

When will the effective interest rate not apply?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Effective interest rate will not apply when the client adds to the
balance.

b)

If interest is not added to the balance in the account
periodically (usually once a month) then there will be no
compounding effect and the effective interest rate will not
apply.

c)

The effective interest rate does not apply when the nominal
rate has been quoted to the client.
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e)

If the interest is paid to the account once a quarter effective
interest rate does not apply.

4.

What is the real interest rate?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The real interest rate is the interest that a client can earn on a
higher balance.

b)

The real interest rate is the present value of the original
investment.

c)

The real interest rate is the annual interest rate compounded
annually.

d)

The real interest rate is the actual or real amount of interest a
client can earn which has been adjusted for inflation.

5.

Calculate the effective rate of interest on the following:
R11 050.95 (The capital amount is R10 000.00 for one year and the
nominal interest rate is 10% p.a.)
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

6.

a)

10.51

b)

11.51

c)

10.05

d)

10.50

Chris paid R10 000 into a fixed deposit account invested at 7.5% for
12 months (interest paid at maturity). How much interest will he earn
at maturity?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

7.

a)

R 75.00

b)

R750.00

c)

R375.00

d)

R

62.50

John has invested R5 000.00 @ 5% p.a. You first need to calculate the
daily amount of interest in order to calculate the amount of interest
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that will be paid to John for the month. How much interest will be
earned on this investment for a day?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

8.

a)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5%/365 = R0.68

b)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5%/30 = R8.33

c)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5% x 12/365 = R8.22

d)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5% = R250.00

How much interest will John earn for April if he has invested R5 000.00
@ 5% p.a.?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

9.

a)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5%/31 = R8.06

b)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5%/365 = R0.68 x 31 = R21.08

c)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5%/12 = R20.83

d)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5%/365 = R0.68 x 30 = R20.04

Tyrone has a specialised fixed deposit account at FinState Bank and
has requested that his interest be paid to his cheque account
quarterly. What is the term for this type of interest period?

10.

a)

NACA

b)

NACD

c)

NACQ

d)

NACM

FinState Bank advertises the nominal interest rate on deposit
accounts and pays interest monthly. What interest rate type is used
to describe this method of interest payment?
a)

NACM

b)

NACQ

c)

NACA

d)

NACH

Self-assessment Answers
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1.

Wesley has a call account and the interest is paid monthly to his
cheque account. He would like to know why he got less interest in
June compared to May and July. The interest rate is 10% and has not
changed. Explain to Wesley why he earned less interest in June.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The bank official explains that the country is in a recession and
that this has impacted on the lower interest payment.

b)

The bank official explains that the bank has had a systems
problem and that all clients’ accounts have been affected. This
will be rectified soon.

c)

The bank official explains that the interest is slightly lower
because interest is calculated taking the number of days in the
month into account.

d)
2.

All of the above.

Calculate the interest earned on a deposit of R2 000.00 at 8% for the
month of June.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

3.

a)

R4.38

b)

R13.20

c)

R13.64

d)

R12.89

When will the effective interest rate not apply?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Effective interest rate will not apply when the client adds to the
balance.

b)

If interest is not added to the balance in the account
periodically (usually once a month), then there will be no
compounding effect and the effective interest

rate

will

not

apply.

c)

The effective interest rate does not apply when the nominal
rate has been quoted to the client.
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d)

If the interest is paid to the account once a quarter effective
interest rate does not apply.

4.

What is the real interest rate?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The real interest rate is the interest that a client can earn on a
higher balance.

b)

The real interest rate is the present value of the original
investment.

c)

The real interest rate is the annual interest rate compounded
annually.

d)

The real interest rate is the actual or real amount of interest a
client can earn which has been adjusted for inflation.

5.

Calculate the effective rate of interest on the following:
R11 050.95 (The capital amount is R10 000.00 for one year and the
nominal interest rate is 10% p.a.)
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

5.

a)

10.51

b)

11.51

c)

10.05

d)

10.50

Chris paid R 10 000 into a fixed deposit account invested at 7.5% for
12 months (interest paid at maturity). How much interest will he earn
at maturity?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

6.

a)

R 75.00

b)

R750.00

c)

R375.00

d)

R 62.50
John has invested R5 000.00 @ 5% p.a. You first need to

calculate the
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amount of interest

that will be paid to John for the month. How much

interest will be

earned on this investment for a day?

Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:
a)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5%/365 = R0.68

b)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5%/30 = R8.33

c)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5% x 12/365 = R8.22

d)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5% = R250.00

7.

How much interest will John earn for April if he has invested R5
000.00

@ 5% p.a.?

Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

9.

a)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5%/31 = R8.06

b)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5%/365 = R0.68 x 31 = R21.08

c)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5%/12 = R20.83

d)

Calculation = R5 000 x 5%/365 = R0.68 x 30 = R20.04

Tyrone has a specialised fixed deposit account at FinState Bank and
has requested that his interest be paid to his cheque account
quarterly. What is the term for this type of interest period?

10.

a)

NACA

b)

NACD

c)

NACQ

d)

NACM

FinState bank advertises the nominal interest rate on deposit
accounts and pays interest monthly. What interest rate type is used
to describe this method of interest payment?
a)

NACM

b)

NACQ

c)

NACA

d)

NACH
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Communicate pricing, fees and commissions
to clients
This chapter covers the following criteria:
KNOWLEDGE CRITERIA

•

Discuss the difference between pricing, fees and commissions.

•

Explain the pricing relevant to each product category.

•

Explain the fees relevant to each product category.

•

Explain the commissions relevant to each product category.
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Purpose
In this chapter we discuss the difference between pricing, fees and commissions
and how this relates to the various product categories.
The Code of Banking Practice states that the bank must provide full details
regarding charges and fees for basic banking services. Information about
charges and fees must also be available on request. Clients have the right to
know whether the fees or charges are negotiable or not and must be given prior
notice of any changes to charges or fees. All additional charges such as penalty
fees and overdrawn account fees must be communicated with the client.

3.1

PRICING, FEES AND COMMISSIONS

When a client enters into an agreement with the bank in respect of products
and services, the client must be informed of what charges and fees will be
levied on the various transactions that are usually performed on that account.
There are also additional fees that could be levied on the account depending on
the type of product that the client has chosen.
3.1.1

Pricing

Pricing can be defined as the valuation of something in terms of its price. The
price is the value (perceived or actual) of a product, expressed as an amount
of money and charged for a specific product or service.
Price

The price would be the whole amount that one pays for a product. The price
charged for a product could be defined as the fees and charges levied for each
transaction utilised over a specified period (usually a month). The total of all
fees

and

charges

calculated

for

a

particular

month

are

then

levied

automatically by debiting the client’s account. These debits are processed at
the same time every month and certain products allow clients to choose the
date on which the total fee will be levied.
Retail banks and pricing
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According to the Competition Commissioner (2007), retail banks use a form of
value-based pricing, which means that the price of the product or service is
based on the value it creates for the client. In other words, the higher the
demand for the product, the higher the price of the product. Retail banks take
a number of factors into account when working out the price of the product –
the value-based approach only forms part of the costing structure. The other
factors that are considered are client behaviour (what products are clients
using currently), the economic climate, market research, especially regarding
how much people are prepared to pay for a particular product (what they
consider to be a fair price) and competitor pricing.

Each bank generally

ensures that their pricing is in line with their competitors. There is a trend in
South Africa that when banking product prices increase they tend to increase
across banks and vice versa.
Products and services have to be appropriately priced to attract clients. An
organisation such as a bank can position themselves for a specific target
market if they price their products and services appropriately.
Pricing and market segments

The market segments are ascertained through research and the transactional
behaviour pattern of various income groups are studied in order to be able to
capture the correct target audience. This is done by providing them with
products and services that can match their specific needs at a price that the
target market would deem appropriate.
Pricing is used either to attract a specific market segment or to encourage the
use of a specific product. On the other hand, pricing can be used to discourage
a market segment or product use. For example, if a retail bank decides to focus
on a specific target market such as a high-income niche group to gain market
share in this segment, the range and price will be geared at matching the
needs of this specific group. However, the bank runs the risk of losing market
share if they do not have appropriately priced products for other segments
such as the mass market.
If the bank wants to attract the middle and mass market in order to ensure
sustainable profit and grow their market share from this specific market
segment, they would need to ensure that the pricing is appropriate for these
segments.
When a bank wants to discourage the use of a specific product the price of this
product could also be increased, for example, banks would prefer to minimise
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the number of clients that perform over-the-counter transactions, in order to
be able to focus banking on a service-oriented business, opposed to a purely
transactional-based operation.
An example of this would be the higher pricing of book-based savings
accounts. This is a labour-intensive form of dealing with clients and is not a
very profitable product. This type of pricing is intended to discourage all those
clients who are able to make use of the more modern card-based savings
accounts and minimise the number of clients that require over-the-counter
banking facilities. This pricing strategy could have a negative impact on certain
low-income earners, especially the illiterate client who is unable to operate
electronic mechanisms.
Pricing options

Banks offer various pricing options such as standard options that relate to a
specific product, or flexible options that can be tailored to suit the needs of
their client base. Banks have a variety of products in each product category, so
even though the pricing may be standard for a specific product, there are a
wide range of products available with unique pricing options that could suit the
client’s needs.
Example:

A cheque account could have some of the following options:
1.

Fixed service fee for a set number of transactions

2.

Pay fees per transaction utilised (each transaction will have its own
price attached depending on the type of transaction)

3.

Minimum balance option – maintain a minimum credit balance at all
times and qualify for free banking

3.1.2

Fees and charges

In the banking industry pricing generally relates to the structure of prices
relating to the various products, i.e. the various fees charged for transactions
and utilisation of an account product or service. A fee can be defined as a
monetary payment charged for services, for example, a management fee for
overdraft facilities. It is, therefore, the price one pays as remuneration for
services. Fees can also be defined as charges or payments for services relating
to account transactions in the financial industry.
Banks price their transactions by applying various pricing formulas. Depending
on the bank and their specific procedures, transactions can be charged/levied
on the following basis:
Flat (fixed) fee
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This is a fixed amount charged per transaction. This means that the fee
charged stays the same regardless of the amount of the transaction. Some
banks charge a flat fee for a package or bundle of transactions, e.g. R70.00 is
a once-off fee paid for 35 transactions, regardless of the value or type of
transactions. Other banks use a tiered flat fee structure, e.g. the first eight
transactions are charged at a flat fee and thereafter a higher flat fee is levied
for the next set (bundle) of transactions.
Ad valorem fee

An ad valorem fee can be defined as a fee that increases as the value of the
transaction increases.
The formula for the ad valorem fee structure generally consists of three parts:

•

A minimum fee

•

A value-related fee (represents the fee calculated on the value in units
of R100 or part thereof)

•

A maximum amount that can be levied

Example:
Pricing structure for a withdrawal

R3.50/R0.65/R15.00

Minimum fee

R3.50 for the first R100.00 (base fee)

Value-related fee

Plus

R0.65

for

each

subsequent

R100

withdrawn or part thereof
Maximum charge

R15.00

Calculation:

If the withdrawal was R755.00 the cost would be R3.50 + (R755.00/100) = 8
units of R100 = (R0.65 x 8) = R5.20
The total cost of this transaction would be (R3.50 + R5.20) = R8.70.
Banded fee

This fee structure is not used by all banks.
A banded fee is similar to a tiered rate option; the higher the value of the
transaction the higher the fee.
The banded fee works in a similar way to the ad valorem fee but is simpler to
calculate.
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The band for a withdrawal could be made up in the following way:
Cash withdrawal:

Fee:

Up to R600.00

R 4.00

R601.00 – R1 200.00

R 8.00

R1 201.00 - maximum

R16.00

3.1.3

Commissions

Commission is a fee charged by an agent or broker, i.e. an intermediary, for
facilitating a transaction.
The term financial intermediary includes banks, investment companies,
insurance companies, etc. Intermediaries assist in the transfer of savings from
individuals with excess money to those that need capital for investments.
In practice, an intermediary service can be defined as the facilitation of a
financial

transaction, where

the

service is

not

regarded

as

providing

recommendation or giving advice regarding financial products, for example, the
processing of claims or collecting of premiums.
Commission is compensation received by a broker or insurance agent paid by
the insurance company and is a percentage of the insurance premium, or a
percentage of a portion of the insurance premium.

3.2

PRICING AND PRODUCTS

Banks offer a range of pricing options to consumers. These pricing options are
advertised and vary from bank to bank. Bank officials need to research the
pricing options for the various product categories at their specific bank.
You will recall from the study material for the Regulatory Examinations level 1
that each authorised FSP is licensed to sell certain FAIS products.

These

products are defined and grouped in product Categories.
FSPs may have various licenses in respect of different product categories. The
product Category may also have different products falling in the main Category
and these are called product sub-categories.
The Category descriptions in the FAIS Act are as follows:
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“Category I”, in relation to a financial services provider, means all persons,

other than persons referred to in Categories II, IIA, lll and IV, who are
authorised to render the financial services (other than financial services
mentioned in Categories II, IIA, III and IV) as set out in the relevant
application;
“Category II”, in relation to a financial services provider, means all persons

who are authorised as discretionary FSPs as set out in the relevant application;
“Category IIA”, in relation to a financial services provider, means all persons

who are authorised as hedge fund FSPs as set out in the relevant application;
“Category IIl”, in relation to a financial services provider, means all persons

who are authorised as administrative FSPs as set out in the relevant
application;
“Category IV”, in relation to a financial services provider, means all persons

who require licences as Assistance Business FSP.
An example of product subcategories in Category 1 is the following:
CATEGORIES I AND IV SUBCATEGORIES

1.1

Long-term Insurance subcategory A

1.2

Short-term Insurance Personal Lines

1.3

Long-term Insurance subcategory B1

1.3.1

subcategory B1

1.3.2

subcategory B2

1.4

Long-term Insurance Category C

1.5

Retail Pension Benefits

1.6

Short-term Insurance Commercial Lines

1.7

Pension Fund Benefits

1.8

Securities and instruments: Shares

1.9

Securities and Instruments: Money market instruments

1.10

Securities and Instruments: Debentures and securitised debt

1.11

Securities and Instruments: Warrants, certificates and other
instruments acknowledging debt

1.12

Securities and Instruments: Bonds

1.13

Securities and Instruments: Derivative instruments excluding
warrants

1.14

Participatory Interests in one or more collective Investment schemes

1.15

Forex Investment Business

1.16

Health Service Benefits

1.17

Long-term Deposits

1.18

Short-term Deposits

1.19

Friendly Society Benefits
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For the purposes of this study material, our focus will be on the deposit
product subcategories.
3.2.1

Product categories

The categories of deposit accounts discussed below are discussed broadly.
Banks offer various product types within these categories, such as a standard
cheque account aimed at entry level cheque account users opposed to a more
exclusive cheque account aimed at attracting high net worth clients.
Various pricing options are available and the pricing of a product will depend on
the option that the client has chosen.
3.2.2 Cheque and transmission or transactional accounts

Transactional accounts have various pricing options that a client can choose.
These accounts do not attract credit interest.
1.

Pay-as-you use option:

This option means that the client only pays for the transactions made on the
account. The transaction fees applicable to the account type will be levied from
the account on a monthly basis. In some instances, depending on the product,
the fees are levied immediately which means the account is debited as soon as
the transaction has been processed.
2.

Fixed monthly fee option:

A monthly fee is levied for a specific number of transactions (not all transaction
fees are included in the monthly fee option, for example, once-off or
specialised fees such as special clearance or overdrawn account fees). If the
limit of the number of transactions chosen by the client is exceeded, the client
is charged per transaction.
3.

Monthly balance maintained:

If a client maintains a specified balance in the account, for example, R10
000.00 for a full calendar month, certain service fees will not apply.
3.2.3

Money market deposit or transactional accounts
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The general price of these accounts relates to the transactional fees that could
be considerably higher then a basic cheque account, given that the account
attracts interest on credit balances, as well as providing the same transactional
ability as a cheque account. The transactions are usually charged on an ad
valorem basis which means that some transactions are charged a base fee plus
a percentage of the transaction value up to a maximum amount, while others
are charged a base fee only. Depending on the bank some transactions will be
“free” or included as part of the product package.
3.2.4 Savings account

There are various savings account options available to choose from, ranging
from a standard savings plan to a contractual savings plan. The pricing
depends on the type of savings account selected. Transactional fees applicable
to this type of account are cash withdrawal and cash deposit fees as well as
ATM withdrawal and deposit fees. Some banks charge a monthly fee for this
type of account. There are also savings accounts that have a transactional
functionality, i.e. they are similar to transmission accounts but attract interest
on credit balances. Transaction fees on this type of account will be charged on
an ad valorem basis.
3.2.5 Call accounts

Call accounts do not attract specific pricing options. In some cases an ad
valorem fee might be charged on deposits, withdrawals, transfers and
statements. Fees for special clearances could also be levied on this account as
well as any additional requests for backdated statements. There are no penalty
fees on a basic call account because the funds can be accessed immediately.
Most banks do not charge for the basic transactions on these types of
accounts. The interest earned on this type of account will be lower than that of
a notice deposit or fixed deposit. The pricing structure of an account includes
the interest rate paid on the account and the bank can price interest rates in
such a manner that it includes basic transactional costs.
3.2.6 Notice deposit accounts

These accounts do not attract a specific pricing option and there is no monthly
fee payable. Special fees such as a request for special clearance or backdated
statements could attract a fee. Cash deposits could also attract an applicable
cash deposit fee. Penalty fees are payable on these types of accounts and the
pricing differs from a flat fee to a percentage of the withdrawal amount.
3.2.7 Fixed deposit accounts
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These accounts do not attract a specific pricing option and there is no monthly
fee payable. Penalty fees are payable on these types of accounts and the
pricing differs from a flat fee to a percentage of the withdrawal amount.

3.3

FEES AND PRODUCTS

The Code of Banking Practice states that it is the duty of banks to provide
details on the following:

•

Charges for basic banking services

•

Charges for all products and services as requested by the client

•

Charges and fees that are negotiable

•

Charges and fees that are in addition to the basic charges and fees
advertised

•

Interest rates and calculations

Clients are informed of the fees and charges that will be levied for various
transactions that are usually carried out on the specific product that they have
chosen. Fees and charges can be levied at regular intervals, e.g. each month.
Fees and charges could also be levied at the time a transaction takes place.
Transactional accounts such as transmission, cheque accounts and money
market accounts attract regular fees such as ATM transaction fees or monthly
administration fees. These accounts can also attract ad hoc fees, i.e. fees that
are not a regular feature of the account, for example, unpaid debit order fees
where there were insufficient funds in the account or special clearance fees
where a special clearance was requested on a cheque deposit.
Call, notice and fixed deposits generally do not attract regular fees. A penalty
fee would be applicable to a notice or fixed deposit account, should the client
wish to withdraw part or all of the funds prior to the expiry of the notice period
or maturity of the fixed deposit. These fees vary from bank to bank.
3.3.1 Types of fees and charges

There are numerous types of transactions that can take place on bank
accounts. Banks charge a fee for most transactions and services. These fees
include VAT.
There are many types of fees that banks charge for the various product types,
including the following:
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Over-the-counter fees

These are charges for transactions made in the branch such as when the client
deposits cash or makes a withdrawal at the teller’s counter. It is cheaper to
avail of electronic type banking and banks encourage clients to use this
mechanism. The more labour intensive a service, the higher the cost, i.e. the
more clients that come into a bank to perform basic transactions, the more
staff members have to be employed and the higher the cost of the overall
business operations. Certain over-the-counter enquiries such as balance
requests could also attract a fee.
Administration fees

These fees are also known as monthly service fees and the pricing for each
product will differ. This charge is a fee levied over and above any transactional
fees on the account and is a once-off monthly payment. A service fee is usually
charged based on the nature of the product and the corresponding service
provided.
Debit order fees

This is a charge to the client for the processing of a debit order to the client’s
account and the pricing of these fees vary from bank to bank.
ATM transaction fees

Fees are charged for withdrawals, deposits, balance enquiries and ministatements as well as account payments and transfers. The price and fees for
transactions always relate to the type of pricing option chosen and the account
product. ATM fees are charged at a higher rate when using another bank’s
ATM.
Card fees

Clients can be charged an annual card fee depending on the product as well as
replacement card fee when the card has been lost or stolen. (These fees can be
negotiated and in some cases the charge can be waived.)
Statement fees
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Many banks charge clients for mailing regular statements to them on a monthly
basis, depending on the product type. If the client makes use of electronic
receipt of statements, for example, via email, then there is no charge. Fees
are also charged for the request of additional statements. (Note: when a
customer has a complaint and a statement has to be drawn to resolve the
complaint there is no charge.)
Stop payment fees

If the customer requests to stop a debit order or a cheque, a fee is charged for
the cost of processing the request.
Special clearance

A special clearance is often requested by a client when a cheque deposit is
made into his account that he requires express clearance on. Cheques
generally have a clearance period of seven days depending on bank policy and
process. The charge is the cost involved for performing a process that will
speed up the clearance time on this specific cheque. The time that a special
clearance takes depends on which bank the cheque originates from and the
process involved clearing the cheque.
Unpaid fees

A fee is charged for a cheque or debit order that has to be returned because
the client has insufficient funds in the account to cover the amount.

3.4

COMMISSION AND DEPOSIT PRODUCTS

Commissions are generally not levied on deposit products offered by banks.
Unit trusts (collective investment schemes), offered as a product by most

retail banks and other financial institutions incur charges and commissions.
This amount is usually deducted from the full investment value. The
maximum initial fee includes all commissions and broker and management
fees and there is also an annual fee levied on the fund.
Commissions are payable on long-term insurance investment policies and
other specialised investment portfolios. In some cases commissions are
negotiable within a minimum and maximum band. Commissions are
regulated by the Long-term Insurance Act 1998.
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Long-term Insurance Act 1998

An investment policy is a single premium or recurring premium policy such as
an endowment policy or retirement annuity.
The maximum commission that may be paid in respect of a recurring
premium policy is an amount equal to 5% of each premium.
The maximum commission that may be paid on a single premium policy is
3% of the premium.
However there are further restrictions that apply, such as where the policy
benefit is an immediate annuity, the maximum commission allowed is only
1.5%. There are further restrictions and this can be researched in the Longterm Insurance Act.
Commission regulations apply to savings policies like endowments and
retirement annuities (RA) fund policies. In terms of regulations, only half of
the commission due to the intermediary will be paid upfront, while the other
half will be paid over the term of the policy, to encourage ongoing service.
Calculating commission is complex, and the FAIS Act requires that full
disclosure of commission amounts be made upfront.

Summary
Pricing

Pricing generally refers to the pricing options offered by banks for various
products. These options are flexible and can match a range of requirements.
A transactional account could have some of the following options:
1.

A fixed or flat service fee for a set number of transactions

2.

Pay as you transact (each transaction will have its own price attached
depending on the type of transaction)

3.

Minimum balance option – maintain a minimum credit balance at all
times during a calendar month and qualify for an inclusive bundle of
transactions
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Flat (fixed) fee -This is a fixed amount charged per transaction or for a bundle

of transactions.
Ad valorem fee – this is a fee that is calculated taking the value or rand

amount of the transaction into account. The bank has a minimum and
maximum fee that is taken into account when calculating the fee on these
transactions.
Banded fee – this option is similar to tiered interest rates, in that the higher

the amount of the transaction, the higher the fee. Note that banks using this
pricing option will also include a minimum and maximum fee for each
transaction type.
Bank officials need to research the pricing options for the various product
categories at their specific bank.
Fees

There are many types of fees that banks charge for the various product types
including:

•

Over-the-counter fees

•

Administration fees

•

Debit order fees

•

ATM transaction fees

•

Card fees

•

Statement fees

•

Stop payment fees

•

Special clearance

•

Unpaid fees

Commissions
Bank deposits generally do not attract commissions.
Unit trusts (collective investment schemes) attract commissions and charges

levied as a percentage of the total amount and are usually paid upfront with an
annual fee levied thereafter.
Long-term insurance products such as endowment policies and retirement

annuities attract commissions as regulated by the Long-Term Insurance Act
1998.
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Self-Assessment Questions
1.

Leon Cupido would like to open a cheque account. He would like to
save money where he can and would prefer to know exactly how much
the account will cost him every month so that he can include this in his
budget. What option would you recommend to Leon?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

2.

a)

Banded fee

b)

Ad valorem

c)

Fixed fee option

d)

Pay as you transact

Sharon Engelbrecht has lost her cheque account statements and her
tax return is due in a month’s time. How can you help her?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Sharon can request backdated statements and in terms of the
Code of Banking Practice she will be informed that there will be
no charge for this query.

b)

Sharon can request backdated statements and in terms of the
Code of Banking Practice the bank official will have to inform
her of the related charges which are levied for drawing
additional statements.

c)

Sharon can request backdated statements and there is no need
to discuss price or fees with her, as she will be charged the
standard fee for regular monthly statements.

d)

Sharon can request backdated statements. However, it would
be preferable if she tried to locate them, as the request cannot
be processed in the next month, due to the time it takes to
draw these statements from the bank’s system.

3.

Greg has opened a 32-day notice deposit account and would like to
know what fees could be levied on this account.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:
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a)

There are no administration or monthly service fees.

b)

A penalty fee could be levied for early redemption of funds.

c)

Additional requests such as backdated statements could be
charged at the applicable rate.

d)
4.

All of the above.

Sarah would like to know why the bank charged her twice when her
debit order was returned because she had insufficient funds; the gym
put the debit order through again and then she did have funds in her
account. Explain the charges to Sarah.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Sarah’s complaint must be logged using the bank’s complaints
procedure and she must get a reference number, as there has
been an error on her account.

b)

The bank charges a fee for processing an unpaid debit order.
The reason the debit order was unpaid is because there were
insufficient funds in Sarah’s account at the time the debit was
put through to the account. The bank charges a fee for
reversing the debit and returning the debit order to the
originator.

c)

The bank charges a fee for processing a debit order. The

reason

the debit order was unpaid is because there were insufficient
funds in Sarah’s account at the time the debit was put
through to the account. The bank also charges a fee for
reversing the debit and returning the debit order to the
originator. If the originator presents the same debit order, i.e.
presents it a second time, the bank then charges a further fee
for processing the debit order.
d)

The bank charges various prices and fees and if the customer
does not ensure that sufficient funds are kept in the account to
cover all debit transactions and fees the bank can charge them
various penalty fees.

5.

Benny wants to open an account. He will only transact about twice a
month on his account and has one regular debit order. He prefers to
use a credit card for transacting and invests his money at various
institutions because he does not like to keep all his eggs in one basket.
Which pricing option would you recommend?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:
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a)

Fixed fee option for a bundle of transactions with a minimum of
35 transactions

6.

b)

Pay as you use

c)

Banded fee

d)

All of the above

How would you define commission?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Commission is an ad valorem fee charged on call accounts.

b)

Commission is the money paid over to a bank official for
providing bank account information to clients.

c)

Commission is a fee levied on all bank products and services.

d)

Commission is a fee charged by an agent or broker, i.e. an
intermediary, for facilitating a transaction.

7.

How would you describe the monthly administration fee levied on a
cheque account?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

These are charges for transactions made in the branch, such as
when the client deposits cash or makes a withdrawal at the
teller’s counter.

b)

The more labour intensive a service the higher the cost, i.e. the
more

clients

that

come

into

a

bank

to

perform

basic

transactions the more staff members have to be employed and
the higher the cost of the overall business operations.
c)

This is a monthly service fee levied over and above any
transactional fees on the account and is a once-off monthly
payment.

d)

The fees that are charged for withdrawals, deposits, balance
enquiries and mini-statements as well as account payments
and transfers.

8.

What type of long-term investment attracts commission?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Unit trust

b)

Endowment policy
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9.

c)

Retirement annuities

d)

All of the above

What is a flat fee?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

This is a fixed amount charged per transaction. This means
that the fee charged stays the same regardless of the amount
of the transaction.

b)

This is the same as an ad valorem fee.

c)

This means that the client can choose to pay a specified
amount for a transaction.

d)
10.

All of the above.

When can fees and charges be levied on an account?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Fees and charges can only be levied at the client’s request.

b)

Fees and charges can be levied monthly and or at the time the
transaction was processed.

c)

Fees and charges are levied regularly and will depend on the
product type.

d)

Fees and charges are put through to an account on an ad hoc
basis.
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Self-assessment Answers
1.

Leon Cupido would like to open a cheque account. He would like to
save money where he can and would prefer to know exactly how much
the account will cost him every month so that he can include this in his
budget. What option would you recommend to Leon?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

2.

a)

Banded fee

b)

Ad valorem

c)

Fixed fee option

d)

Pay as you transact

Sharon Engelbrecht has lost her cheque account statements and her
tax return is due in a month’s time. How can you help her?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Sharon can request backdated statements and in terms of the
Code of Banking Practice she will be informed that there will be
no charge for this query.

b)

Sharon can request backdated statements and in terms of the
Code of Banking Practice the bank official will have to inform
her of the related charges which are levied for drawing
additional statements.

c)

Sharon can request backdated statements and there is no need
to discuss price or fees with her, as she will be charged the
standard fee for regular monthly statements.

d)

Sharon can request backdated statements. However, it would
be preferable if she tried to locate them, as the request cannot
be processed in the next month, due to the time it takes to
draw these statements from the bank’s system.

3.

Greg has opened a 32-day notice deposit account and would like to
know what fees could be levied on this account.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

There are no administration or monthly service fees.
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b)

A penalty fee could be levied for early redemption of funds.

c)

Additional requests such as backdated statements could be
charged at the applicable rate.

d)

4.

All of the above.

Sarah would like to know why the bank charged her twice
when her

debit order was returned because she had insufficient funds;

the gym

put the debit order through again and then she did have funds

in her

account. Explain the charges to Sarah.

Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Sarah’s complaint must be logged using the bank’s complaints
procedure and she must get a reference number, as there has
been an error on her account.

b)

The bank charges a fee for processing an unpaid debit order.
The reason the debit order was unpaid is because there were
insufficient funds in Sarah’s account at the time the debit was
put through to the account. The bank charges a fee for
reversing the debit and returning the debit order to the
originating account.

c)

The bank charges a fee for processing a debit order. The
reason the debit order was unpaid is because there were
insufficient funds in Sarah’s account at the time the debit was
put through to the account. The bank also charges a fee for
reversing the debit and returning the debit order to the
originator. If the originator presents the same debit order, i.e.
presents it a second time, the bank then charges a further fee
for processing the debit order.

d)

The bank charges various prices and fees and if the customer
does not ensure that sufficient funds are kept in the account to
cover all debit transactions and fees the bank can charge them
various penalty fees.

5.

Benny wants to open an account. He will only transact about twice a
month on his account and has one regular debit order. He prefers to
use a credit card for transacting and invests his money at various
institutions because he does not like to keep all his eggs in one basket.
Which pricing option would you recommend?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:
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a)

Fixed fee option for a bundle of transactions with a minimum of
35 transactions

6.

b)

Pay as you use

c)

Banded fee

d)

All of the above

How would you define commission?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Commission is an ad valorem fee charged on call accounts.

b)

Commission is the money paid over to a bank official for
providing bank account information to clients.

c)

Commission is a fee levied on all bank products and services.

d)

Commission is a fee charged by an agent or broker, i.e. an
intermediary, for facilitating a transaction.

7.

How would you describe the monthly administration fee levied on a
cheque account?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

These are charges for transactions made in the branch, such as
when the client deposits cash or makes a withdrawal at the
teller’s counter.

b)

The more labour intensive a service the higher the cost, i.e. the
more clients

that

come

into

a

bank

to

perform

basic

transactions the more staff members have to be employed and
the higher the cost of the overall business operations.
c)

This is a monthly service fee levied over and above any
transactional fees on the account and is a once-off monthly
payment.

d)

The fees that are charged for withdrawals, deposits, balance
enquiries and mini-statements, as well as account payments
and transfers.

8.

What type of long-term investment attracts commission?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Unit trust

b)

Endowment policy

c)

Retirement annuities
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d)

9.

All of the above

What is a flat fee?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:
a)

This is a fixed amount charged per transaction. This means
that the fee charged stays the same regardless of the amount
of the transaction.

b)

This is the same as an ad valorem fee.

c)

This means that the client can choose to pay a specified
amount for a transaction.

d)
10.

All of the above.

When can fees and charges be levied on an account?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Fees and charges can only be levied at the client’s request.

b)

Fees and charges can be levied monthly and or at the time the
transaction was processed.

c)

Fees and charges are levied regularly and will depend on the
product type.

d)

Fees and charges are put through to an account on an ad hoc
basis.
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Useful websites

Association for Savings and Investment South
Africa

BANKSETA

The Banking Association South Africa

Competition Commission South Africa

The Institute of Bankers in South

www.asisa.co.za

www.bankseta.org.za

www.banking.org.za

www.compcom.co.za

www.iob.co.za

Africa

Fin24 company

Info Choice

Insurance Institute of South Africa

Financial Services Board

www.fin24.com

www.bankmonitor.co.za

www.iisa.co.za

www.fsb.co.za

Insurance Sector Education and Training Authority www.inseta.org.za

Johannesburg Stock Exchange

www.jse.co.za
www.moneyweb.co.za

MoneyWeb
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Personal Finance

South African Reserve Bank

The South African Insurance Association (SAIA)

The South African Savings Institute

Unit Trusts Survey
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www.reservebank.co.za

www.sainsurance.co.za

www.savingsinstitute.co.za

www.unittrustsurvey.co.za
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4
Communicate the various investment product
options to the client, in relation to deposits
This chapter covers the following criteria:
KNOWLEDGE CRITERIA

•

Explain the difference between a bank deposit and deposits in the
form of investments.

•

List the type of generic investment products available in relation to a
deposit product.

•

Discuss under which circumstances a generic investment will be more
suitable for a client.
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Purpose
There are many different types of investments available from various financial
institutions. In this chapter we discuss generic investments in relation to
deposits and the benefits that can be derived from these products.

4.1

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BANK DEPOSITS AND DEPOSITS
IN THE FORM OF INVESTMENTS

One of the primary functions of a bank is to take deposits and hold them for
safekeeping on behalf of clients. A deposit is money placed in the bank
against which the depositor can withdraw funds under set terms and
conditions. A deposit refers to all the money held in an account on behalf of
the client at any given point in time.
4.1.1

Bank deposits

Banks have various types of deposit accounts available, such as current
accounts which do not earn interest and savings accounts which encourage
saving and where interest is earned on the daily balance in the account.
Other types of bank deposits include the following:

•

Call deposits

•

Notice deposits

•

Fixed deposits

Bank deposit accounts range from demand deposits where funds are
accessible on demand to fixed deposit accounts where funds are available
after a fixed period. The financial institution contracts to keep the money on
behalf of the client and is committed to returning part of or the total deposits
held (when requested) to the client and any interest earned, on demand, or
as agreed between the bank and the client.
Traditional deposit accounts, such as those found at banks, are more suitable
for short to medium savings objectives and especially appeal to those who do
not wish to risk losing the original capital amount. The interest received on
bank deposits is paid on the amount of money that the accountholder or owner
of the deposit account has paid into this account. For example, interest on a
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call account is calculated on the daily balance and paid monthly. The higher the
balance, the higher the interest earned.
Bank deposit products are styled to fulfil specific needs as determined by banks
through market research. The deposit products on offer at financial institutions
provide a combination of features and benefits that should be able to meet the
needs of the average investor. These products are standard deposit products
and the performance of the product is dependent on the amount of interest
that a bank is prepared to pay on specified amounts and for specified periods.
There are a vast quantity of deposit products on offer and each product is put
together so that it appeals to various target markets, ranging from low-income
earners to new investors to those who want to have a safe place for their
money with the added benefit of investment growth.
One of the key benefits of these types of “off-the-shelf” products is that it helps
clients to identify products that will meet their objectives, without making them
feel anxious regarding the financial decision that they have made.
4.1.2

Investments

The practice of investment refers to the buying of a financial product or any
valued item with anticipation that positive returns will be received in the
future.
Investment products sold by certain financial institutions, such as annuities,
endowment policies and collective investment schemes (unit trusts), are also
deposits. The bank or insurance company dealing in these forms of
investment deposits are not obligated to repay the client for any losses that
might occur due to the non-performance of the investment. Although, some
financial institutions, such as insurance companies, offer products with
guarantees on the capital amount.
Financial Institutions

invest clients’ funds in a pool. In other words,

investments that are made, are made with the various premiums received from
the various clients by the institution and are pooled to increase the value of the
investment. Therefore, clients should receive a higher rate of return than they
could on a bank deposit.
Underlying investments

Clients are generally given the choice of the type of underlying investment that
they would prefer. For example, a client can choose to have the financial
institution invest their premiums in a conservative portfolio. This means that
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the financial institution will place this client’s premium in a conservative
investment portfolio based on established and stable investments such as blue
chip shares. Alternatively, the client could choose an aggressive portfolio,
which means that the premiums would be pooled with those of other investors
who are also looking for a fast-growing investment with a high return. There is
a risk that the aggressive portfolio that consists of new and unproved equities
or investments could lose its value.
Clients can also choose to balance their portfolio and have a portion of their
premiums invested in an aggressive portfolio and a portion invested in a
conservative portfolio. This is done so that they can benefit from the fastgrowing sectors of the market but at the same time lessen the risk by ensuring
that part of their funds are invested in more stable and established markets.
4.1.3

What are the differences between a bank deposit and generic
investments?

Risk

Bank deposits

Generic investment deposits

Low

Dependent on the underlying
investments chosen by the
client and most of these
products are considered
medium to high risk based on
the fact that there is no
obligation to repay the client
for any losses that might occur
due to the non-performance of
the investment.

Liquidity

Easy access

Most deposit funds are not
easily accessible and those
that are, such as unit trusts,
are considered medium to
long-term investments and can
be volatile (depending on
underlying investments) in the
short term causing investors to
lose money.
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Bank deposits

Generic investment deposits

Rate of return Dependent on the interest rate Dependent on the underlying
that the financial institution has investments chosen by the
published for that specific

client and prevailing market

deposit – not all bank deposits

conditions. Deposits received

attract credit interest.

from various investors are

Interest is paid on the balance

pooled and this increases the

in the account at any particular value of the total investment
time and although the investor made on behalf of all of the
can add funds to most deposit

investors. This, therefore,

products they generally cannot increases the rate of return.
take advantage of pooling their
money with other investors.
Therefore, the rate of return
would be less than on generic
investment products.
Flexibility

Bank deposits are standard,

There are choices and

although there are many that

flexibility within each

investors can choose from and

investment product ranging

there should be a deposit

from the choice of underlying

product available to match all

investments

types of investment needs.

to the actual amount of the
deposit or
premium that investors can
pay.

Capital

Capital guaranteed plus any

Most generic investments do

guaranteed

interest that has been

not guarantee the capital

calculated on deposit

amount or any projected
earnings.

Term

4.2

Short - Medium

Medium - Long

THE TYPES OF GENERIC INVESTMENT PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

There are various types of generic investment products. The basic generic
investment products will be covered in this section. It is important for anyone
who provides advice in a financial institution to research the marketplace in
order to be able to have a general understanding of the products and services
available.
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The available types of generic investment products are as follows:
•

Endowment policies

•

Annuities

•

Unit trusts

4.2.1

Endowment policies

An endowment policy is an investment policy, which is available for people
who want to save for a specific purpose, such as for a child’s education. This
type of savings plan will provide a lump sum of money at a future date.
Features of an endowment policy include:

•

The term is specified at the commencement of the investment.

•

The choice of investment portfolio that the client wishes to invest in
is made at inception, however, the client may switch this option
during the term of the policy. There are switching costs involved and
these costs will be deducted from the investment account.

•

The investment account starts at zero and grows in accordance with
the value of the growth on the investment during the set term.

•

Life cover is an option that can be added at the start of the policy.

•

Disability benefits can be added.

•

If the client dies during the term, the greater of the sum insured or
the total amount invested will be paid out.

•

The value of the investment account is paid out at the end of the
term (on maturity).

•

The client will be able to make withdrawals, loans or surrender the
policy because the policy has an investment portion.

•

The policy can be made paid up if sufficient funds are available.

•

The client can decide on the investment portfolio he would like to
invest in.

Guaranteed endowments are also available, however, no alterations or
switches can be made as the value of the investment is guaranteed on
maturity.
4.2.2 Annuities

An annuity is a policy that pays out a regular income. The payment of an
annuity consists of part capital and part interest earned. It is intended for long-
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term financial planning and will pay out on a specific insured event such as
retirement or death of the policyholder.
Features of an annuity include:

•

The client may purchase a compulsory annuity (made up of funds
received from a pension or provident fund) or voluntary annuity
(made up of any form of funds available for investment, e.g.
inheritance or discretionary money).

•

An annuity can aslo be purchased with a lump sum and will continue
to pay an income for the duration of the annuity agreement.

•

Regular contributions can be made during the working life of an
individual and regular monthly income is paid out at retirement.

•

Income will be payable as specified in the contract.

There are various options available in the form of annuities such as term
certain, life annuity and guaranteed annuity.
4.2.3

Unit trusts

A unit trust is a collective investment scheme. It is an investment vehicle that
enables investors to pool their funds with other investors into an investment
portfolio. The portfolio is managed by professional investment managers.
The investment portfolios are made up of underlying investments. The
investments are split between various asset classes such as listed shares,
bonds, money market instruments and other securities. The performance of the
portfolio

depends

on

the

selection

of

these

asset

classes

and

their

performance. The spread of investments will determine the rate of return the
investor can expect and the level of risk they will be exposed to.
Unit trusts provide an alternative to ordinary savings. These investments are
easily accessed, although this is considered to be a medium to long-term
investment.
Features:

•

Units can be repurchased and the portfolio managers are obliged to
buy back units within three working days.

•

Investors can make lumpsum deposits or regular monthly payments.

•

It provides ordinary investors access to the financial markets.

•

Income is distributed twice a year and either paid out or reinvested
as per client’s instruction.

•

Values of the units fluctuate depending on the performance of the
underlying investments.
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4.3

THE BENEFITS OF USING GENERIC INVESTMENT PRODUCTS

There are various portfolios, ranging from managed portfolios, investments
with capital guarantees and various asset classes to choose from, that
provide low, medium and high investment growth opportunities. The financial
markets are volatile and many clients want products that beat inflation and
minimise risk.
4.3.1

Rate of return

The key benefit for investors who choose generic investment products opposed
to bank deposits, is the potential for high returns.
Bank deposits have limited scope for growth, as the interest rates are relatively
low. Generic investments provide investors with a choice of investing their
funds in various asset classes. Asset classes react to changes in market and
economic conditions. This form of investment provides the investor with the
potential for higher returns on their investment than a traditional bank deposit.
Asset classes

•

Money market instruments

These instruments are seen as a safe option because they preserve capital and
provide income. They are highly liquid but provide a lower return than bonds,
property and equity.

•

Bonds

Bonds provide higher risk (due to price fluctuations) than money market
instruments, along with a generally slightly higher rate of return. Bonds
provide both interest income and a potential for capital growth. They provide
investors with lower risk and expected returns than equities and property.

•

Property

Property investments are not liquid, however, they generally provide good
capital growth and rental income over the long term, although not as high as
equities.
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•

Equity markets

Equities over the long term have historically outperformed the other asset
classes, however, they are volatile and thus considered the highest risk of the
four asset classes.
4.3.2

Risk

In the process of giving advice, it is essential to determine the financial profile
of the client. The financial profile will help to determine the type of investment
a client needs. Bank deposits appeal to investors who seek guaranteed capital
and interest returns. Low-income earners do not have large amounts of money
available to invest and bank deposits would be the safest mechanism to use. A
high-income earner is more willing to take risks and seeks a higher return on
their investment.
There is a direct correlation between risk and return. The greater the risk, the
higher the potential for return. Investors have different risk profiles. The
wealthier client usually has a higher-risk appetite and would have the financial
means to invest in higher-risk investments with the potential benefit of higher
returns. This type of investor often chooses equities and shares, while a person
with a conservative approach might choose money market instruments in their
investment portfolio and also use the traditional bank deposits for their
investment purposes.
Investors can also combine an array of investments so that the overall risk
profile can be lowered. This means that not only can investors select the
underlying assets of a particular portfolio but can also invest in a number of
instruments such as a combination of bank deposits, unit trusts and annuities.
4.3.3

Liquidity

Liquidity is the ease with which deposits can be turned into cash. Those
individuals who have small incomes would want to invest in deposit products
that are liquid, so as to be able to access their investments in a relatively short
period. Bank deposits are more suitable for this type of investor. Clients who
are looking for medium to long-term investments with a higher return than a
bank deposit and which can be accessed fairly quickly can choose a generic
investment such as a unit trust. This type of investment has a higher rate of
return than a traditional bank deposit and the funds can be made available at
short notice but not without potential for loss and penalties.
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Investors who do not want to be able to have easy access to their funds or who
do not require their funds in the short or medium term should consider generic
investments that provide a good return over a longer period.
4.3.4

Tax benefits

Clients may well be attracted to generic investment products due to the tax
benefits to them, which would have been highlighted by their tax consultants.
There are different tax implications depending on which generic investment
products have been utilised. The tax payable on the income derived from their
investment portfolio would depend on whether their income was as a result of
interest generation or dividends. Dividends do not attract tax in the hands of
the investor. Capital gains tax is paid on any capital growth made on the sale
of an investment. For example, unit trusts will attract capital gains tax when an
investor sells his units and a profit is made. People who change their jobs and
want to protect the lump sum of their pensions use retirement annuities to
avoid being taxed on the full amount. Once the annuity starts paying out a
regular income, i.e. pension, the investor will be taxed on the income received.
Interest earned on bank deposits is taxable, but whether the client will pay tax
or not will depend on whether the client’s total interest earnings exceed the
tax-free threshold as set by SARS from time to time.

4.4

SUITABILITY OF INVESTMENT PRODUCT

It is essential to establish the client’s objectives and investor profile in order to
be able to match the right products to the clients needs. If a client is sold the
incorrect product, this will lead to client dissatisfaction and result in the client
moving to another financial institution, which will be a significant loss.
In determining the suitability of an investment product the following
information must be obtained:

•

Marital status

•

The number of dependants, their age and gender

•

The client’s present financial circumstances relative to income and
expenditure (including spouses)

•

The client’s assets and liabilities

•

The client’s retirement position to date (pension funds/retirement
annuities etc.), including spouses

•

The client’s employment situation, whether an employee or selfemployed (own business)
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•

Income tax situation

•

The client’s goals with regard to future planning (short, medium and
long) as well as their risk averseness

•

Whether the client has a Will or not

•

Information with regard to existing investments

The individual’s financial planning needs are affected by their age, marital
status, dependants, employment, financial position, risk profile and phase in
the human life cycle.

•

The aim of the investment – the purpose of the investment must be
identified in order to be able to establish realistic financial goals.
People invest to provide for children’s education, emergencies,
retirement and so on.

•

The client’s needs and wants must be established – each individual
will want or need different things. A need is a necessity – people
need water to survive and people want to grow their investments for
a particular purpose.

•

The investor’s lifestyle – establish the income and expenditure of the
client in order to determine the return required by the client. For
example, if a client wants to invest for retirement the financial
adviser will need to know how much money the client will require in
order to maintain his lifestyle.

•

The risk appetite – the amount of the risk that the investor is willing
to accept in order to meet his goals and objectives. The client’s risk
appetite is driven by his financial position, what stage of life he is at
and beliefs regarding the market, economy and investments. This
investor could be averse to risk or be considered conservative,
moderate, and aggressive.

•

Financial situation – it is important to establish how much money the
client has available for investment purposes and whether he will be
investing a once-off amount or whether he will be making regular
deposits into the investment.

•

Interest – will the client be reinvesting the interest for capital growth
or using the interest as part of his monthly income?

•

Term - will the client require the funds at short notice or require the
money some time in the future?

•

Life stage – the investor’s financial context depends on age and the
income level they are earning. For example, a young person would
generally adopt a more aggressive portfolio as opposed to someone
nearing retirement who would be more conservative and focused on
preserving capital.
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Summary
Bank deposits as investments are a secure means of saving money, especially
in the short to medium term. They can be particularly attractive when interest
rates are relatively high. They have a limited potential for capital growth over
longer terms.
Unit trusts enable clients to invest in underlying investments such as bonds
and equities and are attractive to people who ordinarily cannot afford to buy
shares.
To cater for different risk profiles, various investment portfolios offer various
degrees of risk.
Guaranteed portfolios offer a guaranteed growth rate over the term of the
policy payable at maturity.
Bond portfolios are a relatively safe way to invest and the repayment as well as
the amount of growth can be guaranteed.
Equity portfolios offer high return but are considered very high risk.
In times of extreme market volatility or for the cautious or conservative
investor, a money market and or bond portfolio can be selected. The capital
is virtually guaranteed and interest income can be reinvested.
Unit trusts offer liquidity and investors can monitor their fund’s performance on
a daily basis in the media. There is a range of unit trusts to choose from. The
money is managed by professional investment experts and the various funds
provide potential for inflation beating returns over a medium to long-term
period.
The investments of an endowment policy are spread to ensure that the risk to
the capital is reduced. The growth of an endowment policy depends on the
underlying investment portfolio.
The performance of an annuity is dependent on the underlying assets of the
investment portfolio. The more aggressive the portfolio, the higher the risk.
A conservative portfolio is based on blue chip investments, i.e. investments
with a proven performance record.
The greatest risk in investment is that the investor will lose the capital that he
invests.
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Self-assessment Questions
1.

Keith Salie wants the option to invest some money in a safe, secure
investment and some in a high-risk portfolio. He does not want two
investment

products.

Will

the

financial

adviser

be

able

to

accommodate Keith?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Clients can also choose to balance their portfolio and have a
portion of their premiums invested in an aggressive portfolio
and a portion invested in a conservative portfolio.

b)

Clients can choose the underlying investments, but the choice
is either conservative or aggressive and not a mixture of
both.

c)

Clients

who

want

high-risk

investment

options

cannot

combine this with low-risk options.
d)

Clients can have a combination of options, but only when
they invest in more than one product such as a bank deposit
and a unit trust.

2.

Keith wants to know if the financial institution will reimburse him with
the capital amount if his unit trust does not perform.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The financial institutions are obliged to guarantee the capital
amount.

b)

The financial institutions are obliged to provide the client with
future performance projections and commit to these returns.

c)

There is no obligation to repay the client for any losses that
might occur due to the non-performance of the investment.

d)
3.

All of the above.

Bank deposits pay interest on the balance in the accountholder’s
account depending on the type of bank product chosen. How can
deposits received for unit trusts from various investors provide
potential for an increased rate of return?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Deposits are invested in various asset classes. Each investor’s
own deposit is placed in one asset class of his choice and this
increases the rate of return.
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b)

Deposits received from various investors are pooled and this
increases the value of the total investment made on behalf of
all of the investors, therefore, increasing the rate of return.

c)

Deposits are managed by portfolio experts and they invest
each client’s deposit in accounts earmarked to earn a higher
interest rate than a normal bank account.

d)

Deposits are meant to generate a profit over a long term and
each investment amount is placed in a long-term investment
category for a higher return.

4.

Sarah has recently started a family and would like to save for her
child’s education. Choose one product that you would suggest form
the list below.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

5.

a)

Savings account

b)

Call deposit

c)

Endowment

d)

12-month fixed deposit

Sally wants to switch her portfolio on her guaranteed endowment.
What would your response be to her request?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

T
here are switching costs involved and these costs will be
deducted from the investment account.

b)

Switches cannot be made on guaranteed endowments, as
the value of the investment is guaranteed on maturity.

c)

The client can switch but only to an aggressive portfolio.

d)

Switches are allowed but only after the first five years of the
investment.

6.

What are investment portfolios made up of?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Investment vehicles

b)

Bank deposits

c)

Underlying investments

d)

Assets
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7.

Investment portfolios are split between various asset classes. What is
the potential for return on these types of investments in comparison
to traditional bank accounts?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

8.

a)

Interest rates are higher on bank deposits.

b)

The potential return for this type of investment is low.

c)

The potential return for this type of investment is high.

d)

The potential return is unknown.

What is the key benefit for investors who choose generic investment
products as opposed to bank deposits?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

9.

a)

The potential for high return

b)

Safe and secure

c)

Guaranteed capital investment at the end of the period

d)

All of the above

Why is it important to identify the purpose of the client’s investment?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

To establish whether the client understands financial products

b)

To establish if he needs to be referred to another financial
institution

c)

To establish whether the client knows the difference between
bank and generic deposits

d)
10.

To establish whether the client has realistic financial goals

Describe a retirement annuity.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

It provides for income at a future date

b)

Risk usually low depending on underlying investment portfolio

c)

Used for pension fund payment

d)

All of the above
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Self-assessment Answers
1.

Keith Salie wants the option to invest some money in a safe, secure
investment and some in a high-risk portfolio. He does not want two
investment

products.

Will

the

financial

adviser

be

able

to

accommodate Keith?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:
a)

Clients can also choose to balance their portfolio and have a
portion of their premiums invested in an aggressive portfolio
and a portion invested in a conservative portfolio.

b)

Clients can choose the underlying investments, but the choice
is either conservative or aggressive and not a mixture of
both.

c)

Clients

who

want

high-risk

investment

options

cannot

combine this with low-risk options.
d)

Clients can have a combination of options but only when they
invest in more than one product, such as a bank deposit and
a unit trust.

2.

Keith wants to know if the financial institution will reimburse him with
the capital amount if his unit trust does not perform.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The financial institutions are obliged to guarantee the capital
amount.

b)

The financial institutions are obliged to provide the client with
future performance projections and commit to these returns.

c)

There is no obligation to repay the client for any losses that
might occur due to the non-performance of the investment.

d)
3.

All of the above.

Bank deposits pay interest on the balance in the accountholder’s
account depending on the type of bank product chosen. How can
deposits received for unit trusts from various investors provide
potential for an increased rate of return?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Deposits are invested in various asset classes. Each investor’s
own deposit is placed in one asset class of his choice and this
increases the rate of return.
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b)

Deposits received from various investors are pooled and this
increases the value of the total investment made on behalf of
all of the investors, therefore, increasing the rate of return.

c)

Deposits are managed by portfolio experts and they invest
each client’s deposit in accounts earmarked to earn a higher
interest rate than a normal bank account.

d)

Deposits are meant to generate a profit over a long term and
each investment amount is placed in a long-term investment
category for a higher return.

4.

Sarah has recently started a family and would like to save for her
child’s education. Choose one product that you would suggest form
the list below.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

5.

a)

Savings account

b)

Call deposit

c)

Endowment

d)

12-month fixed deposit

Sally wants to switch her portfolio on her guaranteed endowment.
What would your response be to her request?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

There are switching costs involved and these costs will be
deducted from the investment account.

b)

Switches cannot be made on guaranteed endowments, as
the value of the investment is guaranteed on maturity.

c)

The client can switch but only to an aggressive portfolio.

d)

Switches are allowed but only after the first five years of the
investment.

6.

What are investment portfolios made up of?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Investment vehicles

b)

Bank deposits

c)

Underlying investments

d)

Assets
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7.

Investment portfolios are split between various asset classes. What is
the potential for return on these types of investments in comparison
to traditional bank accounts?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

8.

a)

Interest rates are higher on bank deposits

b)

The potential return for this type of investment is low

c)

The potential return for this type of investment is high

d)

The potential return is unknown

What is the key benefit for investors who choose generic investment
products as opposed to bank deposits?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

9.

a)

The potential for high return

b)

Safe and secure

c)

Guaranteed capital investment at the end of the period

d)

All of the above

Why is it important to identify the purpose of the client’s investment?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

To establish whether the client understands financial products

b)

To establish if he needs to be referred to another financial
institution

c)

To establish whether the client knows the difference between
bank and generic deposits

d)

10.

To establish whether the client has realistic financial goals

Describe a retirement annuity.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

It provides for income at a future date

b)

Risk usually low depending on underlying investment portfolio

c)

Used for pension fund payment

d)

All of the above
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5
Communicate the different product categories
to the client
This chapter covers the following criteria:
KNOWLEDGE CRITERIA

Identify the various product categories.
Discuss these categories in terms of:

•

features

•

benefits

•

product rules.
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Purpose
In this chapter we will discuss the features, benefits and product rules pertaining
to various bank deposit product categories. Features are the attributes that
describe the product or service in detail. Benefits solve a problem for the
customer or fulfil a need. Product rules relate to the various terms and conditions
that govern the product as set out by banks.

5.1

PRODUCT FEATURES, BENEFITS AND RULES

A bank official must provide clients with details of the features, benefits and
regulations pertaining to the products and services offered. This will give
clients the opportunity to make an informed choice as to which products or
services will match their specific needs.
Financial products are generally referred to as financial instruments. These

instruments provide clients with a mechanism that enables them to transact,
save, invest, insure and borrow, such as a savings account or credit card.
Financial services in the FAIS Act means a combination of “advice” and

intermediary service” or just advice or just intermediary service. Providing a
service in the financial world relates to the handling and managing of clients’
money and financial matters.
Product rules

Each bank product has specific terms and conditions or product rules that
clearly describe how the client should operate the account. These rules also set
out the bank’s rights and duties in relation to these operations. Every bank has
their own general set of terms and conditions that may be applied to all
accounts. When a client opens an account they agree to be bound by these
rules, including the manner in which they transact and the use of all access
mechanisms issued on the account. The product rules may be amended by a
bank and changes must be communicated to clients. Banks are not allowed to
change rules or conditions unilaterally to the detriment of their clients. The
rules provided in this section are merely a guide and do not relate directly to
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any specific bank. Each bank official must understand the terms and conditions
of all relevant products offered at their specific bank.
Product categories

There are various bank products within each product category. We will only
be covering the basic product categories offered by banks in general.
The following deposit product categories will be discussed in this section:
•

Cheque/current accounts

•

Transmission accounts

•

Money market accounts

•

Savings options

•

Investment options

5.1.1

Cheque accounts

Introduction to cheque accounts

Cheque accounts are transactional accounts. These accounts are also known
as current accounts. This type of account is ideally suited to individuals
earning a regular monthly income. A cheque account allows the client to
transact

and

manage

their

mechanisms, including the

finances
branch

using

network,

a

variety

of

convenient

ATM’s, Internet

banking,

telephone and cell phone banking. Additional options that the client can avail
of include a chequebook or overdraft facility. The clients can conveniently
manage this account through the receipt of monthly statements.
Types of cheque accounts

Banks offer different types of cheque accounts to match the varying needs of
their clients. These range from entry-level accounts for people just starting
out their working careers to accounts that cater for specific income groups,
professions, financially prosperous and senior citizens.
Features:

•

Access to funds: Funds can be accessed on demand subject to bank
clearance.

•

Issue of statements: Statements are provided monthly and on
request.
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•

Stopping of payments: Stop payment can be requested on lost or
stolen cheques that have not yet been presented for payment.

•

Deposits and withdrawals: Cash and cheque deposits as well as cash
and cheque withdrawals can be processed.

•

Transfers: Transfer of funds to other accounts, branches and banks
via the banks transfer system or electronically through an online
banking mechanism.

•

Payments: Debit orders and stop orders can be processed on the
account. An account payment option is available to pay regular bills.

•

Issue of access mechanisms: Debit or cheque cards are issued on the
account. Chequebooks are optional and available on request.

•

Charges: Monthly administration fees, service fees and bank charges
are levied on the account.

•

Interest: interest is not paid on credit balances. Debit interest will be
levied on overdrawn accounts at an agreed-upon rate.

•

Income

criteria:

Applicable

minimum

monthly

income

criteria

depending on the product.

•

Granting of overdraft and loans: Overdrafts and loans can be granted
subject to creditworthiness and affordability.

Benefits:

•

Access to funds: Clients have convenient access to funds through
electronic mechanisms or the option of the use of cheques (if all
qualifying criteria have been met for this mechanism). Funds can be
accessed literally 24 hours per day through the use of conveniently
located ATM’s and point-of-sale transactions. The entire bank branch
network can also be used for over-the-counter transactions. (There
are

maximum

withdrawal

limits

that

apply

to

all

of

these

transactions.)

•

Pricing options: There are flexible options to choose from.

•

Online banking: All banking can be conducted online (monthly service
fee and transaction charges will be levied). This is a practical,
convenient and cost-effective way of transacting. Telephone and cell
phone banking options are also available.

•

Additional options: The client has the option to apply for loans,
overdraft facilities and a chequebook, subject to the specified
qualifying criteria.
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Product rules
Opening of account

•

Clients must be satisfied that the product is suitable and meets their
needs before signing the agreement.

•

Clients need to ensure that all tax matters are referred to a specialist
tax consultant.

•

Clients need to be able to provide all related identification and proof
of residential documents, as required by law.

Access to the account

•

Access is subject to the approval criteria for the specific product.

•

Clients need to be aware that information can be made available to
credit bureaux and similar agencies, prior to the approval of the
account.

•

The client will be issued with a cheque card or debit card and a
chequebook can be issued on request, subject to approval criteria.

Use of the account

•

The bank may pay any cheques or debits purported to be accepted or
signed by the client, whether the account is in credit or not.

•

The bank has the right not to pay cheques that are post-dated or
stale or irregular in any way or if the client does not have sufficient
funds to meet the whole amount of the cheque.

•

Cheques deposited are subject to a specified clearance period and
cannot be drawn until cleared by the bank.

•

Authorised signatories may be nominated by the accountholder to
operate on the account – the client will be liable for all transactions
conducted by the authorised signatory.

Fee and charges

•

The bank may charge service fees and charges for transactions as
stipulated in the current pricing guide.

•

The bank may charge debit interest on all overdrawn balances at the
maximum rates allowed by law.

•

The bank may vary interest rates and fees from time to time –
notification of changes must be provided in a reasonable time and
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using applicable means, e.g. publishing new pricing guide in the
media or written notification.

•

No credit interest will be paid on cheque accounts.

•

Inter-account transfers do not attract service fees.

Statements

•

Statements will be issued monthly and will be sent to the client either
by surface mail or by electronic means.

•

All statements must be checked by the client and any queries need to
be brought to the bank’s attention within 30 days from receipt of the
statement.

Overdrafts and loans

•

The bank will have to conduct various credit checks with the client’s
prior permission when availing of credit facilities. If the client refuses
the product will be declined.

•

The bank may grant or cancel a facility providing valid reasons for
their actions.

•

The bank can enquire into the client’s financial position at any time
provided that the request is reasonable and relates directly to the
operation of the product or additional products, such as the granting
of a credit card.

Dormant accounts

If an account becomes dormant, i.e. it has not been operated on for a specific
period of time, e.g. six months, the bank has the right to close the account
after attempting to notify the client and following the process for dormancy.
If the bank cannot contact the client and the specified dormancy period has
elapsed, the bank will close the account. If the account is in credit the bank
will transfer the amount to a holding account for safekeeping. No interest is
earned on the credit balance from the time that the account is closed.
Confidentiality

All clients’ information will be treated as confidential and shall not be disclosed
unless:

•

it is in the public’s interest to disclose
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•

the bank is legally compelled to disclose

•

the client has given consent to disclose.

•

Information on the status and conduct of the account can be provided
to all divisions of the bank, the credit bureaux, South African Revenue
Services (SARS) and similar agencies.

5.1.2

Transmission accounts

Introduction to transmission accounts

Transmission

accounts

are

transactional

accounts

that

offer

a

lower

transactional fee to cheque accounts. These accounts are for entry-level users
or for individuals and small businesses that do not have a need for credit and
cheque facilities.
Features

•

Access to funds: Funds can be accessed on demand subject to bank
clearance.

•

Issue of statements: Statements are provided monthly and on
request.

•

Stopping of payments: Stop payment can be requested on debit
orders if the debit order was not authorised by the accountholder or
has not been presented for payment.

•

Deposits and withdrawals: Cash and cheque deposits as well as cash
withdrawals using an electronic/debit access card, can be processed.

•

Transfers: This is the transfer of funds to other accounts, branches
and banks via the banks transfer system or electronically through an
online banking mechanism.

•

Payments: Debit orders and stop orders can be processed on the
account. An account payment option is available to pay regular bills.

•

Issue of access mechanisms: Debit cards are issued on the account.

•

Charges: Monthly administration fees, service fees and bank charges
are levied on the account.

•

Interest: Interest is not paid on credit balances.

•

Debit interest will be levied on overdrawn accounts at an agreedupon rate.

•

Income

criteria:

Applicable

minimum

monthly

income

criteria

depending on the product.
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Benefits

•

Access to funds: Clients have convenient access to funds through
electronic mechanisms. Funds can be accessed literally 24 hours per
day through the use of conveniently located ATM’s and point-of-sale
transactions. The entire bank branch network can also be used for
over-the-counter transactions. (There are maximum withdrawal limits
that apply to all of these transactions.)

•

Pricing options: Pay for each transaction as applicable.

•

Online banking: All banking can be conducted online (monthly service
fee and transaction charges will be levied). This is a practical,
convenient and cost-effective way of transacting. Telephone and cell
phone banking option is available.

Product rules
Opening of account

•

Clients must be satisfied that the product is suitable and meets their
needs before signing the agreement.

•

Clients need to ensure that all tax matters are referred to a specialist
tax consultant.

•

Clients need to be able to provide all related identification and proof
of residential documents as required by law.

Access to the account

•

Access is subject to the approval criteria for the specific product.

•

Clients need to be aware that information can be made available to
credit bureaux and similar agencies prior to the approval of the
account.

•

The client will be issued with a debit card subject to approval criteria.

Use of the account

•

The bank may pay any debit orders purported to be accepted or
signed by the client, whether the account is in credit or not.

•

Cheques deposited are subject to a specified clearance period and
cannot be drawn until cleared by the bank.
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•

Authorised signatories may be nominated by the accountholder to
operate on the account – the client will be liable for all transactions
conducted by the authorised signatory.

Fee and charges

•

The bank may charge service fees and charges for transactions as
stipulated in the current pricing guide.

•

The bank may charge debit interest on all overdrawn balances at the
maximum rates allowed by law.

•

The bank may vary interest rates and fees from time to time –
notification of changes must be provided in a reasonable time and
using applicable means, e.g. publishing new pricing guide in the
media or written notification.

•

No credit interest will be paid on cheque accounts.

•

Inter-account transfers do not attract service fees.

Statements

•

Statements will be issued monthly and will be sent to the client either
via surface mail or electronic means.

•

All statements must be checked by the client and any queries need to
be brought to the bank’s attention within 30 days from receipt of the
statement.

Dormant accounts

If an account becomes dormant, i.e. it has not been operated on for a specific
period of time, e.g. six months, the bank has the right to close the account
after attempting to notify the client and following the process for dormancy.
If the bank cannot contact the client and the specified dormancy period has
elapsed the bank will close the account. If the account is in credit the bank
will transfer the amount to a holding account for safekeeping. No interest is
earned on the credit balance from the time that the account is closed
Confidentiality

All clients’ information will be treated as confidential and shall not be disclosed
unless:

•

it is in the public’s interest to disclose
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•

the bank is legally compelled to disclose

•

the client has given consent to disclose.

•

Information on the status and conduct of the account can be provided
to all divisions of the bank, the credit bureaux, South African Revenue
Services (SARS) and similar agencies.

5.1.3

Mzansi Account

Introduction to Mzansi Account

This is a basic entry-level account that is a combination of a transactional
account and a savings account. Each bank has developed its own low-cost
Mzansi (transmission type) account with some minor differences between
them. The user of this type of account does not have to earn a regular income
but can have wages or salaries paid into the account as well as any grant
received from the government. The accountholder must have a South African
identity document and be 16 years or older. The maximum balance on the
account is R15 000.00 and there are minimum deposit requirements (not
usually more than R20.00).
Features:

•

Opening deposit requirement: A minimum deposit is required, as
required by the bank.

•

Balance:

No

minimum

monthly

balance

need

be

maintained,

however, the account cannot exceed the maximum balance as set by
the bank, e.g. R15 000.00. If the maximum balance is exceeded the
account will be frozen.

•

Interest: is paid on credit balances calculated on the minimum
monthly balance.

•

Fees and charges: No administration fees or initial card fees are
levied, however, replacement card fees will apply.

•

Transactions: This account only allows a specified set number of
transactions per month as part of the qualifying criteria. Some
transactions are free. Debit and stop orders can be processed on
those accounts.

•

Banking options: Cell phone banking can be requested.

•

Transfers: These can be made by anyone into the account.
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Benefits

•

Easy to open and use

•

Easy access to funds

•

ATM card can be used at any bank

•

Funds can be withdrawn at any Post Office counter

•

Affordable fees

•

Interest paid on savings

•

Debit card can be used to buy goods at retailers

•

Anyone can transfer money into the account.

Products rules
Opening of account

•

Clients must be South African citizens.

•

Clients need to be able to provide all related identification and proof
of residential documents as required by law.

•

Only one Mzansi account can be opened per client.

Access to the account

•

Access is subject to the approval criteria for the specific product.

•

A card and PIN will be issued.

Use of the account

The account can be used for the following transactions:

•

Cash and cheque deposits

•

Cash withdrawals at an ATM, applicable retail outlets and over the
counter at the Post Office

•

ATM account payments

•

Cell phone transfers and payments

•

Other electronic transactions as specified

•

No stop payments may be made on any shop transactions whether the
slip has been signed or not

Note: this account only allows transactions within the borders of South Africa.
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Use of the card

•

The card and PIN must not be kept together.

•

The card must only be operated on by the accountholder.

•

The card must be signed at the back in black ink.

Fee and charges

•

The bank may charge service fees and charges for transactions, as
stipulated in the current pricing guide.

•

Credit interest will be paid on savings.

Statements

•

Statements are not issued but can be requested.

•

Mini-statements and balances can be obtained at the ATM.

Closure of accounts

•

The account can be closed if it has not been used for 180 days or
longer.

•

The account can be frozen and subsequently closed should the
maximum balance be exceeded and the client cannot be contacted.

Confidentiality

All information about account conduct can be provided to any agent as is
legally required, including fraud prevention agents.
5.1.4 Money market account
Introduction to a money market account

A money market transactional account provides access to funds on demand
and the ability to transact on the account in the same way as a cheque
account. This account is a combination of a standard cheque account and
investment account and the depositor earns interest on the funds deposited for
as long as these funds remain invested in the account.
Money market accounts differ from bank to bank and range from limiting
transactions to deposits, withdrawals and inter-account transfers, to providing
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the client with access to the full range of transactions, including debit and stop
order facilities. Some banks make a distinction between a transactional money
market and an investment money market account. The transactional account
provides the same facilities as a cheque account, while the investment account
limits transactions to deposits, withdrawals and inter-account transfers. Both of
these accounts require a large minimum deposit that must be maintained at all
times in the account, and transactional fees are relatively high in comparison to
similar accounts. The advantage of this account is that higher rates of interest
are earned in comparison to other demand deposit accounts.
Money market accounts suit conservative investors who might want to
supplement their income with the interest earned.
Features:

•

Access to funds: Funds can be accessed on demand, subject to bank
clearance.

•

Balances: Minimum balance as set out to be maintained on account.

•

Issue of statements: Statements are provided monthly and on
request.

•

Stopping of payments: Stop payment can be requested on lost or
stolen cheques that have not yet been presented for payment.

•

Deposits and withdrawals: Cash and cheque deposits as well as cash
and cheque withdrawals can be processed.

•

Transfers: Transfer of funds to other accounts, branches and banks
via the banks transfer system or electronically through an online
banking mechanism.

•

Payments: Debit orders and stop orders can be processed on the
account. An account payment option is available to pay regular bills.

•

Issue of access mechanisms: Debit or cheque cards are issued on the
account. Chequebooks are optional and available on request.

•

Charges: Monthly administration fees, service fees and bank charges
are levied on the account.

•

Interest: is calculated daily at a rate determined by the bank from
time to time. Changes in interest rates are effective immediately.

•

Income

criteria:

Applicable

minimum

monthly

income

criteria

depending on the product.
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Benefits

•

Access to funds: Clients have convenient access to funds through
electronic mechanisms or the option of the use of cheques (if all
qualifying criteria have been met for this mechanism). Funds can be
accessed literally 24 hours per day through the use of conveniently
located ATM’s and point-of-sale transactions. The entire bank branch
network can also be used for over–the-counter transactions. (There
are

maximum

withdrawal

limits

that

apply

to

all

of

these

transactions.)

•

Online banking: All banking can be conducted online (monthly service
fee and transaction charges will be levied). This is a practical,
convenient and cost-effective way of transacting. Telephone and cell
phone banking options are also available.

•

Transactions: The convenience of a cheque account with the
advantage of earning interest on credit balances.

•

Capital amount guaranteed – low risk investment option.

Product rules
Opening of account

•

Clients must be satisfied that the product is suitable and meets their
needs, before signing the agreement.

•

Clients need to ensure that all tax matters are referred to a specialist
tax consultant.

•

Clients need to be able to provide all related identification and proof
of residential documents as required by law.

Access to the account

•

Access is subject to the approval criteria for the specific product.

•

Clients need to be aware that information can be made available to
credit bureaux and similar agencies, prior to the approval of the
account.

•

The client will be issued with a cheque card or debit card and a
chequebook can be issued on request, subject to approval criteria.
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Use of the account

•

The bank may pay any cheques or debits purported to be accepted or
signed by the client, whether the account is in credit or not.

•

The bank has the right not to pay cheques that are post-dated or
stale or irregular in any way or if the client does not have sufficient
funds to meet the whole amount of the cheque.

•

Cheques deposited are subject to a specified clearance period and
cannot be drawn until cleared by the bank.

•

Authorised signatories may be nominated by the accountholder to
operate on the account – the client will be liable for all transactions
conducted by the authorised signatory.

Fee and charges

•

The bank may charge service fees and charges for transactions, as
stipulated in the current pricing guide.

•

The bank may charge debit interest on all overdrawn balances at the
maximum rates allowed by law.

•

The bank may vary interest rates and fees from time to time –
notification of changes must be provided in a reasonable time and
using applicable means, e.g. publishing new pricing guide in the
media or written notification.

•

Interest is calculated daily at a rate determined by the bank from
time to time. Changes in interest rates are effective immediately.

Statements

•

Statements will be issued monthly and will be sent to the client either
by surface mail or by electronic means.

•

All statements must be checked by the client and any queries need to
be brought to the bank’s attention within 30 days from receipt of the
statement.

Close accounts

•

Accounts will be closed if they become inactive or fall below the
minimum balance requirement – prior notice will be given.

•

In the case of fraud or if the law compels the bank – the account will
be closed.
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Tax

•

Income tax certificates detailing interest earned are available on
request.

•

Income tax information is furnished to SARS.

Confidentiality

All clients’ information will be treated as confidential and shall not be disclosed
unless:

•

it is in the public’s interest to disclose

•

the bank is legally compelled to disclose

•

the client has given consent to disclose.

•

Information on the status and conduct of the account can be provided
to all divisions of the bank, the credit bureaux, South African Revenue
Services (SARS) and similar agencies.

5.1.5

Savings accounts

Introduction to savings accounts

A savings account is intended for people who have excess funds available
which they would like to be able to access easily. This account is intended for
savings purposes and a low interest rate is paid on credit balances. Tiered
interest rates usually apply to the standard savings account, i.e. the higher
the balance, the higher the interest earned. This is not intended to be a
regular transactional account and the transactional fees would usually be
higher than the average cheque account. The most popular choice of savings
account is a card-based savings account. Book-based savings accounts are
available on request. The disadvantage of having a book is that deposits and
withdrawals can only be made during banking hours. These accounts also
attract higher transactional costs than a card-based account.
There are various savings account options including:

•

Contractual savings – This is a goal-based savings account. This type

of account suits depositors who might be saving for a wedding or
deposit on a home. This type of account is a term-based account and
the funds can only be withdrawn on maturity.

•

Discretionary savings – This is a basic standard savings account.

•

Savings accounts especially tailored for children and teenagers -

These savings accounts typically attract young depositors by offering
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benefits such as discounts on movie tickets. These accounts
encourage a good savings ethic and help depositors learn how to
manage their finances from a young age.
Features

•

Access to funds: Funds can be accessed on demand, subject to bank
clearance.

•

Deposits and withdrawals: Cash and cheque deposits as well as cash
and withdrawals can be processed over the counter or via an
automated telling machine (ATM).

•

Issue of access mechanisms: Debit cards are issued on the account
(book-based option available on request).

•

Charges: Fees are levied, such as service fees and cash deposit or
cash handling fees.

•

Interest: Interest is calculated daily and credited monthly (tiered
interest rates apply).

•

Balances: Minimum balances as set out by the bank; no maximum
balance.

Benefits

•

Access to funds: Clients have convenient access to funds through
electronic mechanisms. Funds can be accessed literally 24 hours per
day through the use of conveniently located ATM’s and point of sale
transactions. The entire bank branch network can also be used for
over-the-counter transactions. (There are maximum withdrawal limits
that apply to all of these transactions.)

•

Secure: This is a secure means of saving money for emergencies and
future needs. The capital amount is guaranteed.

•

Safe: No need to carry large amounts of cash.

•

Interest rates – the more money that is saved the more interest
earned.

Product rules
Opening of account

•

Clients must be satisfied that the product is suitable and meets their
needs before signing the agreement.

•

Clients need to ensure that all tax matters are referred to a specialist
tax consultant.
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•

Clients need to be able to provide all related identification and proof
of residential documents as required by law.

Access to the account

•

The bank has the right to refuse to open an account or accept a
deposit.

•

Access to funds is immediate subject to any clearance required on
the deposit.

•

The account can be accessed at bank branches over the counter and
at ATM’s.

•

A card and PIN will be issued.

Use of the account

•

A minimum opening deposit is required as stipulated by the bank and
can change at any time.

•

Funds can be accessed at any time and can be transferred to any
other accounts in the name of the accountholder in the bank’s books.

•

Deposits and transfers can be made at any time.

•

Third party payments are not allowed.

Fee and charges:

•

The bank may charge service fees and charges for transactions as
stipulated in the current pricing guide.

•

Interest is calculated daily at the indicated rate and changes in
interest rates are effective immediately.

•

Inter-account transfers attract service fees.

Statements

•

Statements are available on request.

•

Mini-statements and balances can be obtained at the ATM.

Use of the card

•

The card and PIN must not be kept together.

•

The card must only be operated on by the accountholder.

•

The card must be signed at the back in black ink.
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Close accounts

•

Accounts will be closed if they become inactive or fall below the
minimum balance requirement – prior notice will be given.

•

In the case of fraud or if the law compels the bank – the account will
be closed.

Tax

•

Income tax certificates detailing interest earned are available on
request.

•

Income tax information is furnished to SARS.

Confidentiality

All information about account conduct can be provided to any agent as is
legally required, including fraud prevention agents.
5.1.6 Call accounts
Introduction to call accounts

A call deposit account allows the client easy access to their funds. Most banks
require a minimum amount of R1 000.00 to open the account. There are
other restrictions on these accounts, such as limits on amounts that can be
withdrawn and deposited. Fees are levied on transactions at applicable rates
and interest is calculated daily. There is usually no administration fee on this
account.
Features

•

Access to funds: Funds can be accessed on demand, subject to bank
clearance.

•

Balances: Minimum balance as set out to be maintained on account.

•

Issue of statements: Statements are provided on request.

•

Deposits and withdrawals: Cash and cheque deposits as well as cash
and withdrawals can be processed over the counter.

•

Transfers:

Transfer

of

funds

is

limited

to

accounts

in

the

accountholder’s name and can be conducted via the bank’s transfer
system or electronically through an online banking mechanism.

•

Issue of access mechanisms: None available – client can link this
account to the transactional account and transfer funds to and from
the account through cell phone or telephone and Internet banking.
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•

Charges: Monthly service fees and bank charges, including cash
handling fees, are levied on the account.

•

Interest: is calculated daily at a rate determined by the bank from
time to time. Changes in interest rates are effective immediately.

Benefits

•

Access to funds: Clients have convenient access to funds through the
branch network. (There are minimum and maximum withdrawal and
deposit limits that apply to all of these transactions.)

•

Online banking: All banking can be conducted online (transaction
charges will be levied). This is a practical, convenient and costeffective way of transacting. Telephone and cell phone banking
options are also available.

•

Capital amount guaranteed – low risk investment option.

•

Interest is earned at a tiered rate, which means, the higher the
balance, the higher the amount of interest earned.

•

Loans: funds can be used as security against loans with the bank’s
consent.

Product Rules
Opening of account

•

Clients must be satisfied that the product is suitable and meets their
needs before signing the agreement.

•

Clients need to ensure that all tax matters are referred to a specialist
tax consultant.

•

Clients need to be able to provide all related identification and proof
of residential documents as required by law.

Access to the account

•

Funds can be accessed at any time.

Use of the account

•

Cheques deposited are subject to a specified clearance period and
cannot be drawn until cleared by the bank.

•

Authorised signatories may be nominated by the accountholder to
operate on the account – the client will be liable for all transactions
conducted by the authorised signatory.
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Fee and charges

•

The bank may charge service fees and charges for transactions as
stipulated in the current pricing guide.

•

The bank may vary interest rates and fees from time to time –
notification of changes must be provided in a reasonable time and
using applicable means, e.g. publishing new pricing guide in the
media or written notification.

•

Interest is calculated daily at a rate determined by the bank from
time to time. Changes in interest rates are effective immediately.

Statements

•

Statements are available on request.

Close accounts

•

Accounts will be closed if they become inactive or fall below the
minimum balance requirement – prior notice will be given.

•

In the case of fraud or if the law compels the bank – the account will
be closed.

Tax

•

Income tax certificates detailing interest earned are available on
request.

•

Income tax information is furnished to SARS.

Confidentiality

All clients’ information will be treated as confidential and shall not be disclosed
unless:

•

it is in the public’s interest to disclose

•

the bank is legally compelled to disclose

•

the client has given consent to disclose.

•

Information on the status and conduct of the account can be provided
to all divisions of the bank, the credit bureaux, South African Revenue
Services (SARS) and similar agencies.
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5.1.7 Notice deposit accounts
Introduction to notice deposit accounts

There are various types of notice deposit accounts, i.e. 32-day, 60-day and
88-day; some banks offer longer periods such as 185 days. These accounts
require that the client gives the bank notice (applicable days, i.e. 32-days
notice for a 32-day notice deposit) in order to receive the funds. The client
can put notice on the whole amount or on a portion of the funds that might
be required. The funds will only be released on expiry of the notice period.
Interest on the funds is calculated daily and a minimum balance is required.
The interest earned on notice deposits is usually higher than on call accounts.
Features

•

Access to funds: Funds can be accessed after giving notice in writing.

•

Balances: Minimum opening deposit as stipulated. Minimum balance
requirement, as set out, must be maintained on account.

•

Issue of statements: Statements are provided on request.

•

Deposits and withdrawals: Cash and cheque deposits or transfers into
the account can be processed at any time.

•

Issue of access mechanisms: None available.

•

Charges: No transaction fees are levied on this account.

•

Interest: is calculated daily and changes to interest rates are
effective immediately; alternatively after the notice period expires.
Clients can choose to have the interest paid to another account or
reinvested.

•

Withdrawals during the notice period are not allowed but under
certain circumstances will be considered subject to an early
withdrawal penalty fee.

Benefits

•

Capital amount guaranteed – low risk investment option.

•

Interest is earned at a tiered rate, which mean, the higher the
balance, the higher the amount of interest earned.

•

Loans: Funds can be used as security against loans with the bank’s
consent.

Product rules
Opening of account

•

Clients must be satisfied that the product is suitable and meets their
needs before signing the agreement.
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•

Clients need to ensure that all tax matters are referred to a specialist
tax consultant.

•

Clients need to be able to provide all related identification and proof
of residential documents as required by law.

Access to the account

•

Funds can be accessed by providing written notice as per the notice
requirements of the account.

Use of the account

•

Cheques deposited are subject to a specified clearance period and
cannot be drawn until cleared by the bank.

•

Authorised signatories may be nominated by the accountholder to
operate on the account – the client will be liable for all transactions
conducted by the authorised signatory.

Fee and charges

•

There are no transactional fees on this account.

•

The bank may vary interest rates and fees from time to time –
notification of changes must be provided in a reasonable time and
using applicable means, e.g. publishing new pricing guide in the
media or written notification.

•

Penalty fees are charged for withdrawals made prior to the expiry of
the notice period. The penalty fee can affect the capital amount.

Statements

•

Statements are available on request

Close accounts

•

Accounts will be closed if they become inactive or fall below the
minimum balance requirement – prior notice will be given.

•

In the case of fraud or if the law compels the bank – the account will
be closed.

Tax

•

Income tax certificates detailing interest earned are available on
request.

•

Income tax information is furnished to SARS.
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Confidentiality

All clients’ information will be treated as confidential and shall not be disclosed
unless:

•

it is in the public’s interest to disclose

•

the bank is legally compelled to disclose

•

the client has given consent to disclose.

•

Information on the status and conduct of the account can be provided
to all divisions of the bank, the credit bureaux, South African Revenue
Services (SARS) and similar agencies.

5.1.8 Fixed deposit account
Introduction to fixed deposits

A fixed deposit is a single deposit that is invested for a fixed period at a
guaranteed fixed rate of interest. There are various fixed deposits with
maturity dates ranging from 1 month to 60 months. Various banks offer
flexible fixed deposit options where limited withdrawals can be made subject to
a limited percentage of the available balance.
Example of a specialised flexible fixed deposit:

A fixed deposit of R10 000.00 fixed for 12 months – the client can make a
maximum of two withdrawals on this account within the 12-month period
subject to the amount of the two withdrawals not being more than 20% of the
deposit. This means the client can withdraw either R1 000.00 twice during the
period or an amount of R2 000.00 once during the period.
There are also fixed deposits where the interest rate is linked to the prime rate.
This means the rate will impact on the earning potential of the investment as
the prime rate fluctuates.
The features, benefits and rules listed below pertain to a general standard
fixed deposit.
Features

•

Access to funds: Withdrawals before the maturity date are not
allowed.

Minimum

balance

requirement

as

set

out

must

be

maintained on account.

•

Issue of statements: Statements are provided on request.
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•

Deposits and withdrawals: No deposits and withdrawals or transfers
can be made into this account before maturity date.

•

Issue of access mechanisms: None available.

•

Charges: No transaction fees are levied on this account.

•

Interest: Interest can be paid on maturity, monthly, quarterly or biannually into an account as stipulated by the client, but cannot be
reinvested into the account. Interest can be added to the capital at
maturity.

•

Interest rates: Interest rates remain fixed for the entire period of the
investment.

•

Withdrawals before maturity are not allowed but under certain
circumstances will be considered, subject to an early withdrawal
penalty fee.

Benefits

•

Capital amount guaranteed – low risk investment option.

•

Interest rate remains fixed for the entire period of the investment
and will not be affected by fluctuations

•

The higher the amount invested, the higher the rate of interest paid.

•

Loans: funds can be used as security against loans, with the banks
consent.

Product rules
Opening of account

•

Clients must be satisfied that the product is suitable and meets their
needs before signing the agreement.

•

Clients need to ensure that all tax matters are referred to a specialist
tax consultant.

•

Clients need to be able to provide all related identification and proof
of residential documents as required by law.

Access to the account

•

Funds cannot be accessed prior to maturity.

•

Withdrawals prior to maturity will be considered under certain
circumstances, subject to penalty fees.
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Use of the account

•

The client must provide the bank with written instructions regarding
the placement of funds at maturity. If the bank does not receive
instructions, the funds will be reinvested for the same term at the
current interest rate.

Fee and charges

•

There are no transactional fees on this account.

•

Penalty fees are charged for withdrawals made prior to maturity. The
penalty fee can affect the capital amount.

Statements

•

Statements are available on request.

Close accounts

•

In the case of fraud or if the law compels the bank – the account will
be closed.

Tax

•

Income tax certificates detailing interest earned are available on
request.

•

Income tax information is furnished to SARS.

Confidentiality

All clients’ information will be treated as confidential and shall not be disclosed
unless:

•

it is in the public’s interest to disclose

•

the bank is legally compelled to disclose

•

the client has given consent to disclose.

•

Information on the status and conduct of the account can be provided
to all divisions of the bank, the credit bureaux, South African Revenue
Services (SARS) and similar agencies.
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5.1.9 Unit trusts
Introduction to unit trusts

A unit trust is a collective investment scheme. Collective investment schemes
in Securities (CIS) are generally medium to long-term investments. The value
of the investment portfolio will fluctuate and can go down or up depending on
market conditions.
This type of scheme allows investors to pool their money into a portfolio along
with other investors. The pool of money is used to purchase investment
securities such as shares, bonds and money market instruments. This enables
investors to spread their risk through a professionally-managed portfolio. This
investment suits individuals who would not ordinarily be able to attain a
diversified investment portfolio in their individual capacity.
The “Net Asset Value” (NAV) of the fund fluctuates according to market
conditions and will affect the value or price paid for purchasing or
repurchasing of units in the fund.
NAV = Total value of fund (including any income accrued and less allowable
deductions) divided by the total number of units
Features:

•

Access to funds: Repurchase of units takes approximately three
working days and are not paid to third parties.

•

Deposits: Minimum lump sum deposit requirement and monthly
scheduled payments thereafter.

•

Issue of access mechanisms: None available.

•

Fees: An initial fee is deducted for each deposit made into the fund
and an annual service fee is levied. This fee includes commissions.

•

Income: Distributed twice a year and either paid out or reinvested as
per client’s instruction.

•

Interest: Fluctuations in the market may cause the value of
underlying investments to go up or down.

Benefits

•

Managed portfolio: A professionally-managed portfolio

•

Liquidity: Access to funds within three working days

•

Investment options: Lump sum and regular scheduled payment
options
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Product rules
Opening of account

•

Clients must be satisfied that the product is suitable and meets their
needs before signing the agreement.

•

Clients need to ensure that all tax matters are referred to a specialist
tax consultant.

•

Clients need to be able to provide all related identification and proof
of residential documents as required by law.

Access to the account

•

Repurchase of units take approximately three working days and are
not paid to third parties.

Use of the account

•

The client can make lump sum deposits into this account and monthly
scheduled payments.

•

The bank reserves the right to honour repurchase instructions should
there be any doubt as to the validity of these instructions.

Fee and charges

•

An initial fee is deducted for each deposit made into the fund and an
annual service fee is levied. This fee includes commissions.

•

The “Net Asset Value” (NAV) of the fund fluctuates according to
market conditions and will affect the value or price paid for
purchasing or repurchasing of units in the fund.

Statements

•

Statements are available on request.

Tax

•

Income tax certificates detailing interest earned are available on
request.

•

Income tax information is furnished to SARS.
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Confidentiality

All clients’ information will be treated as confidential and shall not be disclosed
unless:

•

it is in the public’s interest to disclose

•

the bank is legally compelled to disclose

•

the client has given consent to disclose.

•

Information on the status and conduct of the account can be provided
to all divisions of the bank, the credit bureaux, South African Revenue
Services (SARS) and similar agencies.

The information provided in this section is intended as a guide and product
features, benefits and rules will differ from bank to bank. Research should be
conducted by the bank official to gain sound knowledge of the bank’s products
and services. A client must be given factual and adequate information in plain
language in order to be able to make an informed choice.

Summary
•

Cheque/current accounts

This is a demand deposit or transactional account. Cheques can be
issued from this account and payments can be made to third parties.
Clients do not earn interest on credit balances.
•

Transmission accounts

This is a basic transactional or demand deposit account. This is an
entry-level type account. Chequebooks are not issued on this account
and clients can access funds using a debit card.
•

Mzansi accounts

This account is aimed at entry-level users with a South African
identity document. This is also a transmission account however
interest is paid on credit balances. The account has minimum and
maximum balance restrictions.
•

Money market accounts

This is a demand deposit or transactional account. A good rate of
interest is paid on credit balances. The higher the balance, the higher
the interest rate.
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•

Savings accounts

These accounts are intended for clients who wish to save as they
have money available or for a specific goal. The interest rates are
fairly low on these accounts.
•

Call deposits

Call deposits are demand deposit accounts as these accounts give the
client immediate access to their funds. There are minimum balance
restrictions on the account and access is limited to over-the-counter
transactions or online banking. This is not a transactional account.
•

Notice deposits

This account attracts a good rate of interest.

The funds may be

withdrawn subject to prior notice.
•

Fixed deposits

This is a fixed amount invested for a fixed period of time at a fixed
rate. Funds can generally not be accessed before maturity.
•

Unit trusts

A unit trust fund enables investors to participate in the stock exchange.
All the funds received from the investors are pooled and used to
purchase listed securities.
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Self-assessment Questions
1.

How is interest paid on fixed deposit accounts?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

2.

a)

Monthly

b)

Quarterly

c)

At maturity

d)

All of the above

What is the maximum allowable balance on an Mzansi account?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

3.

a)

R5 000.00

b)

No maximum

c)

R15 000.00

d)

R10 000.00

What mechanisms can a client use to withdraw funds from a money
market transactional account?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

4.

a)

Chequebook

b)

Debit card

c)

Internet banking

d)

All of the above

Sally would like to invest R10 000.00 for 18 months. She is getting
married and is very undisciplined, so she does not want to be able to
access the money at all until then. What account would you
recommend to Sally?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Call account

b)

32-day notice account

c)

18-month fixed deposit

d)

All of the above
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5.

Priscilla would like to open another Mzansi account so that she can split
her income between the two accounts. How can you help Priscilla?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Priscilla can open up as many Mzansi accounts as she likes.

b)

Priscilla can only open one Mzansi account. It would be
beneficial to perform a needs analysis and find out exactly
what Priscilla needs to be able to advise her correctly.

c)

Priscilla should not open up another Mzansi account because
this is expensive and she should rather open up a savings
account.

d)

Priscilla will exceed the maximum balance on the Mzansi
account if she opens up two, so she should open up an account
at another bank.

6.

Angela has just started working and would like to open up a
transactional account. She earns R4 500.00 per month and has no
accounts to pay as yet.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

7.

a)

Transmission account

b)

Call account

c)

Money market account

d)

Savings account

Thuli would like to invest some money. She has R2 000.00 saved in a
savings account and would like an account that earns better interest.
She also would like to be able to deposit regular amounts of R200.00
per month into the account. She wants to be able to access the money
reasonably quickly. What type of account would you offer Thuli?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Money market investor account

b)

32-day notice deposit

c)

Three-month fixed deposit

d)

All of the above
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8.

Marvin is a pilot and has R50 000.00 to invest, however, he would like
to be able to access these funds on demand. He also needs a cheque
account but does not want to have his money all over the place and
would prefer an account that he can use for both his daily transactions
and his investment. What type of account would you offer Marvin?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

9.

a)

Call account

b)

Cheque account and 32-day notice deposit

c)

Money market transactional account

d)

Savings and transmission account

Mary has a savings account and she currently earns 3.15% interest on
her credit balance. She would like to know when the bank would change
the rate if it suddenly drops tomorrow.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The interest rate would decrease at the end of the month in
which it changed.

b)

The bank would change the interest rate on the first business
day of the month.

c)

The interest rate would not be affected until the bank lets the
client know in writing.

d)
10.

The interest rate would decrease immediately.
Peter would like to invest some money in unit trusts but is not

sure

how easily he can access the funds in need. Explain the

liquidity of the

unit trust fund to Peter.

Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The funds can be accessed within three working days. This is a
medium to long-term investment and depending on market
conditions the fund might not pay out the expected value at
the time of repurchase.

b)

The funds can only be accessed after three years because this
is a medium-term investment.

c)

The funds can be accessed, however, the portfolio managers
have to decide whether the reason for repurchasing is valid
before they will allow access to the funds.

d)

The fund manager will allow access to the fund within 24 hours
if the NAV is up and not down.
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Self-assessment Answers
1.

How is interest paid on fixed deposit accounts?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

2.

a)

Monthly

b)

Quarterly

c)

At maturity

d)

All of the above

What is the maximum allowable balance on an Mzansi account?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

3.

a)

R5 000.00

b)

No maximum

c)

R15 000.00

d)

R10 000.00

What mechanisms can a client use to withdraw funds from a money
market transactional account?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

4.

a)

Chequebook

b)

Debit card

c)

Internet banking

d)

All of the above

Sally would like to invest R10 000.00 for 18 months. She is getting
married and is very undisciplined so she does not want to be able to
access the money at all until then. What account would you
recommend to Sally?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Call account

b)

32-day notice account

c)

18-month fixed deposit

d)

All of the above
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5.

Priscilla would like to open another Mzansi account so that she can split
her income between the two accounts. How can you help Priscilla?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Priscilla can open up as many Mzansi accounts as she likes.

b)

Priscilla can only open one Mzansi account. It would be
beneficial to perform a needs analysis and find out exactly
what Priscilla needs to be able to advise her correctly.

c)

Priscilla should not open up another Mzansi account because
this is expensive and she should rather open up a savings
account.

d)

Priscilla will exceed the maximum balance on the Mzansi
account if she opens up two, so she should open up an account
at another bank.

6.

Angela has just started working and would like to open up a
transactional account. She earns R4 500.00 per month and has no
accounts to pay as yet.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

7.

a)

Transmission account

b)

Call account

c)

Money market account

d)

Savings account

Thuli would like to invest some money. She has R2 000.00 saved in a
savings account and would like an account that earns better interest.
She also would like to be able to deposit regular amounts of R200.00
per month into the account. She wants to be able to access the money
reasonably quickly. What type of account would you offer Thuli?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Money market investor account

b)

32-day notice deposit

c)

Three-month fixed deposit

d)

All of the above
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8.

Marvin is a pilot and has R50 000.00 to invest, however, he would like
to be able to access these funds on demand. He also needs a cheque
account but does not want to have his money all over the place and
would prefer an account that he can use for both his daily transactions
and his investment. What type of account would you offer Marvin?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

9.

a)

Call account

b)

Cheque account and 32-day notice deposit

c)

Money market transactional account

d)

Savings and transmission account

Mary has a savings account and she currently earns 3.15% interest on
her credit balance. She would like to know when the bank would
change the rate if it suddenly drops tomorrow.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The interest rate would decrease at the end of the month in
which it changed.

b)

The bank would change the interest rate on the first business
day of the month.

c)

The interest rate would not be affected until the bank lets the
client know in writing.

d)

10.

The interest rate would decrease immediately.

Peter would like to invest some money in unit trusts but is not sure
how easily he can access the funds in need. Explain the liquidity of the
unit trust fund to Peter.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:
a)

The funds can be accessed within three working days. This is a
medium to long-term investment and depending on market
conditions the fund might not pay out the expected value at
the time of repurchase.

b)

The funds can only be accessed after three years because this
is a medium-term investment.

c)

The funds can be accessed, however, the portfolio managers
have to decide whether the reason for repurchasing is valid
before they will allow access to the funds.

d)

The fund manager will allow access to the fund within 24 hours
if the NAV is up and not down.
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6
Comply with disclosure requirements
This chapter covers the following criteria:

KNOWLEDGE CRITERIA

Discuss the disclosure requirements that should be met when advising a
client in terms of a deposit product, including but not limited to:

•

product disclosures

•

disclosures about fees

•

pricing

•

early withdrawal

•

penalties

•

interest rates

•

status of representatives
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Purpose
The Financial Advisory and Intermediary Act, 2002 (Act No. 37 of 2002) sets out
the required conduct and disclosures of FSP’s, Key individuals (KI) and
representatives. financial service providers (FSP) and their representatives are
governed by various legislative requirements. In this chapter we discuss the
disclosure requirements that should be met when advising a client in terms of a
deposit product.

6.1

DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS FOR PRODUCTS

FAIS outlines various codes of conduct that all financial service providers
(FSP) must adhere to.
The General Code of Conduct will be covered in terms of disclosure
requirements that should be met when advising a client in terms of a deposit
product.
The General Code relates to all services and advice in most financial products

except those covered by the Specific Code Short-term Deposit Business.
The General Code can be used as a stand-alone code of conduct or can be
used in conjunction with other codes stipulated in the FAIS Act.
The Code stipulates the conduct and disclosure requirements of a FSP, key
individual and their representatives.
6.1.1 Overview of the General Code

The General Code requires that representatives obtain the relative financial
information from their clients to provide them with appropriate advice. The
representatives must also provide their clients with sufficient information about
the financial products and services that may be appropriate for their specific
needs in order for the clients to be able to make an informed decision.
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The General Code states that an FSP must always render financial services
honestly, fairly, with due skill, care and diligence, and in the interests of
clients and the integrity of the financial services industry. When making
contact with the client, the FSP must ensure that the client understands the
purpose of the meeting and that all information is disclosed as is legally
required.
Duties of the FSP include:

•

conveying information clearly so as not to mislead the client. (This
information must be provided timeously and include all pricing
information, fees and money payable to the FSP for the product.)

•

disclosing actual or potential conflicts of interest.

•

acting in the client’s best interests.

•

recording the client’s transactions accurately.

•

maintaining records safely and providing appropriate processes and
procedures for retrieval of documentation.

•

treating all client information in the strictest confidence unless written
consent is received from the client or disclosure is in the best interest
of the public or under any law.

6.1.2

Information on product suppliers

Information regarding product suppliers must be disclosed. A product supplier
may be defined as a company that supplies specific products to the Financial
service provider, such as an insurance company.
The disclosure of all information must be made timeously. The information
must be adequate and factually correct to enable clients to make informed
decisions. All information provided verbally must be confirmed in writing within
30 days.
The following information regarding product suppliers would have to be
provided (disclosed) to the client in writing:

•

Full name and contact details of product supplier and their Compliance
and Complaints Departments

•

Contractual relationship between FSP and product supplier and whether
the FSP has any other contractual relationships with other product
suppliers

•

Where applicable disclose the fact that the provider:
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–

directly or indirectly holds more than 10% of the product
supplier’s shares or any other such financial interest

–

received 30% of total remuneration from the product supplier
during the preceding 12-month period.

6.1.3

Information on financial service providers

The following general information regarding FSP’s must be supplied to clients
where appropriate:

•

Full business and trading names including registration number – e.g.
FinState Bank LTD t/a The Bank of Fin State Ltd 2010/001234/06

•

Contact details including:

–
–
–
•

physical and postal address
email
landline and cellular phone numbers

Information regarding the legal and contractual status between the FSP
representative and product supplier

•

Information regarding licensing conditions and restrictions relating to
financial products that the FSP is authorised to provide

•

Names and contact details of the Compliance Department or in the case
of the representative - Name and contact details of provider

•

Details regarding the representative’s “Fit and Proper” status and
whether the representative is rendering advice under supervision

•

Details of indemnity or fidelity insurance held by FSP

•

Details of any exemptions granted by the Registrar

6.1.4

Status of the representative

Representatives:
•

must represent the FSP and operate under the FSP’s license (a service
contract or mandate must be in place with the applicable FSP).

•

must meet the requirements of honesty and integrity and competence for
the financial products they are representing.

•

must provide clients with a certified copy of their authority to act on
behalf of the FSP if requested to do so.

•

may not act as a representative once debarred.

Note:

Representatives that go out and see clients will need to carry a certified copy
of their authority to represent the FSP.
6.1.5

Disclosures regarding financial products
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A provider must:

•

provide an accurate explanation, in a manner that is clear and easy to
understand, of the nature of the contract or transaction that the client
has entered into.

•

make full and factually correct disclosures of any information that
would enable the client to make an informed choice.

•

provide the client, where appropriate, with any material contractual
information and material projections or forecasts in the possession of
the provider.

The following disclosures regarding financial products have to be made
timeously:
•

The name, class or type of the financial product concerned.

Example:

Call Account – savings/investment account or demand deposit account
product, which is a bank deposit account

•

The nature and extent of benefits to be provided, including details of
the manner in which such benefits are derived or calculated and the
manner in which they will accrue or be paid – (how interest is
calculated must be provided on request).

Example:

In the case of a call account - Interest is calculated daily at a rate determined
by the bank from time to time and paid monthly. Changes in interest rates
are effective immediately.
•

The details of the manner in which the value of the investment is
determined, including concise details of any underlying assets or
other financial instruments.

Example:

In the case of a call account - Interest is calculated on the daily balance in
the call account at the time. In the case of a unit trust or insurance products
there would be underlying assets or other financial instruments involved.

•

The

monetary

obligations

assumed

by

the

client

(including

commission, consideration, fees, charges or brokerages payable to
the provider by the client, or payable by the product supplier or any
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other person other than the client concerned), as well as the manner
of payment or discharge thereof.

Example:

In the case of a call account - monthly service fees and bank charges,
including cash handling fees, are levied on the account,

•

The details of any special terms or conditions such as waiting
periods,

penalties and restrictions.

Example:

Restrictions such as a minimum deposit amount of R1 000.00 is required to
open the account or funds available on demand, subject to bank clearance.
Penalties refer to any early withdrawal penalties, should the product be
terminated, such as with a standard fixed deposit where the funds can only
be withdrawn at maturity – a penalty fee is payable should the part or all of
the funds be required prior to maturity.
•

The details of any guaranteed minimum benefits or other guarantees.

Example:

In the case of bank-specific products such as call, notice and fixed deposits
the capital amount is guaranteed
•

The liquidity of the product, i.e. to what extent the funds are readily
accessible.

Example:

Call account - On demand subject to bank clearance/
Notice Deposit - Available after the expiry of the given notice period – e.g. 32
days notice required in writing in order to access funds.
Fixed deposit – available on maturity.

•

The details of any other effects of termination of withdrawal.

Example:

In the case of a fixed deposit or 32-day notice account - Penalty fees are
payable should the client require funds prior to maturity. This can have an
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effect on the capital amount – in other words the penalty fee can reduce the
original capital amount that was invested.

•

The details of tax considerations: The client needs to consult with a
tax expert or financial adviser.

•

The details of any cooling-off rights that may be offered and, if so,
procedures for the exercise of such rights. Cooling-off rights give the

client the opportunity to change their mind when buying a financial
product – not all financial products have cooling-off rights and this
aspect must be stated in the terms and conditions of the product.
•

The details of any risk associated with the product; whether the
product is a low, medium or high risk.

•

In the case of an insurance product that provides for an increase of
premiums: the details of the amount of the increased premium for
the first five years and thereafter on a five-year basis, but not
exceeding 20 years.

•

The details about the past investment performance over periods and
at intervals which are reasonable, including a warning that past
performances are not necessarily indicative of future performances.

Transactional disclosure

Fully inform the client about any transaction requirement that needs to be
completed or submitted:
These include the following:
•

Disclosing material facts accurately and properly, together with a
warning that the accuracy and completeness

of

all answers,

statements or other information provided by, or on behalf of the
client, are the client’s own responsibility.
Note:

If the client gives consent and the representative completes or submits any
transaction on behalf of the client, the client is responsible for making sure
that the information is accurate and complete.
The FSP is not allowed to allow a client to sign any written or printed form or
document unless all the details are complete and have been checked for
accuracy by the client.
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•

Informing

the

client

of

the

possible

consequences

of

misrepresentation or non-disclosure of a material fact or the inclusion
of incorrect information.

•

Providing the client with a printed copy of the transaction within a
reasonable time and where applicable, a statement of account in
connection with the service rendered to the client.

6.1.6

Further requirements of the Code

Incentives

The FSP must disclose all remuneration, incentives or commission earned by
the provider, including benefits such as commissions or prizes offered by
insurance companies to brokers on achieving specific sales targets.
Furnishing advice

Prior to furnishing advice the FSP or their representative must ensure that they
obtain sufficient information regarding the client’s financial situation, product
experience and financial objectives. Once this information has been obtained,
the FSP must conduct a needs analysis and identify products that are
appropriate to the client’s risk profile and financial needs.
The FSP must then provide the client with a summary of the advice provided.
This

summary

must

include

the

various

product

options

that

were

recommended and must reflect a full explanation of why the products selected
are able to satisfy the client’s objectives and needs.
Note:

The client must understand that the advice is provided to enable him to make
an informed decision and that the representative cannot choose a specific
product on his behalf.
Maintenance of records

The FSP must keep records of the advice furnished to clients. This includes all
records of advice furnished to clients but not taken or where the client was
unable to provide adequate information to perform a needs analysis.
The FSP must have effective systems in place to record, safely store and
retrieve all verbal and written communications relating to financial service
rendered to a client. All records must be kept for a period of five years after
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termination of the product. This includes maintaining records in electronic
format that is easy to access and reduce to a printable format.

Complaints

The FSP must disclose full details of how the customer can lodge a complaint
including details of the complaints process. This information must include
details of how to escalate the complaint should the need arise; including the
details of the relative Ombud’s office.
Comparison of products

A representative may not compare financial products offered by other banks
and insurance companies unless factual information of these products and
services can be provided in the comparison.

Summary
The General Code of Conduct as set out in the FAIS Act stipulates the conduct
and disclosure requirements of the FSP and related parties.
Representatives must obtain accurate and proper information from the client in
order

to

perform

a

needs

analysis. Based

on

the needs

analysis

a

representative provides the client with product options that suit the client’s
needs and objectives. The client must then make a product choice based on
the information provided.
A summary of advice must be kept on record of the products recommended
and include the reasons that these products were chosen as being suitable
options to match the client’s needs.
All financial services must be provided in an honest manner with the care and
skill expected of a professional in the financial industry. The interests of the
client take priority at all times and they must be treated fairly.
The Code stipulates full disclosure of product information and operations of the
FSP or Product supplier regarding financial products.
Disclosures include:

•

full details of the FSP
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•

full details of the product supplier

•

full details of the complaints and escalation process

•

status of the representative

•

full product disclosures including:

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

the main features and benefits of the deposit account
the method in which the funds can be accessed
the manner in which the deposit earns interest
the way in which interest is paid or deducted
the applicable interest rates and calculations
the way in which the deposit account will be operated
the way funds are dealt with at maturity
the

penalties

involved

for

early

termination

and

early

withdrawals
Other requirements include:

•

effective record-keeping and

•

declaration of incentives and benefits paid by a product supplier to an
FSP or Broker.
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Self-assessment Questions
1.

Mr Jones would like to have a copy of the advice provided to him by
Julius, the sales representative at FinState Bank. Julius appears to
have forgotten to furnish him with a copy. How will you handle this
request?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Mr Jones will have to lodge a complaint against Julius with the
branch manager.

b)

Mr Jones will have to visit the court so that a subpoena can be
issued

instructing

the

bank

to

release

this

confidential

information.
c)

The bank has an effective system for storing this information
and once Mr Jones’s identification has been verified he can be
furnished with a copy, which is a summarised version of the
discussions that took place. Mr Jones will have to sign for
receipt of the copy.

d)

The bank can furnish Mr Jones with a summary of advice,
however, the reason for this request would first have to be
established in case Mr Jones wants to take the matter to a
court of law.

2.

Mary-Ann is an enquiries clerk at FinState Bank and has just
helped

Sally Raymond open a 32-day notice deposit account at

her branch.

What

representative of

requirements

should

Mary-Ann

meet

as

a

FinState?

Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Mary-Ann must be supervised by her department head until
she is licensed to sell this product.

b)

Mary-Ann must meet the requirements of honesty, integrity
and competence and be qualified in the product that she is
representing.

c)

Mary-Ann must show her qualifications to Sally Raymond,
otherwise she will be debarred.
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d)

Mary-Ann must have a minimum of matric and five years
experience before she will be able to sell products in the bank.

3.

Mr Pederson would like a fixed deposit account. He has not got
time to

complete the forms and would just like to sign some

documents and

give you the R10 000.00 deposit. How would you

respond in terms of the General Code of Conduct?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

In terms of the Code clients must be helped quickly. Provide
the client with the forms and ask him to sign the documents.
Mr Pederson is well known to the bank and he can trust that
the bank will complete the rest of the information later.

b)

In terms of the Code the representative is not allowed to get
the client to sign incomplete or blank documents.

c)

The Code states that the client must be assisted timeously.
Deposit the R10 000.00 and Mr Pederson can collect the receipt
and complete the necessary documents when he has time.

e)
4.

All of the above.

Mrs Phillipson wants to open a 32-day notice account. What type of
product information would have to be disclosed to her?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The bank’s record-keeping process

b)

The copy of the Representative’s authority to represent the FSP

c)

The access to the funds, interest calculations, charges and
penalty fees for early withdrawals and any risk associated to
the product

d)
5.

The contact details of the Ombud.

Mrs Jonas would like to know whether she can have a statement on her
daughter’s account. She does not have signing authority but her
daughter is overseas and needs this information urgently. How will you
respond to this request in terms of the Code?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

As this is only a statement and the request is urgent Mrs Jonas
can have a copy as long as the statement is in a sealed
envelope.
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b)

Mrs Jonas can have a statement as long as she does not reveal
the information on the statement to anyone other than her
daughter.

c)

Mrs Jonas will not be able to have any information on her
daughter’s account as all client information is private and
confidential. Mrs Jonas can have the statements if her daughter
consents in writing, to the information being released.

d)

Mrs Jonas can have the information in the meantime and ask
her daughter to advise the bank in writing as soon as possible.

6.

Jenny Simpson has been shopping around at the various banks for a
suitable product. She would like Tara the sales representative at
FinState to compare the standard cheque account products offered at
FinState and Soso Bank so that she can make an informed choice.
What action should Tara take in this scenario?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Explain the features and benefits of the cheque account to
Jenny Simpson and explain why this is a better product,
making reference to interest earned and service provided.

b)

Explain the features and benefits of the cheque account at
FinState and explain to Jenny that she is not qualified to
comment on another bank’s product.

c)

Persuade Jenny that Soso banks products do not include the
fixed pricing option that she is looking for.

d)

Advise Jenny to try out both products and see which one works
best for her.

7.

Margot and Eric are arguing about the client’s rights to
terminate an

agreement relating to financial products. Margot says

that any contract

can be terminated, while Eric says that an agreement

can be

terminated but there are often consequences. What is the

correct

solution to Margot and Eric’s debate?

Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Clients can never terminate an agreement; once an agreement
is signed the client cannot change the rules associated with the
agreement.

b)

Clients can terminate the agreement, however, they must
understand that there are consequences and penalties for
terminating the agreement that can affect the capital amount
of the initial investment.
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c)

Clients cannot terminate an agreement but they can lodge a
complaint using the banks complaints process.

d)

Clients can terminate an agreement whenever they like, as this
is their money.

8.

Thobeka has just started working. She has never had her own banking
account and is very new to all the information that the provider is
giving her. What are the duties of a provider in this situation?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Once all the information has been provided to Thobeka, give
her some time to make an informed choice.

b)

Make sure that all the information provided to Thobeka is clear
and in plain language so as not to mislead her. Make sure that
she understands the information provided before continuing
with the discussion.

c)

Provide Thobeka with one basic product that you think will suit
her needs.

d)

Perform the interest calculations as requested by the Code so
that Thobeka gets a clear picture of how the account works.

9.

How many days does an FSP have, to confirm the information
provided

to the client verbally, regarding product suppliers?

Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

12 months from date of transaction

b)

Within 45 days

c)

With immediate effect

d)

Within 30 days

10.

It has come to the attention of FinState bank that the
information provided to them by Mr JR Fields is incorrect. Mr Fields is under
investigation for tax evasion. Mr Fields is blaming the bank for not
accurately representing the facts. How will the bank respond to this
complaint?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Mr Fields is responsible for disclosing material facts to the bank
accurately and the bank cannot be held liable for any errors Mr Fields acknowledged the correctness of the information by
signing

the

documentation

after

a

thorough

explanation

provided by the representative.
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b)

Mr Fields is not responsible; the bank should have checked the
accuracy of the information.

c)

The bank should not have provided SARS with information, as
this is a breach of confidentiality.

d)

The bank should have checked whether Mr Fields disclosed all
his personal financial details before selling him the product.
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Self-assessment Answers
1.

Mr Jones would like to have a copy of the advice provided to him by
Julius, the sales representative at FinState Bank. Julius appears to
have forgotten to furnish him with a copy. How will you handle this
request?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Mr Jones will have to lodge a complaint against Julius with the
branch manager.

b)

Mr Jones will have to visit the court so that a subpoena can be
issued

instructing

the

bank

to

release

this

confidential

information.
c)

The bank has an effective system for storing this information
and once Mr Jones’s identification has been verified he can be
furnished with a copy, which is a summarised version of the
discussions that took place. Mr Jones will have to sign for
receipt of the copy.

d)

The bank can furnish Mr Jones with a summary of advice,
however, the reason for this request would first have to be
established in case Mr Jones wants to take the matter to a
court of law.

2.

Mary-Ann is an enquiries clerk at FinState Bank and has just
helped

Sally Raymond open a 32-day notice deposit account at

her branch.
representative of

What requirements should Mary-Ann meet as a
FinState?

Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Mary-Ann must be supervised by her department head until
she is licensed to sell this product.

b)

Mary-Ann must meet the requirements of honesty, integrity
and competence and be qualified in the product that she is
representing.

c)

Mary-Ann must show her qualifications to Sally Raymond,
otherwise she will be debarred.
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d)

Mary-Ann must have a minimum of matric and five years
experience before she will be able to sell products in the bank.

3.

Mr Pederson would like a fixed deposit account. He has not got time to
complete the forms and would just like to sign some documents and
give you the R10 000.00 deposit. How would you respond in terms of
the General Code of Conduct?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

In terms of the Code clients must be helped quickly. Provide
the client with the forms and ask him to sign the documents.
Mr Pederson is well known to the bank and he can trust that
the bank will complete the rest of the information later.

b)

In terms of the Code the representative is not allowed to get
the client to sign incomplete or blank documents.

c)

The Code states that the client must be assisted timeously.

d)

Deposit the R10 000.00 and Mr Pederson can collect the receipt
and complete the necessary documents when he has time.

e)
4.

All of the above.

Mrs Phillipson wants to open a 32-day notice account. What type of
product information would have to be disclosed to her?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The bank’s record-keeping process

b)

The copy of the Representative’s authority to represent the FSP

c)

The access to the funds, interest calculations, charges and
penalty fees for early withdrawals and any risk associated to
the product

d)
5.

The contact details of the Ombud.

Mrs Jonas would like to know whether she can have a statement on her
daughter’s account. She does not have signing authority but her
daughter is overseas and needs this information urgently. How will you
respond to this request in terms of the Code?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

As this is only a statement and the request is urgent Mrs Jonas
can have a copy as long as the statement is in a sealed
envelope.
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b)

Mrs Jonas can have a statement as long as she does not reveal
the information on the statement to anyone other than her
daughter.

c)

Mrs Jonas will not be able to have any information on her
daughter’s account as all client information is private and
confidential. Mrs Jonas can have the statements if her daughter
consents in writing, to the information being released.

d)

Mrs Jonas can have the information in the meantime and ask
her daughter to advise the bank in writing as soon as possible.

6.

Jenny Simpson has been shopping around at the various banks for a
suitable product. She would like Tara the sales representative at
FinState to compare the standard cheque account products offered at
FinState and Soso Bank so that she can make an informed choice.
What action should Tara take in this scenario?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Explain the features and benefits of the cheque account to
Jenny Simpson and explain why this is a better product,
making reference to interest earned and service provided.

b)

Explain the features and benefits of the cheque account at
FinState and explain to Jenny that she is not qualified to
comment on another bank’s product.

c)

Persuade Jenny that Soso bank’s products do not include the
fixed pricing option that she is looking for.

d)

Advise Jenny to try out both products and see which one works
best for her.

7.

Margot and Eric are arguing about the client’s rights to terminate an
agreement relating to financial products. Margot says that any contract
can be terminated, while Eric says that an agreement can be
terminated but there are often consequences. What is the correct
solution to Margot and Eric’s debate?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Clients can never terminate an agreement; once an agreement
is signed the client cannot change the rules associated with the
agreement.

b)

Clients can terminate the agreement, however, they must
understand that there are consequences and penalties for
terminating the agreement that can affect the capital amount
of the initial investment.
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c)

Clients cannot terminate an agreement but they can lodge a
complaint using the bank’s complaints process.

d)

Clients can terminate an agreement whenever they like, as this
is their money.

8.

Thobeka has just started working. She has never had her own banking
account and is very new to all the information that the provider is
giving her. What are the duties of a provider in this situation?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Once all the information has been provided to Thobeka, give
her some time to make an informed choice.

b)

Provide Thobeka with one basic product that you think will suit
her needs.

c)

Perform the interest calculations as requested by the Code so
that Thobeka gets a clear picture of how the account works.

d)

Make sure that all the information provided to Thobeka is clear
and in plain language so as not to mislead her. Make sure that
she understands the information provided before continuing
with the discussion.

9.

How many days does an FSP have, to confirm the information provided
to the client verbally, regarding product suppliers?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

10.

a)

12 months from date of transaction

b)

Within 45 days

c)

Within 30 days

d)

With immediate effect

It has come to the attention of FinState bank that the information
provided to them by Mr JR Fields is incorrect. Mr Fields is under
investigation for tax evasion. Mr Fields is blaming the bank for not
accurately representing the facts. How will the bank respond to this
complaint?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:
a)

Mr Fields is responsible for disclosing material facts to the bank
accurately and the bank cannot be held liable for any errors Mr Fields acknowledged the correctness of the information by
signing

the

documentation

after

a

thorough

explanation

provided by the representative.
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b)

Mr Fields is not responsible; the bank should have checked the
accuracy of the information.

c)

The bank should not have provided SARS with information, as
this is a breach of confidentiality.

d)

The bank should have checked whether Mr Fields disclosed all
his personal financial details before selling him the product.
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7
Adhere to the requirements of the Specific
Code of Conduct for Short-term Business
This chapter covers the following criteria:

KNOWLEDGE CRITERIA

Discuss the requirements of the code in terms of:

•

unsolicited contacting of clients.

•

general duties of the provider.

•

contractual terms and conditions.

•

duties regarding furnishing advice to clients.

•

details on account operations.

•

confidentiality and privacy.

•

Advertising,

•

complaint resolution process.

•

waiver of rights.
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Purpose
In this chapter we discuss the Specific Code of Conduct as set out in the FAIS
Act. The Code applies to short-term deposits with a term of less than 12 months.
These are deposits through a financial service provider where the client has
access to the funds within a 12-month period.

7.1

THE

SPECIFIC

CODE

OF

CONDUCT

FOR

SHORT-TERM

BUSINESS

The Specific Code defines provider as “an authorised financial services provider
which is a bank as defined in the Banks Act, 1990 (Act No.94 of 1990) or a
mutual bank as defined in the Mutual Banks Act, 1993 (Act No. 124 of 1993),
conducting short-term deposit business”.
The Specific Code is aimed at banks that conduct short-term deposit business
and applies to every aspect of providing a service to clients in relation to shortterm deposit business (less than 12 months).
The definition of provider in the Specific Code includes any representative who
conducts business on behalf of the provider in relation to short-term deposits.
7.1.1

Overview of the Code

The Specific Code covers a number of key areas, including:

•

the general duties of financial services providers (FSP's) which include;

–
–
–

unsolicited contacting of clients

–
–

furnishing advice

general duties of the FSP
contractual terms and conditions
account operations.

•

confidentiality and privacy,

•

advertising.

•

complaint resolutions.

•

waiver of rights.
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7.2

GENERAL DUTIES

The purpose of the Code is to ensure that banks and their representatives
adhere to specific rules and regulations as set out in the Act. Clients of FSPs do
not necessarily have the financial know-how to recognise dishonest behaviour
and the law regulates banks as a means to protect clients against any such
inappropriate behaviour. This Code also provides FSPs with solid guidelines as
to what is expected of them when conducting business with their clients.
7.2.1

Unsolicited contacting of clients

An unsolicited contact can be defined as a contact, visit or call made without
prior invitation.
Examples of an unsolicited contact in the financial industry:

•

A representative approaches a potential client to discuss conducting
business with them without an express or tacit invitation from the
client.

•

A representative contacts a client telephonically or via email to discuss
a financial product or to make arrangements for a visit without an
express or tacit invitation from the client.

When a representative makes contact arrangements with the client they must
explain the purpose of the contact right upfront. The representative must in all
dealings with the client act honourably, professionally and with consideration to
the

client’s

availability.

The representative

must

be respectful of

the

convenience of the client at all times.
7.2.2

General duties of the provider

The following requirements must be met when offering a financial product or
service when interacting with the client:

•

Act with integrity in all dealings with the client.

•

Act fairly and reasonably in order to promote trust and confidence.

•

Comply with the Specific Code of Conduct in any contract concluded
with the client.

•

Make a copy of the Code available to the client.
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•

Ensure all the applicable information is made available to the client in
plain language.

•

Provide the client with factually correct information that will assist the
client in choosing a deposit product that best suits his needs. (These
products include cheque and transmission accounts, as well as savings
or investment accounts with a term of less than 12 months).

•

Assist a client to fully understand the financial implications of the
product that has been chosen by the client.

•

Inform clients about the different ways in which the deposit-related
products or services are offered (such as electronic banking) and
provide the client with access to further information in this regard.

•

Ensure that the relevant services relating to deposits are safe and
secure and reliable, such as online or telephone banking.

•

Make certain that all relevant employees comply with the code.

•

Ensure that internal complaints procedures are complied with and
adequately maintained.

7.2.3

Contractual terms

A financial services provider must ensure that contractual terms and conditions
are:

•

substantially fair.

•

clearly distinguishable from marketing or promotional material.

•

set out the relevant rights and responsibilities of the client.

•

provide all information in plain language.

•

avoid unclear or technical terminology and where legal language is
required, this should be supported by suitable explanations.

7.2.4

Furnishing advice to clients

When furnishing advice to clients, representatives must assess the clients’
needs and objectives thoroughly to ensure that their needs can be matched to
an appropriate product.
The process includes the following:

•

Take reasonable steps to obtain appropriate information regarding the
client’s financial situation

•

Conduct a needs analysis based on the information provided for the
purpose of giving advice and
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•

Identify the type of deposit products that will be appropriate to the
client’s circumstances during the process of providing advice.

7.2.5

General information regarding products

Representatives are guided by the Code to provide clear and helpful
information to the client.
The guidelines in the Code include:

•

presenting clear details on the key features of the deposit, including
recommended safety tips and applicable cooling-off periods.

•

providing information on how the relevant deposit account will operate,
including information on withdrawal of funds, earning and payment of
interest and the difference between a debit and a stop order.

•

specifying full details of the applicable charges and fees, including
whether the fees are negotiable or not and any additional charges or
interest such as in the case of early withdrawals or cancellations.

•

stating the interest rates applicable to the deposit and how interest is
calculated on these products.

•

providing full disclosure regarding any future changes to terms and
conditions of the relevant deposit and any adverse effects that might
arise out of these changes.

•

presenting information regarding:
–

the way funds are dealt with at maturity

–

the rights of the client are in terms of accessing personal
information

–

held by the provider

–

the requirements for client identification and verification when
opening

–

or transacting on an account

–

the availability of unique identification methods using Personal

–

Identification Numbers and passwords

–

the process to be followed regarding credit information or
account

–

details that have to be passed to credit risk management
services or

–

other legal entities.
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Other information that must be shared with clients when applicable includes:

•

information regarding the closing of branches, outlets or ATM’s of the
provider.

•

information regarding advertising and promotional material.

•

information regarding any set-off between the credit balance of any
deposit and any business debt with the provider in its capacity as a
bank or mutual bank.

The following information must be provided to clients regarding the closure of
the deposit account:

•

The client must be informed prior to account closure in writing.

•

The written notice must be furnished by the provider to the client’s last
address.

•

The account closure must be without prejudice to the legal rights of the
client.

•

The account can be closed without prior notice if the law requires it.

7.3

DETAILS ON ACCOUNT OPERATIONS

An FSP can present account information in any one of the following ways:

•

Orally

•

In writing

•

Telephonically

•

As otherwise agreed with the client

The following information must be presented to the client:

•

Charges that will be levied for the provision of account statements

•

Procedures that the client must follow in the case of statement errors

•

Procedures that the client must follow if they have changed their
personal identification or address

•

Safety measures that the client must follow or implement when using
telephone or online banking services for deposit accounts

7.4

CONFIDENTIALITY AND PRIVACY

Confidentiality can be defined as ensuring that information is accessible only
to the person/s who are authorised to have access. The privacy of this
information must be maintained at all times.
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Clients trust that their personal information will remain private and will be
protected by the provider.
The FSP may not disclose any of the client’s private information to a third
party unless:

•

the client requests that the information is given and provides consent
in writing.

•

the law compels that the client’s information is provided.

•

the disclosure of the information is in the best interest of the public.

•

the disclosure of the information is in the best interest of the FSP.

The Specific Code includes the following guidelines for confidentiality and
privacy:

•

The marketing of other deposit-taking products and services can only
take place with the consent of the client.

•

The client may not be pressurised into agreeing to purchase one of the
products or services that are being marketed.

•

The client must be informed if telephone conversations will be recorded
and the reasons why it is necessary to record the call.

•

The documentation relating to a client transaction or relationship
between the client and the provider must be kept for a period of not
less than five years from the date of the transaction concerned or the
termination of the relationship.

7.5

ADVERTISING

Advertising is a form of communication. Financial service providers use various
types of media to advertise their products and services. These include
newspapers, magazines, television, public radio, direct mail, websites and text
messages. The purpose of advertising is to entrench the company’s brand and
to persuade potential clients to purchase a particular product or service.
Rules and regulations regarding the contents of an advert:

•

It may not contain any statement, promise or forecast which is
fraudulent, misleading or untrue.

•

If it contains performance data including awards and rankings it must
include references to the source of the data.
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•

If the advertisement contains illustrations, forecasts or hypothetical
data it must also contain the following clearly stated information:
–

Information has been supplied for illustrative purposes only
and no guarantees are provided.

–

The returns and benefits presented are dependent on the
performance of underlying assets and other variable market
factors and have been used for illustrative purposes only.

–

The performance, returns, costs and charges of the product
relate to current circumstances and are subject to change
dependent on market conditions.

•

A warning statement must be prominently displayed regarding any
risks involved in buying or investing in a deposit product.

•

If information is provided about the past performance of the product a
notice must be inserted that past performance is not an indicator of
future performance.

•

Where the investment value is not guaranteed this must be clearly
stipulated.

Telephonic advertisement must include the following:

•

The

provider

must

maintain

an

electronic

recording

of

all

communications with the client unless it is clear that the client will not
be availing of such a product or service.

•

All voice recordings must be available on request by the client or the
registrar within seven days of the request being made.

•

The client must be provided with basic details such as business name
and telephone number or address of the provider and of its relevant
compliance department.

Public radio

The provider must include its business name if advertising financial products
and services on public radio.

7.6

COMPLAINT RESOLUTION PROCESS

Definition

“A complaint is an expression of dissatisfaction made to an organisation,
related to its products, service, or the complaints handling process itself, where
a response or resolution is explicitly or implicitly expected (ISO 10002:2004)."
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7.6.1

Basic guidelines of systems and procedures

A provider must implement and maintain an internal complaint resolution
system and procedures based on the following:
•

Internal

complaints

policy

–

The

provider

must

maintain

a

comprehensive internal complaints policy that outlines the provider’s
commitment to the resolution of complaints.
•

Client’s Knowledge - The provider must ensure that the Complaints
Resolution Process is transparent and visible so that clients have full
knowledge of the process that they must follow when lodging a
complaint.

•

Easy Access - The provider must ensure that their facilities are
accessible to clients for the purpose of lodging complaints. The access
to the Complaints Resolution Process should be available through the
following channels:

•

–

Any office/branch that is open to clients

–

Fax

–

Telephone

–

Electronic format

–

Helpdesk

–

Post

Fairness – The provider must ensure that a resolution of a complaint is
conducted in a manner that is fair to clients, staff and the provider

7.6.2

Fair resolution

A FSP (excluding a representative) must ensure the fair and effective resolution
of a complaint by implementing and maintaining an internal complaints
resolution that covers the following minimum requirements:

•

Ensure availability of adequate manpower and other resources.

•

Ensure that all relevant staff are trained and familiar with the internal
systems and procedures for resolving a complaint. This must include
full knowledge of provisions of the Act, the Rules and The Specific Code
of Conduct with regard to complaints resolution.

•

Ensure that there are clear guidelines provided for the processing of
routine complaints.
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•

Ensure that all officials responsible for facilitating the complaints
process have a clear understanding of their mandate.

•

Ensure that a process exists for the escalation of non-routine or serious
complaints and that the authority for this process is delegated to staff
with adequate expertise.

•

Ensure that a follow-up process is in place to avoid repeat complaints
and to improve service.

•

Ensure that no charges are levied for the utilisation of the internal
complaints system or for facilitating the resolution of the complaint.

7.6.3

Specific guidelines

The FSP (excluding a representative) is required to meet specific criteria in
resolving complaints, including the following:

•

All data captured through the internal complaint resolution system
must be reduced to writing as required.

•

All clients must have access to the procedures at any relevant office or
branch or by electronic medium.

•

Availability of the internal complaints procedure must be made public
either through the press or electronic announcements or in a separate
communication to existing clients. Include the following details in the
communication:
–

The rights and duties of the provider and the client as set out in
the Code

–

A clear summary of the provisions of the Act including what the
client should do if the provider dismisses the complaint and the
client wishes to pursue the complaint by referring to the Ombud

–

The name and address and relevant contact details of the
Ombud.

•

Stipulate

that

complaints

must be

in writing

and all

relevant

information and documentation must be attached.

•

The receipt of the complaint must be acknowledged promptly in writing
with the client and recorded properly in keeping with internal
guidelines.

•

The particulars of the contact staff involved in the resolution of the
complaint must be communicated to the client.

•

The complaint must be forwarded as soon as is practically possible to
the relevant staff appointed to resolve the complaint.

•

The complaint must receive proper consideration.
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•

The complaint process must include appropriate management and
supervision controls.

•

The client must be kept informed of the resolution process.

•

The client must be informed of the results within the given timeframes
as set out in the Act.

•

The client must be furnished with a full explanation if the outcome of
the complaint is not in favour of the client. The client must be provided
with the full contact details of the Ombud and be informed that he has
six months to pursue the complaint with the Ombud.

•

In the case where the complaint is resolved in favour of the client the
provider must ensure that a full and appropriate level of redress is
offered to the client within a reasonable timeframe.

7.6.4

Assisting the client

The provider including the representative must:
•

assist the client to lodge the complaint in writing.

•

utilise the internal system to record the complaint and keep a record of
all complaints for five years.

•

handle complaints timeously and in a fair and appropriate manner.

•

take steps to investigate and respond promptly to complaints.

•

advise clients on how to escalate complaints should the complaint not
be resolved to their satisfaction.

7.7

WAIVER OF RIGHTS

The Code specifies that under no circumstances can a client be requested to
waive any rights specified in the Code. If a client wants to waive his rights the
provider may not accept this under any circumstances. Any waive of rights that
has been accepted shall be considered null and void.
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Summary
The Specific Code covers the following key areas:
1.

General duties of providers

2.

Confidentiality and privacy

3.

Advertising

4.

Complaint resolution

5.

Waiver of rights

1.

General duties of providers

This section deals with the following areas:

•

Unsolicited contracting of clients

•

General duties of the FSP

•

Contractual terms

•

Furnishing of advice

•

General information regarding deposit products

2.

Confidentiality and privacy

This section deals with:

•

the rules regarding disclosing of information to third parties.

•

the circumstances under which marketing information may be provided
to the client.

3.

Advertising

The section provides information on the restrictions regarding advertising of
financial services and products.
4.

Complaint resolution

This section deals with:

•

handling of complaints by representatives and providers

•

maintaining an internal complaints system and policy

•

resolving complaints

•

escalation of complaints

•

other important guidelines.

5.

Waiver of rights

The waiver of a client’s rights will not be considered under any circumstances.
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Self-assessment Questions
1.

Sarah is a representative of FinState Bank. She arranges a visit with a
potential client to discuss a deposit product. In terms of the Specific
Code how should she handle the call?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

2.

a)

Explain the purpose of the contact right upfront

b)

Act professionally

c)

Arrange the appointment at the client’s convenience

d)

All of the above

How should providers format or word their terms and conditions?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

All terms and conditions have to be clearly set out in the
format of marketing material.

b)

All terms and conditions have to contain legal language
applicable to the Specific Code.

c)

All terms and conditions have to be set out in plain language
and avoid technical terminology.

d)

All terms and conditions have to be set out clearly, however,
they must never include the rights of the client.

3.

Sonja works at the FinState Bank’s call centre and opens accounts
telephonically; she uses a prompt to talk to her clients. Identify an
important element missing from the prompt she has been given by her
supervisor in terms of the Specific Code?

•

Greet the client.

•

Ask – How can I assist you?

•

Establish the customer’s request.

•

Assist the client to open the account.

•

Provide the client with a reference number.

•

Thank the client.

•

Follow up.
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Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The prompt should have advised Sonja to inform the client that
all calls are recorded for security reasons, customer service
and to comply with the various laws. Sonja should have done
this upfront.

b)

The prompt should have advised Sonja to provide the client
with various deposit options before establishing his request.

c)

The prompt should have advised Sonja to provide the client
with the complaints resolution process prior to establishing his
request.

d)

The prompt should have advised Sonja to provide the client
with a list of his rights and duties in terms of the Specific Code
prior to establishing his request.

4.

Identify the deposit products that are governed by the Specific Code.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

5.

a)

Notice deposit accounts

b)

Cheque accounts

c)

Call accounts

d)

All of the above

Patricia is a client at FinState Bank and would like to know what
system is available to her for lodging complaints. How will you respond
to this request?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Patricia must come into a branch to lodge a complaint. She will
need to request a meeting with the manager prior to doing
this.

b)

Patricia must be given the complaints resolution process and
has the option to inform the bank or the Ombud.

c)

Patricia should be informed that she can use any format that is
convenient for her, either the branch network, email, bank’s
website or call centre helpdesk. Patricia should also be
provided with a copy of the bank’s complaints resolution policy.

d)

Patricia will not be able to lodge a complaint until a reference
number has been generated for her.
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6.

If an advertisement contains information about past performance of a
deposit product, what other information should be inserted into the
advert?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The performance data including ranking and awards must be
stipulated on the advertisement.

b)

A warning that past performance is not an indicator of future
performance should be inserted.

7.

c)

The guaranteed benefits must be stipulated.

d)

The charges related to the deposit product should be inserted.

Terrence is a representative of FinState Bank. He has assisted a client
with a complaint and it has been recorded on the bank’s system. The
client has also been furnished with a copy of the complaint and a
reference number. What other duties would Terrence be responsible
for?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Start the investigation and respond promptly.

b)

Provide the client with information regarding the complaints
process, such as escalation of the complaint to the Ombud.

c)

Provide the client with contact details and names of those
employees involved in the complaint resolution process.

d)
8.

All of the above.

Sam works at the FinState Bank’s call centre and he has just
successfully completed a deal and opened a cheque account for Mr
Esau. He begins to cross-sell further products and services and tries to
pressurise Mr Esau into taking a credit card. What guidelines should
Sam adhere to in terms of the Specific Code?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Sam can market any deposit products to the client even though
Mr Esau has not expressly agreed to this process.

b)

Sam may not pressurise Mr Esau into agreeing to purchase any
of the products or services that he is marketing and requires
Mr Esau’s consent prior to marketing any further products.
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c)

Sam has already sold Mr Esau a cheque account and all
additional products can then be marketed without the client’s
consent.

d)

Sam is a representative of FinState which enables him to
market all products regardless of whether Mr Esau requires
these products or not.

9.

FinState received notification to close an account via the court’s legal
system. There has been an investigation regarding a large amount
deposit and possible fraud. The court instructed the bank to close the
account. What are the provider’s duties to the client regarding the
closure of an account under these circumstances?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The client must be informed in writing prior to the closure of
the account.

b)

The account closure must be without prejudice to the legal
rights of the client.

c)

The written notice must be sent to the provider’s address as
indicated on the bank’s system.

d)

The account can be closed if the law requires it without prior
notice to the client.

10.

Carmen has provided the client with the information regarding a notice
deposit account and its operations. The client wants to know how
interest is calculated on this account. What must Carmen do in terms
of the Specific Code?
a)

Carmen must give the client the applicable interest rates and
advise the client to seek the assistance of a personal advisor,
as she is not equipped to provide this information.

b)

Carmen must provide the client with an illustration of how the
interest will be calculated on the account.

c)

Carmen only needs to provide the client with full details of
charges and fees.

d)

Carmen only has to calculate the early withdrawal penalty fees
that can occur should the client request his funds prior to the
notice period.
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Self-assessment Answers
1.

Sarah is a representative of FinState Bank. She arranges a visit with a
potential client to discuss a deposit product. In terms of the Specific
Code how should she handle the call?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

2.

a)

Explain the purpose of the contact right upfront

b)

Act professionally

c)

Arrange the appointment at the client’s convenience

d)

All of the above

How should providers format or word their terms and conditions?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

All terms and conditions have to be clearly set out in the
format of marketing material.

b)

All terms and conditions have to contain legal language
applicable to the Specific Code.

c)

All terms and conditions have to be set out in plain language
and avoid technical terminology.

d)

All terms and conditions have to be set out clearly, however,
they must never include the rights of the client.

3.

Sonja works at the FinState Bank’s call centre and opens accounts
telephonically; she uses a prompt to talk to her clients. Identify an
important element missing from the prompt she has been given by her
supervisor in terms of the Specific Code?

•

Greet the client.

•

Ask – How can I assist you?

•

Establish the customer’s request.

•

Assist the client to open the account.

•

Provide the client with a reference number.

•

Thank the client.

•

Follow up.
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Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:
a)

The prompt should have advised Sonja to inform the client that
all calls are recorded for security reasons, customer service
and to comply with the various laws. Sonja should have done
this upfront.

b)

The prompt should have advised Sonja to provide the client
with various deposit options before establishing his request.

c)

The prompt should have advised Sonja to provide the client
with the complaint’s resolution process prior to establishing his
request.

d)

The prompt should have advised Sonja to provide the client
with a list of his rights and duties in terms of the Specific Code
prior to establishing his request.

4.

Identify the deposit products that are governed by the Specific Code.
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

5.

a)

Notice deposit accounts

b)

Cheque accounts

c)

Call accounts

d)

All of the above

Patricia is a client at FinState Bank and would like to know what
system is available to her for lodging complaints. How will you respond
to this request?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Patricia must come into a branch to lodge a complaint. She will
need to request a meeting with the manager prior to doing
this.

b)

Patricia must be given the complaints resolution process and
has the option to inform the bank or the Ombud.

c)

Patricia should be informed that she can use any format that is
convenient for her, either the branch network, email, banks
website or call centre helpdesk. Patricia should also be
provided with a copy of the bank’s complaints resolution policy.

d)

Patricia will not be able to lodge a complaint until a reference
number has been generated for her.
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6.

If an advertisement contains information about past performance of a
deposit product, what other information should be inserted into the
advert?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The performance data including ranking and awards must be
stipulated on the advertisement.

b)

A warning that past performance is not an indicator of future
performance should be inserted.

7.

c)

The guaranteed benefits must be stipulated.

d)

The charges related to the deposit product should be inserted.

Terrence is a representative of FinState Bank. He has assisted a client
with a complaint and it has been recorded on the bank’s system. The
client has also been furnished with a copy of the complaint and a
reference number. What other duties would Terrence be responsible
for?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Start the investigation and respond promptly.

b)

Provide the client with information regarding the complaints
process, such as escalation of the complaint to the Ombud.

c)

Provide the client with contact details and names of those
employees involved in the complaint resolution process.

d)

8.

All of the above.

Sam works at the FinState Banks call centre and he has just
successfully completed a deal and opened a cheque account for Mr
Esau. He begins to cross-sell further products and services and tries to
pressurise Mr Esau into taking a credit card. What guidelines should
Sam adhere to in terms of the Specific Code?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Sam can market any deposit products to the client even though
Mr Esau has not expressly agreed to this process.

b)

Sam may not pressurise Mr Esau into agreeing to purchase any
of the products or services that he is marketing and requires
Mr Esau’s consent prior to marketing any further products.
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c)

Sam has already sold Mr Esau a cheque account and all
additional products can then be marketed without the client’s
consent.

d)

Sam is a representative of FinState which enables him to
market all products regardless of whether Mr Esau requires
these products or not.

9.

FinState received notification to close an account via the court’s legal
system. There has been an investigation regarding a large amount
deposit and possible fraud. The court instructed the bank to close the
account. What are the provider’s duties to the client regarding the
closure of an account under these circumstances?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The client must be informed in writing prior to the closure of
the account.

b)

The account closure must be without prejudice to the legal
rights of the client.

c)

The written notice must be sent to the provider’s address as
indicated on the bank’s system.

d)

The account can be closed if the law requires it without prior
notice to the client.

10.

Carmen has provided the client with the information regarding a notice
deposit account and its operations. The client wants to know how
interest is calculated on this account. What must Carmen do in terms
of the Specific Code?
a)

Carmen must give the client the applicable interest rates and
advise the client to seek the assistance of a personal advisor,
as she is not equipped to provide this information.

b)

Carmen must provide the client with an illustration of how the
interest will be calculated on the account.

c)

Carmen only needs to provide the client with full details of
charges and fees.

d)

Carmen only has to calculate the early withdrawal penalty fees
that can occur should the client request his funds prior to the
notice period.
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8
Financial and economic context
This chapter covers the following criteria:

KNOWLEDGE CRITERIA

Discuss the following:

•

The origins of money

•

Banking and the banking system (including the national payment
system and money creation.

Explain the interest rate trends in the South African economy in relation to
the deposit product.
Explain what interest rates are.
Discuss the role of banking within the South African economy, including but
not limited to:

•

interest rates

•

risk and

•

economic indicators.

Explain the impact of the SA economy, rate and risks on the product
selection.
Explain the interest rates and product risks related to the product categories
clearly.
Discuss why interest rates are important when giving advice on deposit
products.
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Purpose
This chapter focuses on the South African economic context in relation to
banking, banking systems and specifically deposit products. Financial institutions
accept deposits in the form of money and use this source to extend loans to
those who require this service. Banks facilitate the linking of people who have
excess funds with those who are in need of funds. This facilitation is known as
financial intermediation and ensures that the money available in the economy is
always put to good use. Through credit creation banks play an important role in
determining the quantity of money in the economy. The financial products and
services made available by banks expand the ways clients can invest their
savings and finance their needs.

8.1

THE ORIGIN OF MONEY

Money can be defined as a symbol of value that is accepted as a means of
payment for goods and services. Money is one commodity that regulates the
daily lives of the population. Most items cannot be acquired without money.
Money is generally accepted as the current means of exchange for goods and
services.
8.1.1

Barter

Historically when anyone wanted food or clothing that they were unable to
get for themselves, they had to swap something they had for something that
they wanted. This method of exchange is known as the barter system. Barter
is the exchange of one thing for another, e.g. a bag of flour for a tray of
eggs. The problem with this type of exchange mechanism was that people
began to disagree about the value of the item being exchanged. The other
major disadvantage of this system was that for a barter system to work
effectively each party had to have a need for the good or service the other
party was trading. If one party had eggs and another had flour but the party
who had the eggs did not want to trade this for the flour then this would
obviously hamper economic activity.
Barter is effective in certain circumstances. The key to effective bartering is
that there must be an equal need between the parties to trade their specific
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goods and services. In the modern world barter still takes place. People and
companies trade commodities such as goods for services and even the use of
employee expertise for the opportunity to learn new skills or gain trading
rights to a specialised product or service.
8.1.2

Commodity money

As the demand grew to establish an easier means of exchange people began
placing value on commodities that everyone needed. Articles of trade that
were useful or held intrinsic value were then used as “money”. This money or
exchange is known as commodity money. In the past, shells, salt, tobacco
and cattle were some basic commodities that were used as a means of
exchange.
Shells were polished and used to create beads and jewellery, which were
sought after, especially as payment to families for a daughter’s hand in
marriage.
Salt was a scarce commodity especially in the interior parts of the continent
and was a highly sought after product.
Cattle could be used for meat, milk and also to reproduce and the more cattle
that a person owned, the wealthier they were perceived to be.
Tobacco was used all over the world. In wartime tobacco could easily be
swapped for food and clothing items.
The disadvantage of using commodities as “money” is that they are difficult
to store and are perishable.
Today gold and oil are some of the most sought after commodities in the
world.
8.1.3

Coins and paper money

Metal objects became a means of exchange. Gold and silver objects were
created and exchanged for goods or services. The Lydians became most
famous for their accomplishment in the coinage of money. A combination of
silver and gold, (common resources of the area) and it is considered to be the
first country ever to use coins. The approximate year of use for the coins was
560 B.C. in the time of King Croesus.
This minting of coins became a common practice amongst other countries
and each country began their own series of coins with specific values. Metal
was used because it was readily available, easy to work with and could be
recycled. Since coins were given a certain value, it became easier to compare
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the cost of items people wanted. The earliest known paper money dates back
to China, where the issue of paper money became common from about AD
960 onwards.
8.1.4

Representative money

Money evolved and as paper money was introduced and coins were minted
from non-precious metals, commodity money evolved into representative
money. This meant that the money itself did not have to be made out of
valuable material.
Representative money was backed by a government or bank’s promise to
exchange it for a certain amount of silver or gold held in reserve at the bank
or in government vaults. The British pound or pound sterling is an example of
representative money as it was once guaranteed to be redeemable for a
pound of sterling silver. The South African currency was linked to the gold
standard until 1934.
For the majority of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, currencies were
based on representative money through the use of the gold standard.
8.1.5

Fiat money

Representative money has now been replaced by fiat money. Fiat is the Latin
word for "let it be done". Today most government-issued fiat money has little
intrinsic value. The money is considered legal tender and the value is set by a
government fiat or decree. It is generally accepted practice to accept legal
tender as a form of payment for goods and services.
8.1.6

The history of South African bank notes

The Cape, under Dutch government, had an insufficient quantity of coinage
for the requirements of the settlement. The Netherlands was unable to assist
with further coinage. The Dutch Governor Van Plettenberg had to introduce
paper money for the first time in the Cape in 1782. The paper money took
the form of rixdollar and stiver denominations, which was the currency in the
Cape at the time.
There was no printing press and all notes had to be handwritten and featured
the government fiscal hand-stamp which indicated their value and the
authority-date of issue. After 1803 all notes were printed but continued to
show the fiscal hand-stamp.
The Lombard Bank was the first bank established in the Cape in 1793 and was
a State bank. The idea behind opening a State bank was to create a platform
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for bringing additional money into circulation. This would help those who were
suffering because of the lack of availability of currency. The bank issued
government notes but was forced out of business by the establishment of
private banks and closed in 1883. The first private bank was opened in 1837
under the name of Cape of Good Hope Bank.
About 30 private banks opened up between 1837 and 1882 as trade expanded.
Most of these banks issued their own paper money in various ways. Some only
issued one denomination while others had various denominations. Other
sectors also began issuing their own paper money including three large trading
houses and a mine between 1850 and 1860. In 1877 the Standard Bank of
British South Africa Ltd (an imperial bank) opened its doors in Cape Town. Two
other imperial banks, The London and South African Bank and The Oriental
Bank Corporation, followed and they all printed their own paper money. These
banks were properly conducted and had the capital required to run a good
business and so began the opening of branches throughout the Colony. By
1892 the large banks had taken over all but one of the 30 private banks that
were in existence at that time. The only private bank remaining was the
Stellenbosch District Bank, established in 1882, which still exists today. In
1910, which marked the Union of South Africa, a newcomer from the
Transvaal, De Nationale Bank der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek Beperkt became
one of the four banks operating in the Cape to issue money in their own name
in the Cape Province.
Printing

Government issues of money were generally all locally produced, however,
this was not the case with the imperial, private or other entities mentioned
above.
The majority of banknotes were printed in England. A number of the banks
did resort to using locally printed paper money from around the middle of
1860. This money was in most instances produced by a Cape Town-based
printing company - Soul Solomon & Co. Thereafter banknote forms were
imported from England until 1962. A banknote factory was established in
1962 in the Republic of South Africa. This factory takes care of the
requirements of the S.A. Reserve Bank.
The Republic of South Africa

In 1961, South Africa changed its currency from pound sterling to rand and
cents. This was the same year South Africa was declared a Republic.
In 1961 the SA Reserve Bank commenced withdrawing the old pound sterling
currency banknotes and replaced them with notes of the new currency.
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8.2

BANKING AND THE BANKING SYSTEM

8.2.1 How banks work

When a client deposits money into his account it is basically deposited into a
pool of funds maintained by the bank. The account is credited with the amount
of the deposit and when withdrawals are made, the amount is deducted from
the account balance. Any interest that is earned is added to the account or any
interest owed to the bank is deducted.
A deposit into an account means that the money assets of the bank increase.
The bank’s liabilities also increase by the same amount because the bank is in
fact borrowing money from its clients when it takes deposits from them. The
clients become the banks creditors and the bank owes these deposits to them.
The bank, which is the debtor, then lends the money out to borrowers. In this
case the bank becomes the creditor and the borrower becomes the debtor.
8.2.2 Money creation

The most important channel for the creation of money is the extension of credit
by banks. The primary function of banks is to put their accountholders’ funds
to use by lending it out to others who can use it to purchase homes,
businesses, goods, etc. The amount of money that a bank can lend out is
affected by the Reserve Bank’s requirements for holding money. The Reserve
Bank’s requirement for holding money is expressed as a percentage of the
bank’s total deposits. In other words banks are required to hold a certain
percentage (currently about four percent) of their commitment to their clients
in the form of cash. Any funds that a bank has in excess of the cash reserve
requirement, may be lent out.
Banks do not always comply exactly with the cash reserve requirements. Banks
lend money to many diverse borrowers and the money that they lend out will
be spread across various industries and find its way back to the same bank or
other banks through various transactions.
To simplify the process and formulate a basic understanding the example below
uses a cash reserve of 10%:
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Example:

Yumna deposits R8 000.00 into her account at FinState bank. The impact on
the books of the bank is that their commitment to clients has risen by R8
000.00. The bank’s assets and liabilities are adjusted equally. The bank now
has R8 000.00 of which R800.00 must be held as cash reserve and the balance
of R7 200.00 can be made available to clients in the form of loans.
Allison needs a loan of R7 200.00 to pay for her wedding dress and FinState is
able to lend this to her. She pays Tessa Designs the full amount. Tessa Designs
pays this amount into their bank account at Soso bank. Soso bank’s
commitments have risen by R7 200.00. Their cash reserve requirement, in
terms of this example, is R720.00, which means that they have R6 480.00
available for lending purposes. This amount is lent to Sharon who has just had
her garden landscaped and who pays the money to LRD Landscapers who bank
at La Competita bank.
La Competita bank’s commitment rises by R6 480.00 and they have R5 832.00
available to lend out, after they have taken care of the cash reserve
requirement of R648.00. This money is lent to Jamie.
The above example can be summarised in the bank’s balance sheet as follows:
Balance Sheet of Finstate Bank
Liabilities
Deposits

Assets
+R8 000

Cash Reserves
Loans

+R8 000

+R

800

+R7 200
+R8 000

Balance Sheet of Soso Bank
Liabilities
Deposits

Assets
+R7 200

Cash Reserves
Loans

+R7 200

+R

720

+R6 480
+R7 200

Balance Sheet of La Competita Bank
Liabilities
Deposits

Assets
+R6 480

Cash Reserves
Loans

+R6 480
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Other forms of money creation

If money flows into the South African Economy in the form of foreign capital or
from income from balance of payments transactions such as exports, these
funds are then converted into rands and deposited into the respective accounts
at banks. The bank’s cash reserves rise and this presents the opportunity for
further money creation.
If the government borrows money from the Reserve Bank to finance all or part
of its deficit (government spending less tax revenue) cash is in effect injected
into the economy. A large volume of cash ends up in the banking system,
which increases the possibility of money creation.
Government stock sold to the Reserve Bank by banks also creates an injection
of cash, which can be lent out to clients and will generate money creation.
8.2.3 National payment system

The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) defines a payment system as
consisting of a set of instruments, banking procedures and interbank funds
transfer systems that ensure the circulation of money.
Payment systems lie at the heart of banking systems and play a vital role in
the functioning of an economy, by enabling the smooth flow of payments and
value. Payment systems safeguard the exchange of payments and reduce the
risk of an uncompleted payment, which in turn reduces the potential loss to the
economy.
A national payment system (NPS) encompasses the total payment process,
including transfers or payments between banks. It enables transacting parties
to exchange value to conduct business efficiently. This applies from the
moment an individual or legal entity issues an instruction to pay another
person or business using a payment instrument such as a cheque, credit card
or debit card, through to the final interbank settlement of the transaction in
the books of the central bank.
The goal of the national payment system is to enable the circulation of money
and thus is an enabler of economic activity. It provides the conduit for effecting
domestic and international payments. The NPS facilitates the transfer of money
and forms a critical component of the financial system.
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The objectives of the NPS include:

•

providing effective systems for the exchange of money between
transacting parties.

•

ensuring finality of payments and settlements.

•

enabling the management, reduction and containment of systemic
and other payment-related risks.

The South African Reserve Bank (SARB) governs the entire process as set out
in the South African Reserve Bank Act, No 90 of 1989. The SARB has been
empowered by the Act to perform the functions, implement rules and
procedures, monitor, regulate and supervise the payment clearing and
settlement system in South Africa.

The National Payment System Act, No 78

of 1998 enables the Bank to perform the functions as provided for in the
SARB Act.
The payment system network includes the following:

•

The customer network

Bank clients use different payment instruments issued by banks to transact.
These include the purchase of goods and services and other financial market
transactions. Ordinary people do not have direct access to the NPS and have to
use banks to facilitate the process.

•

The payment network

These are mechanisms put in place by banks to provide channels for their
clients to effect payments such as ATMs, branch networks, Internet banking
facilities and electronic funds transfer (EFT), such as debit orders and credit
and debit cards. The banks have to ensure that these mechanisms have
effective security and safety measures in place to safeguard transactions.
These mechanisms must also adhere to international best practice standards

•

The clearing network

This is the exchange of payment instructions from the payer’s bank and the
payee’s bank or their designated agents (entities that facilitate payments on
behalf of banks).
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•

The settlement network

The core of the South African settlement system is the SAMOS system
(South African Multiple Option Settlement) owned and operated by the
SARB. It is an automated interbank settlement system and provides a
platform for banks to settle their obligations on an immediate real-time
basis, or in a delayed settlement arrangement, providing guaranteed
settlement. Large-value payments are settled one-by-one on a real-time
gross settlement (RTGS) basis, while retail payments are settled as a batch
on a deferred basis. The SAMOS system is linked to the various participant
banks, clearing systems and operators.

•

The Continuous Linked Settlement network (CLS)

CLS is the link between the domestic and international payment system
networks. The settlement of foreign-exchange transactions between South
African rand and that of other foreign currencies, takes place simultaneously.
The Continuous Linked Settlement system

On an international level, the South African NPS network links into the CLS
system. CLS Services defines CLS as “…a means to settle foreign exchange
transactions finally and irrevocably within the CLS system”.
The CLS system is a service being offered by CLS Bank International (CLS
Bank) with the aim to reduce the risk associated with foreign exchange
settlement transactions across different time zones. CLS is the first global
banking settlement system that extends the finality of fifteen of the world’s
central banks’ domestic RTGS systems, combining them in a unique global
real-time settlement system. CLS eliminates settlement risk, improves
liquidity management, reduces operational banking costs and improves
operational efficiency and effectiveness.
With the acceptance of the rand as a CLS currency, South Africa has the
ability to settle foreign exchange transactions via the CLS system through
CLS Bank. The domestic (rand) legs of these transactions are settled in
SAMOS.

www.cls-services.com.
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8.3

INTEREST RATES AND INTEREST RATE TRENDS IN THE
SOUTH AFRICAN ECONOMY

8.3.1

Interest rates

Interest rates are the prices paid for funds invested, lent out or borrowed for
various periods of time. The lender of the funds usually wants to earn an
income and the borrower will generally pay for the right to use the funds.
There are various types of interest rates such as:

•

mortgage interest rates

•

deposit rates

•

overdraft rates.

In order for banks to lend money to borrowers, they need to obtain funds from
investors by paying them interest. The funds lent out by the banks are charged
interest at a higher rate than the bank pays to the investors. The bank derives
its income from the difference between these two rates.
8.3.2

Monetary policy

The South African Reserve Bank (SARB) dictates monetary policy to achieve
its economic objectives, which are:

•

Balance of Payments (the measure of the flow of money in and out of
a country – effectively a measure of the country’s accounts with the
outside world)

•

The international value of the rand (exchange rate – this denotes the
international exchange value (or external value) of, for example, the
South African Rand against other currencies such as the US Dollar –
e.g. 1$ = R7.00)

•

Employment (create a high and stable level of employment in the
country)

•

Regulating price fluctuations (inflation – is defined as a sustained
increase in the general price level)

In order to achieve its objective of protecting the value of the rand the SARB
conducts monetary policy under the inflation-targeting framework. Inflation
targeting is a range or figure for the inflation rate that the central bank aims
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to reach at a specific date in the future. In South Africa the inflation target
has been specified as achieving a 12-month rate of increase in the consumer
price index, excluding mortgage interest costs, called the CPIX, of 3 - 6%.
8.3.3

Money supply and interest rates

Interest rates rise or fall as a result of the amount of money in circulation at
any given time. The SARB affects both short-term and long-term interest
rates by manipulating money supply through open market operations,
changing reserve requirements for banks (increasing the amount that banks
have to hold against loans, and decreasing the amount that they can loan to
the public) or changing the rate at which it loans out money to banks (repo
rate).
Open market operations entails the purchasing of large volumes of government

stock in order to increase money supply and drive interest rates down or selling
large quantities of government securities in order to decrease money supply
and drive interest rates up.
Example:

If the SARB wishes to implement a restrictive policy, they will sell government
stock and the purchasers of the stock will have less cash in their possession.
This means that cash is withdrawn from the system and held by the SARB. If
banks purchase government stock this restricts their ability to create more
money. The opposite occurs should the SARB decide to buy government stock.
When the repo rate is lowered the money supply is increased. This provides
individuals and businesses with the opportunity to borrow money at more
favourable rates. This in turn encourages business growth and consumer
spending. However, an increase in the money supply makes the currency
more vulnerable to inflation. When the repo rate is increased the money
supply is decreased. This helps to keep inflation down but does discourage
business growth and consumer spending because money becomes very
expensive to borrow.
This type of increase places a major strain on businesses or individuals that
have overextended themselves with debt. When the repo rate is increased a
few times in succession this is usually followed by an increase in bad debts,
vehicle and property repossessions, liquidations and bankruptcies.
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Fluctuating interest rates also affect depositors. If the repo rate increases, so
does the interest rate on deposits held in the bank that earn credit interest.
The depositor will thus earn more interest on the money he has deposited
with the bank and the bank will be charging the borrower more interest. On
the other hand, if the repo rate drops, the interest rate on loans will decrease
and the interest rate on money deposited at the bank, which attracts credit
interest, will also drop. The amount of interest earned on the deposit will be
less and this can have a negative impact on people who rely on their interest
as income, such as pensioners.
The SARB’s decision to raise rates is usually based on inflation and the overall
health of the economy. When inflation is too high or increasing very rapidly
the SARB may raise the rate to slow the economy and trim inflation. If the
economy is not doing very well the SARB might cut the rates in order to
promote stronger growth at the expense of low inflation.
Interest rates impact on the financial decisions that people make. High interest
rates often act as a deterrent for purchasing goods on credit because the cost
of purchasing on credit is too high. Conversely, high interest rates can
encourage savings and investments, due to the fact that money can earn more
interest income in a savings and investment account at the bank.
Interest rates become lower when money is readily available and they increase
as money becomes scarcer.
Most borrowers and savers would benefit if interest rates do not fluctuate
excessively. Stable interest rates would bring greater certainty to the
finances of savers and borrowers and assist them with planning.
8.3.4 South Africa and interest rates

23 April 2010
The repo rate - the rate at which the South African Reserve Bank lends
money to the country's commercial banks - will stay stable "for some time to
come", Bank Governor Gill Marcus said on Thursday.
She was addressing a conference hosted by the Bureau for Economic
Research in Johannesburg.
"Of course this depends on no major developments taking place", Marcus
said.
http://www.southafrica.info/news/business/324801.htm
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The interest rates in South Africa are affected by the events in other countries.
For example, if India increased its interest rates, they could become more
attractive to international investors than other countries, assuming that the
risk is the same. If South Africa wants to retain these international investors
they will have to respond to the increase in the rates in India by increasing
their interest rates. The reason South Africa has to respond to this situation is
to avoid unnecessary capital outflows. The interest rates in South Africa have
become

increasingly

sensitive

to

developments

in

both

emerging

and

developed financial markets.
South Africa has a very low savings ratio, which also leads to the requirement
of relatively high interest rates. Inflation is also relatively high and this
contributes to high interest rates, because interest rates have to be higher
than current and expected inflation, to encourage domestic saving.
Economically-developed countries that form part of South Africa’s main trading
partners have much lower inflation than South Africa, which means the interest
rates in South Africa can be expected to be higher than the interest rates of
those trading partners. In comparison to other emerging markets, the level of
interest rates is not exceptionally high.
Lower interest rates will depend on:

•

maintaining or tightening discipline in public sector spending.

•

ensuring slower growth in bank credit extension and the
money supply.

•

improving the current account of the balance of payments and the
level of foreign reserves.

•

driving a stronger national saving effort.

•

reducing the rate of inflation.

The level of interest rates in the rest of the world and the strength of the
currency versus other currencies also plays a major role in an attempt to
lower interest rates.
Manipulation of the general level of interest rates could have an adverse
effect on the availability and allocation of funds in the market. This could
cause distortions and eventually curb economic growth, which will negatively
impact the people in the country.
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8.4

DISCUSS THE ROLE OF BANKING WITHIN THE SOUTH
AFRICAN ECONOMY

Banks play a very important role in the economy. They contribute to economic
performance by:

•

accepting deposits.

•

provision of credit to consumers.

•

facilitating transactions.

•

providing technologically advanced payment, clearing and settlement
services.

•

providing a variety of financial products that enable individuals and
business to transact and save securely.

•

reducing the cost and risk of investment.

8.4.1

Financial intermediaries

Financial intermediaries such as banks contribute to the effective operation and
growth of the economy by performing various roles, such as linking those who
have money to invest with those who have a current shortage of funds. The
way banks execute their role is very important, as there is a need to promote
confidence and stability in the system.
Banks are funded primarily by depositors and have to ensure that the risk that
depositors’ funds are exposed to is minimised. Banks ensure that they lend
responsibly thus safeguarding the investors’ and shareholders’ funds. Banks
assess the ability of the borrower to repay the loan and in need take
supporting security such as shares and other assets to minimise risk. By
lending money to the bank, i.e. depositing money as opposed to lending
directly to borrowers. Investors funds are more secure, bearing in mind that
the bank lends to various borrowers thus spreading the risk. Through this
mechanism financial intermediaries promote a more resourceful and strong
economy.
Transfer of funds is facilitated by banks using highly developed systems that
can transfer funds almost instantaneously and at minimal risk to the parties
involved. The South African banking system is very advanced and can
compete with many developed nations in this regard. In addition, banks
provide 24-hour access to funds and facilities to save and invest with safety.
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Banks need to obtain funds for their lending activities and they do this by
ensuring a wide range of deposit options. Banks have to be continuously
innovative in order to provide a wide range of product options for their
investors and borrowers. They must constantly upgrade technologies, products
and services in order to facilitate economic transactions and economic growth,
while ensuring the minimisation and management of risk.
8.4.2

Risks

Banks borrow short and lend long which means they are taking a risk (e.g.
banks borrow money from short-term investors (call, notice, fixed) and lend
money to clients who require, for example, homeloans (20 years)). Banks
make a profit in this way, as the interest rate paid out to the short-term
lenders is lower than the interest rate it earns on the funds it lends out to
borrowers.
The risk involved is that certain clients will be unable to repay the loan. The
bank assesses the client’s ability to repay the loan and would take security to
guard against the risk of default if this was a requirement.
The other risk facing the bank is the risk that depositors will want to liquidate
their

assets.

This

practice

is

discouraged

through

penalties

for

early

withdrawals for notice and fixed investments.
If a bank fails, it exposes the banking system to systemic risk. This means that
all of the bank’s depositors have lost confidence in the bank and decide to
liquidate their assets (attempt to withdraw their funds). The strain on liquidity
would lead to a collapse of the entire system. Therefore, the sound
management and regulation of all banks in the system is crucial.
To ensure that clients can make withdrawals, banks ensure that a portion of
their assets are kept in the form of currency. Because of the risks involved
banks behave prudently.. Financial institutions in South Africa are well
regulated by the authorities.
8.4.3

Inflation

Inflation can be defined as a persistent general increase in prices. If one
compares the average price of goods over the last few years it is evident that
things cost more than before.
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The growth of money supply in a country such as South Africa coincides with
an increase in the price level (inflation). This growth in the money supply
seems to result in a currency (rand) losing its value because people now have
to pay more for the same products and services.
Some key disadvantages are:

•

Interest earned on savings and investments might not be sufficient to
compensate for inflation. Savings can easily become eroded by
inflation.

•

Income diminishes – people with fixed incomes find that their salaries
or interest on fixed deposit does not increase sufficiently and the
purchasing power of their money gets less over time.

•

Wealth disparity – wealthy people tend to invest in assets such as
shares and property to protect themselves against rising inflation and
the gap between rich and poor increases.

The SARB combats inflation utilising monetary policy. The objective is a sound
economy and a fair distribution of income and wealth on a sustainable basis.
The economists suggest that the most effective way to contain inflation is to
restrict growth in the money supply.
South African Banks borrow from the South African Reserve Bank. The money
is lent to banks at an interest rate determined by the SARB Monetary Policy
Committee. This is called the repo rate (repurchase rate). Banks set their
deposit interest rates somewhat below the repo rate and set their lending rates
somewhat above the repo rate. The SARB indirectly has a strong influence on
all short-term interest rates in the banking system through the repo rate.
The SARB slows the inflation rate in the following way:

•

It raises the repo rate, which means the banks will probably raise their
lending and deposit rates.

•

The higher lending rates are an indication that people will buy less
goods and services.

•

The less people that buy on credit, the less money to end up with
retailers.

•

Less money, credit and expenditure in an economy makes it difficult to
raise prices and wages.

The impact would be to reduce inflation.
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The opposite would take place if the economy indicates that inflation is going to
fall below the inflation target.
If excessive credit growth and money supply growth are to be prevented, then
private-sector banks’ lending rates must be significantly higher than the
inflation rate. To this end, the SARB will set the repo rate at an appropriate
level.

8.5

THE SOUTH AFRICAN ECONOMY

The selection of financial products and services and financial decisions made by
clients occur against the backdrop of activities in the economy at any specific
time.
It is important to understand the prevailing economic conditions in order to be
able to assist a client in making an informed choice.
The South African economy has risen over the years and should continue to
rise in the long term should all things be equal. This is the view of economists;
however, the economy does not necessarily grow steadily or at the same rate.
Economic activity fluctuates and this is called the business cycle.
The upswing in the economy, also known as the recovery phase, typically
refers to an economy recovering from a recession. Business starts to recover
and people have money to spend on durable goods such as motorcars and
furniture. Consequently, unemployment falls. In this phase employment, total
income and consumer spending gradually begins to rise. This in turn increases
production, sales and profits. The economy starts to look promising and
investment spending increases.
The boom phase is when the recovery period gathers momentum. It becomes
apparent that there is a shortage of skilled labour as the demand for goods and
services rise. It also becomes difficult for manufacturers to find sufficient raw
material to match the growing demand. This activity results in the need to
import goods and this can have a negative impact on the country’s current
account as the country’s import bills rise. Investment and consumer spending
remain high and interest rates will rise because the demand for credit exceeds
the availability. In this phase spending rises and there is a general air of
optimism.
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A downswing or recessionary phase is marked by a drop in consumer spending
especially in durable goods and a downward trend in investment due to the
expected fall in future returns on investments. Interest rates are increased to
curb spending and many businesses go into liquidation. People have less
money to spend and the standard of living drops. Unemployment increases.
Individuals and business begin to experience financial problems. The need for
imports will decrease and this has a positive impact on the country’s current
account.
If a recession turns into a depression this has a dramatic impact on the
economy. Unemployment rises dramatically and the demand for goods and
services falls considerably. The future of the economy appears bleak and
people are unwilling to risk making new investments. Interest rates will fall
sharply and banks will struggle to lend out their surplus cash.
It is important to note that during any of these phases, while some activities in
the economy change dramatically, others remain unaffected and some even
continue to rise or remain stable.
In South Africa over the past few decades the following has occurred:

•

Government spending has risen even though there have been periods
of decline in the economy.

•

Consumer spending on food, medical bills and rent has fallen slightly in
comparison to consumer spending on durable goods which fluctuates
according to prevailing market conditions.

•

Salaries and wages have risen but are somewhat lower in an economic
downturn.

•

Prices as measured by the consumer price index (CPI) have risen
constantly.

8.5.1

Economic indicators

Economic Indicators tend to lead changes in the business cycle. An economic
indicator signals the general condition of the economy and provides a warning
of subsequent changes in economic conditions.
The economic indicators that are considered most significant in the financial
markets in South Africa are:

•

inflation

•

repo rate

•

money supply
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•

economic growth

•

balance of payments

•

exchange rate

•

government budget.

8.5.2

Product selection and interest rates

Clients ask a lot of complex questions when they are trying to decide on what
product to select or what course of action to take.
The following questions below are an indication of the types of questions
clients might ask - especially in a changing economy:

•

Will prices continue to rise in the future?

•

Will the client be able to finance their obligations?

•

Should the client save their money and buy durable goods cash or
rather buy on credit now?

•

What will the rate of return be on the investment compared to the
increase in prices? (This factor will be important in the client’s
decision to defer his purchase.) In other words If prices keep
increasing it might be better to buy now even though finance charges
such as interest is payable for borrowing money.

The most important question to consider is - What will happen to the
economy if everyone decides to buy on credit rather than save for the future?
Clients should really be considering whether it is absolutely necessary to
borrow money opposed to investing for future requirements.
Clients might choose to fix their interest rates on investments or loans. This
means that the rate will remain constant throughout the period of the
agreement.
This type of option provides:
•

certainty regarding a client’s repayments or interest earnings for a
specified period

•

protection

against

the

upward

movement

of

the

prime

rate

(fluctuation of interest rates) and
•

an alternative to the variable interest rate for clients who hold the
view that the rates might increase in the near future.
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It would be advisable to inform the client that rates can fluctuate and that
even economists cannot predict the future of interest rates with absolute
certainty. It is also important to explain to the client that once the term of
the investment or loan agreement expires, a new agreement will have to be
entered into, which means that the new rate would apply. This could mean
that the repayments on the loan might increase or the interest received on
the fixed investment might decrease.
Clients who believe that interest rates are likely to drop in the short term or
who have sufficient capital to withstand an increase in the interest rate would
generally prefer opting for variable interest rates. The benefit of choosing this
option is that interest rates could change, lowering the repayment amount of
the loan and increasing disposable income or provide the client with an option
to continue paying the same amount on the loan, thus decreasing the loan
period and saving the client money in the long term.
On the other hand, a drop in interest rates would negatively affect investors
as this has a negative impact on the growth of the funds, i.e. the amount of
interest that the client will earn will decrease. Decreases and increases in
rates are effective immediately.
The bank also offers a tiered interest rate system whereby the more money
one saves, the higher the interest the client can earn on his money, thus
encouraging saving and investment.
8.5.3

Product selection and risk

Risk

It is important to establish the risk profile of the client so that the products
presented will match his personal preferences. The risk profile of a client will
greatly influence the type of products that he would consider.
The general rule is that the more risk the investor takes, the greater the
potential for higher return - and loss.
One of the greatest risks when investing is that the investor can lose the
capital that he invests.
Various profiles of investors:

•

Conservative investors are investors who want stability and want to

protect their investment, low interest rate for low risk suits their profile
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and they do not mind not increasing the value of the investment
dramatically. This type of investor is risk-averse and does not want to
take risks with the capital that has been invested.

•

Moderate investors are long-term investors who want reasonable but

relatively stable growth. These investors do not mind some interest
rate fluctuation, however, they probably would not invest directly in
shares on the stock exchange but rather invest in unit trust (collective
Investment scheme).

•

Aggressive investors are long-term investors who want high capital

growth. These investors want a high return and understand that to
earn this return there is often a high risk involved.
8.5.4

Required rate of return

When performing a needs analysis it is important to understand what the client
expects regarding the interest amount that he would like to receive on his
investment. Young people also have more time so they are prepared to
consider long-term investments with a higher interest return. People who are
nearing retirement or who are retired are generally looking at ways to secure
their money and are not likely to want to place their funds in a high-risk
investment. Many retired people are looking for additional income and are
happy to earn a lower interest rate knowing that the principal capital amount is
secure.
The Investor Glossary defines the rate of return as “the percentage gain or loss
of an investment over a period of time. Rate of return is often expressed as an
annual percentage; for example, an annual rate of return of 5 percent means
the investment gained 5 percent over a twelve month period”. In other words if
you invest R1 000.00 on a fixed deposit for one year at 5% the rate of return
on the investment will be R1 000 x 5% = R50.00.
The R50 earned on the investment is the nominal return that the client
received, however, to work out the real rate of return the client would have to
take inflation into account.

8.6

THE INTEREST RATES AND PRODUCT RISKS

The key characteristics to consider when depositing money with the purpose of
earning interest are:
Return: This is the profit the depositor can make on his deposit. This is usually

in the form of interest income or dividends or in the form of capital growth (the
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value of the asset investment) has increased and has been sold at a higher
value such as with property).
Risk: The risk associated with an investment indicates the likelihood that the

investor may lose all or part of his money. The higher the risk of the
investment, the higher the return. If an investment is classified as high risk the
investor will expect compensation in the form of high interest rates or
dividends.
Liquidity: This is the ease with which the funds can be accessed, i.e. how

quickly investments can be turned into cash.
Tax: This refers to the tax efficiency that the use of the product holds for the

client. There are different tax implications for different products. The taxable
portion of the income distribution (taxed in the hands of the investor) depends
on how the income was derived. Insurance polices such as endowments are
taxed within the fund at a rate of approximately 30% in the case of individuals.
Interest and dividends

Interest can be described as the money earned on funds deposited in a bank or
paid for a loan. On the other hand, dividends are a portion of a company’s
profits paid out to shareholders on their investment. Dividends are cash
payments and the value depends on the profit made by the company. The
payment of dividends is not guaranteed opposed to the payment of interest
made by banks to their clients. If a company does not make a profit no
dividends will be paid.
8.6.1 Deposit products and risk
Current accounts

These are also known as demand deposit or cheque accounts and they earn
no interest. Overdrafts can be arranged depending on specific qualifying
criteria at negotiable interest rates. There is no real risk attached to these
accounts.
Money market transactional or investment account

This type of demand deposit account generally attracts tiered interest rates
as published by the bank for this product and earns a higher rate of interest
than savings, call or notice deposits. However a fairly large deposit must be
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maintained at all times to receive these preferential rates of interest. The
interest rate can fluctuate daily depending on market conditions.
Savings account

A bank savings account is a short-term investment and is considered a “riskfree” investment. The main risk is that the interest earned may not exceed
inflation. Savings accounts earn a low interest rate and this type of deposit
generally attracts tiered interest rates as published by the bank. The interest
rate can fluctuate daily depending on market conditions.
Call account

A call account is usually viewed as a short-term deposit, provided the funds are
accessible within 12 months. This is a low-risk investment. This type of deposit
generally attracts tiered interest rates as published by the bank and earns a
higher rate of interest than a savings account. The interest rate can fluctuate
daily depending on market conditions.
Notice deposit account

A notice deposit account is a short-term deposit where the funds are
accessible only once written notice has been given by the client. The notice
deposit account is regarded as low risk and attracts investors looking for a
higher interest earning potential than paid by a standard call or savings
account. This type of deposit generally attracts tiered interest rates as
published by the bank for this product, which means the more money the
client is able to save, the higher the rate of interest he will earn. A change in
interest rates is effective immediately. If notice has been input by the client,
the new interest rate will only come into effect after the notice period has
expired.
Fixed deposit account

This account can be classified as a short-term deposit if the client has access
to the funds within 12 months. However, a longer investment period can be
chosen. This is a low-risk investment. A fixed deposit attracts a nominal fixed
interest rate as published by the bank that remains constant throughout the
investment period chosen by the client. The interest rate will only change
once the fixed deposit has matured.
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Unit trust

This is a medium to long-term investment. The risk can be regarded as
medium to high depending on the type of portfolio the funds are invested in.
Generally the risk is spread over several types of investments, which reduces
the risk. This product is suitable for moderate or risk neutral investors who
are prepared to take some risk when investing. Fluctuations of share prices
on the JSE create either an increase or decrease in value.
Endowment policy

Endowment policies are an investment with a fixed period. These policies are
usually taken out for a predetermined period.

The period of investment is a

minimum of five years but ranges from five to 15 years and can be considered
a long-term investment. The level of risk depends on the underlying
investments. The interest rates are favourable and the risk is low unless the
growth rate is less than inflation. Guaranteed endowments are policies in which
the amount to be paid out is guaranteed.
Annuities

An annuity is a policy that pays out a regular income. An example of an
annuity is a retirement annuity. The interest rates are market related. These
investments are considered long term. This risk depends on the underlying
investments. If an aggressive portfolio were chosen, the risk would be high
because the returns would also be high, however, there could be a loss of
capital. A conservative portfolio is based on stable investments with a proven
track

record

and

would

be

considered

reasonably

secure.

The

more

conservative an investment portfolio, the more conservative the interest
earned.

8.7

THE IMPORTANCE OF ADVICE ON DEPOSIT PRODUCTS

8.7.1

The world of finance and advice

In order for a representative to provide professional and sound advice they
need to understand how the South African economy works, specifically
relating to the world of finance. It is important to understand how the various
components of both local and global systems impact on how banks do
business and how consumers make choices.
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Banking is no longer just about what products and services a specific bank
offers and how that bank operates internally. In other words, bank workers
are not only expected to follow the internal policies of the bank that they
work for and also educate themselves regarding the various processes carried
out in the bank, but today, bank workers are also expected to continually
educate themselves in terms of local and global financial and economic
aspects that impact on the level of service that they are required by law to
provide clients.
When giving advice, representatives must focus on their specific area of
operation while taking into account how the economy operates and how this
will impact on the advice provided to the client.
Representatives also need to ensure that they are familiar with the products
and services available in the marketplace, as well as their own products and
services, in order to provide the best possible advice to a client in a
professional manner. Providing the best possible advice will help banks to
build long-term, rewarding relationships with clients.
The FAIS Act regulates the giving of advice. Representatives that work for
one financial institution are only bound to sell products and services that
relate to their own bank. Financial advisers that work for various institutions
would need to be able to compare products from all of the institutions so that
the client is provided with the various solutions that might meet his needs.
8.7.2

Legislative requirements

The Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act was introduced to
South Africa to:

•

regulate the way in which advice is given and financial products and
services are sold.

•

make sure that all advice that is provided in the rendering of financial
services, is given by competent and qualified persons.

•

make available an accessible means of recourse for any person who
has been discriminated against by any contravention of the Act.

A financial services provider (FSP) and representatives must, at all times, act
in the interest of the client. They must act honestly, ensure that they are
skilled and be diligent and careful when providing clients with financial
advice.
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In terms of South African legislation any FSP or their representatives who
provide inappropriate advice will be judged against the level of knowledge,
skill and care expected from any other provider in the same situation. There
are serious penalties for providers and their representatives if they do not
comply with legislative requirements when giving advice to clients.
The requirements that must be met when providing advice include:
•

Provide factually correct information.

•

Use plain language that will not mislead clients.

•

Supply sufficient and appropriate information.

•

Allow clients sufficient time to make an informed decision.

•

Provide information orally or in writing, as requested by the client.

•

Ensure that the information is clearly set out and in a readable
format.

•

Ensure that all fees and charges or interest rates are expressed in
monetary terms.

•

Provide calculations if required to illustrate interest earnings, etc.

•

Disclose all information as is required by law.

•

Treat the client sincerely and with integrity.

•

Carry out all services within a reasonable timeframe and as requested
by the client.

•

Account for all transactions accurately.

•

Treat all of the client’s information as confidential unless required by
law or as requested by the client in writing.

An FSP is obliged to gather all relevant information about the client’s financial
position, objectives and experience relating to deposit products, in order to
be able to provide sound advice.
Once the needs analysis has been conducted based on the information
received from the client, the representative must provide the client with
sufficient information to make an informed decision. This means that the
client must be given a few options so as to select an appropriate product. The
characteristics, features and benefits of deposit products must be clearly
explained in order for the client to be able to see how the products can match
his objectives.
All special conditions relating to the various products must be explained,
especially where the performance of the product is not guaranteed.
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All interest rates, charges and penalty fees must also be explained in clear
terms, so as to avoid any misunderstandings.
The investment period and any penalties for early withdrawal of funds
relating to the investment must also be explained.
These aspects are vitally important, as the bank does not want to be held
liable for any misunderstanding that could have been created in the process
of giving advice.

Summary
Origins of money

In earlier times people used commodities to trade with which was a very
cumbersome

way

of

doing

business.

Today

money

supply

is

largely

represented by the balances in deposit accounts held in banks. Money in its
current form is used to as a means of exchange for goods and services and
contributes to the efficiency and growth in the economy.
Banking

The most important aspect for creating money is through lending. The primary
function of banks is to facilitate the connection between people who have
money to invest with people who need to borrow. Banks cannot lend out all of
their deposits; they must hold a cash reserve as set by the South African
Reserve Bank.
In order to circulate money effectively and securely, a payment system has
been developed and is regulated and maintained by the SARB. The National
Payment System provides effective and efficient systems for the exchange of
money between various parties that need to transact with each other.
Interest rates and the economy

Banks make their profit from the difference between the interest rate that they
pay to depositors and the interest rate that they charge borrowers.
Interest rates rise or fall as a result of money in circulation at any given time.
The SARB affects interest rates by manipulating money supply. Interest rates
impact on the financial decisions that individuals and businesses make. If the
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interest rate is high people will not be inclined to make use of credit; on the
other hand high interest rates encourage investors. Interest rates become
higher when there is a larger volume of money in circulation and increase as
the availability of money drops. Interest rates are affected by local and global
events. The poor savings culture in South Africa and inflation also push interest
rates up.
The role of banking in the economy

Financial intermediaries fulfil an important activity in the economy, by
channelling funds received from investors and putting these funds to good use
by lending the money out to those who require it, for the purchase of products
and services and to conduct business.
The business of banks is risky in that people who borrow do not always repay
their loans and there is always the possibility that depositors will want to
liquidate their assets if they lose confidence in the bank, which will cause a
strain on liquidity and lead to the collapse of the bank. Therefore, banks have
to manage their risk prudently.
Inflation is the persistent increase in general prices. The SARB combats
inflation using monetary policy. The objective is to ensure sustainable growth
in the economy.
The South African economy

The South African economy has gone from strength to strength and continues
to develop positively. In every economy there are upturns and downturns.
These periods can be determined by consumer spending. In an upswing
consumers start to purchase durable goods and services and generally start
spending more money, while in a downswing there is a drop in consumer
spending and downward trend in investment.
In South Africa people tend to spend less on goods such as motor vehicles but
will generally continue to purchase food, pay rent and cover medical costs as
per normal, regardless of the economic situation.
When providing advice to clients it is important to consider the prevailing
economic conditions. Clients need to be able to make an informed choice
regarding interest rates and how the fluctuation in the rates might affect their
deposits.
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The risk profile of a client will determine whether he would choose a
conservative or high-risk product.
Deposits
Bank deposits

Unit trusts

Annuities

Term

Short term

Medium term

Long term

Risk

Low

Medium – depends The level of risk
on underlying

depends on the

investments

underlying
investments.. There
are various options
such as annuities
with a conservative
portfolio which
minimises risk
and aggressive
portfolio which are
high risk.

Rate of return

Relatively

Provides interest

Long term and

conservative

income and

should perform well

in comparison to

potential for

depending on the

other products. It

growth and should underlying

provides income in

perform well,

investment and

the form of interest

depending on the

market conditions.

and the interest

underlying

can be added to the

investments and

capital. This means

market conditions.

the depositor could
effectively earn more
on his initial capital
investment.
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Self-Assessment Questions
1.

What is meant by fiat money?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Fiat money is the bartering of commodities.

b)

Fiat money is the South African money that was backed by
gold bullion.

c)

Fiat money is paper money that originated in China.

d)

Fiat money is government-issued money of which the value is
decreed by the state.

2.

Why are South African interest rates relatively higher in comparison to
developed countries?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

3.

a)

South Africans have a poor savings ethic

b)

Low inflation rates

c)

Low growth in credit extension by banks

d)

All of the above

Why is rising inflation disadvantageous?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Inflation erodes the purchasing power of money that has been
saved.

b)

The purchasing power of people with a fixed income diminishes
over time.

4.

c)

The gap between rich and poor increases.

d)

All of the above.

How can the SARB manipulate money supply?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Lending money to banks

b)

Changing reserve requirements for banks

c)

Increasing short-term interest rates on deposits

d)

Decreasing the amount of money in reserve that will be
available to banks through the SARB
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5.

What is one of the key purposes of the FAIS Act regarding advice?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

To ensure that banks are not held liable for misleading clients
if

the

representative

did

not

comply

with

legislative

requirements.
b)

To ensure that only providers are held accountable for
misleading clients.

c)

To ensure that all advice is provided by competent and
qualified persons.

d)

To ensure that clients receiving advice understand that they
are accountable for any decision made even if they were
told to sign a blank agreement and were coerced into
accepting a product.

6.

How do banks make a profit?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Banks make the majority of their profit from the service
fees charged on accounts.

b)

Banks make a profit from the amount of money that they
borrow from the SARB to invest in government stock.

c)

Banks make their profit from depositors who invest money
by negotiating preferential rates with the SARB and paying
the investor less than the SARB pays for the use of this
money.

d)

Banks make their profit from the difference between the
interest rate that they pay to depositors and the interest rate
that they charge borrowers.

7.

Candice would like to earn a fixed monthly income from her deposit.
She is retired and would like to make sure that her capital is safe.
What type of account would you offer Candice from the list provided?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Retirement annuity with an aggressive portfolio

b)

Fixed deposit with interest payable at maturity

c)

Notice deposit account

d)

Endowment policy
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8.

What factor determines the risk of an aggressive annuity?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

9.

a)

The underlying investments

b)

The repo rate

c)

The prime interest rate

d)

The bank rate

How do banks contribute to economic performance?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Take deposits and provide loans

b)

Enable

transactions

using

technological

secure

payment

systems

10.

c)

Provide innovative financial products and services

d)

All of the above

Mr Jones wants an annuity with an aggressive portfolio. What is the
advantage of investing in an aggressive portfolio?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The ease with which the funds can be accessed

b)

The higher the risk of the investment the higher the return

c)

The interest income will be in the form of dividends

d)

The depositor will lose his capital
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Self-assessment Answers
1.

What is meant by fiat money?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Fiat money is the bartering of commodities.

b)

Fiat money is the South African money that was backed by
gold bullion.

c)

Fiat money is paper money that originated in China.

d)

Fiat money is government-issued money of which the value is
decreed by the state.

2.

Why are South African interest rates relatively higher in comparison to
developed countries?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

3.

a)

South Africans have a poor savings ethic

b)

Low inflation rates

c)

Low growth in credit extension by banks

d)

All of the above

Why is rising inflation disadvantageous?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Inflation erodes the purchasing power of money that has been
saved.

b)

The purchasing power of people with a fixed income diminishes
over time.

4.

c)

The gap between rich and poor increases.

d)

All of the above.

How can the SARB manipulate money supply?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Lending money to banks

b)

Changing reserve requirements for banks
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c)

Increasing short-term interest rates on deposits

d)

Decreasing the amount of money in reserve that will be
available to banks through the SARB

5.

What is one of the key purposes of the FAIS Act regarding advice?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

To ensure that banks are not held liable for misleading clients
if

the

representative

did

not

comply

with

legislative

requirements.
b)

To ensure that only providers are held accountable for
misleading clients.

c)

To ensure that all advice is provided by competent and
qualified persons.

d)

To ensure that clients receiving advice understand that they
are accountable for any decision made even if they were told
to sign a blank agreement and were coerced into accepting a
product.

6.

How do banks make a profit?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Banks make the majority of their profit from the service
fees charged on accounts.

b)

Banks make a profit from the amount of money that they
borrow from the SARB to invest in government stock.

c)

Banks make their profit from depositors who invest money
by negotiating preferential rates with the SARB and paying
the investor less than the SARB pays for the use of this
money.

d)

Banks make their profit from the difference between the
interest rate that they pay to depositors and the interest rate
that they charge borrowers.

7.

Candice would like to earn a fixed monthly income from her deposit.
She is retired and would like to make sure that her capital is safe.
What type of account would you offer Candice from the list provided?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Retirement annuity with an aggressive portfolio

b)

Fixed deposit with interest payable at maturity

c)

Notice deposit account

d)

Endowment policy
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8.

What factor determines the risk of an aggressive annuity?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

9.

a)

The underlying investments

b)

The repo rate

c)

The prime interest rate

d)

The bank rate

How do banks contribute to economic performance?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

Take deposits and provide loans

b)

Enable

transactions

using

technological

secure

payment

systems

10.

c)

Provide innovative financial products and services

d)

All of the above

Mr Jones wants an annuity with an aggressive portfolio. What is the
advantage of investing in an aggressive portfolio?
Select an appropriate answer from the responses listed below:

a)

The ease with which the funds can be accessed

b)

The higher the risk of the investment the higher the return

c)

The interest income will be in the form of dividends

d)

The depositor will lose his capital
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9
Apply a basic understanding of life insurance
and scope of insurance in South Africa
This chapter covers the following criteria:
KNOWLEDGE CRITERIA

Explain briefly what the various life insurance options are within the South
African context.
Discuss when a client would require life insurance.
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Purpose
In this chapter we will look at an overview of the various life insurance options
available in the South African environment. Secondly we will explore the types
of needs typically addressed by life insurance.

9.1

LIFE INSURANCE OPTIONS WITHIN THE SOUTH AFRICAN
CONTEXT

9.1.1

What is life insurance?

Before exploring the life insurance options available, one needs to have an
understanding of the concept of life insurance.
insurance?

What are the features of life

There are essentially four features which are present with a life

insurance contract:
1.

The policyholder: this person is the owner of the life insurance contract.
The policyholder is often also the premium payer of the policy.

2.

The life insurer/life office: this is the company who undertakes to pay
benefits in terms of the life insurance contract.

3.

The life assured: the payment of the benefit is contingent on the
occurrence of an uncertain future event (or life event) in the life of the
life assured, for instance on the death or disability of the life assured.

4.

Insurable interest: the policyholder must have some insurable interest
in the life of the life assured, i.e. on the happening of the uncertain
future event, the policyholder will suffer some form of financial loss.

In its basic form life insurance entails a policyholder taking out a life policy
from a life insurer on the life of the life insured (the policyholder himself or
some other person in whose life he has some insurable interest). The
policyholder undertakes to pay the premium and the life insurer undertakes to
pay the agreed benefit (to the policyholder or his nominated beneficiary) on
the happening of the agreed event.
The events which may lead to the payment of the benefit include the death of
the life insured, disability of the life insured or the diagnosis of the life insured
with a specified severe illness.
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9.1.2

Legislation governing life insurance: the Long-Term Insurance Act

When investigating life insurance in the South African context one has to
further explore the legislation at the heart of this type of insurance – the Longterm Insurance Act. This piece of legislation and its regulations govern various
aspects of life insurance. Section 1 of this Act defines the classes of policies as
follows:
1.

Life policy

2.

Disability policy

3.

Assistance policy

4.

Health policy

5.

Fund policy

6.

Sinking fund policy

Life policy

The definition of a life policy refers to a contract in terms of which a person, in
return for a premium, undertakes to provide benefits on the happening of a
number of “life events”.

The person referred to in the definition would

generally be the life office with whom a client contracts to provide the benefits.
The “life events” mentioned includes a life:
a)

having begun;

b)

continuing;

c)

having continued for a period; or

d)

having ended.

The most common practical application of this definition of a life policy is where
a

client

contracts

with

a

life

office.

In

terms

of

the

contract

the

client/policyholder pays a premium and in turn the life office undertakes to pay
a benefit on the death of the person whose life is insured (usually the
client/policyholder). This is what is commonly called a whole-life policy.
An alternative is a term policy.

Here the contract also provides for the

payment of a premium by the client/policyholder and payment of a benefit on
the death of the person whose life is insured. The difference is that the contract
is only valid for a predetermined agreed term after which the contract ceases,
whether a benefit was paid of not.
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It is important to note that an endowment policy is also a type of life policy –
although it is not considered to be life insurance per se. Whilst an endowment
policy usually serves as a savings/investment policy, the policy does have a life
assured and benefits become payable on the death of that life assured.

An

endowment policy may provide for additional life cover as well – though these
types of policies are less common currently.
Disability policy

The definition of a disability policy provides for a contract in terms of which a
person, in return for a premium, undertakes to provide policy benefits upon a
disability event – meaning the event of the functional ability of the mind or
body of a person or an unborn becoming impaired.
This type of policy is structured like the life policy – the difference being that
the policy benefits pay out should the person whose life is assured (being the
client/policyholder or another person) become disabled as defined. Whilst the
Act contains a definition of a “disability event”, each life company has its own
definition of “disability events”, which will give rise to the payment of benefits.
It is important for a policyholder to avail himself thoroughly of the disability
events covered in terms of a specific disability policy.
Disability policies typically provide for the payment of benefits in one of two
ways:
•

Lump-sum benefits

•

Income benefits

Assistance policy

This type of policy is a life policy (as defined above) in terms of which the
benefits payable may not exceed R18 000. The most widely known types of
assistance policies are funeral policies and credit life policies.
Health policy

A health policy is a contract in terms of which a person, in return for a
premium, undertakes to provide policy benefits upon a health event. It is
important to note that a health policy excludes medical scheme benefits.
Examples of health policies are so-called severe illness or trauma policies.
Benefits are payable on the happening of a health event, which generally
means upon diagnosis of any of a list of specified conditions, typically cancer,
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stroke or heart attack.

Each specific health policy will in the policy contract

stipulate the conditions which will give rise to the payment of the benefit.
Policy benefits are generally paid in the form of a lump sum.
Fund policy

This type of policy is generally taken out by a retirement fund (being a
pension, provident or retirement annuity fund) on the life of a member to
enable the fund to provide benefits to the member in terms of the rules of the
fund.
Example:

Mr Jones is a member of the Sunclare Pension Fund.

In terms of the fund

rules, the pension fund will provide a death benefit to his nominated
beneficiaries of three times Mr Jones’s annual salary on his death. In order for
the Fund to be able to provide this benefit on Mr Jones’ death the Fund will
take out a fund policy with a life insurer. The Pension Fund is the owner of this
fund policy.
Sinking fund policy

A sinking fund policy is defined as a policy (excluding a life policy), which
provides one or more sums of money at a fixed or determinable future date.
In terms of this definition there is no life that is insured. The policy is really a
pure investment policy which will continue until the policy owner chooses to
claim the benefits.
Whilst this type of policy is also governed by the Long-Term Insurance Act, it
does not qualify as life insurance per se, as the payment of the benefit is not
dependent on a “life event” of any sort occurring – as mentioned there is no
life assured.

9.2

9.2.1

WHEN WOULD A CLIENT REQUIRE LIFE INSURANCE?

The need addressed by life insurance

The most important need a client generally has is to ensure that his
dependents and himself are protected from financial loss in the event of a “life
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event” occurring. As mentioned, a “life event” can include death, disability or
illness of the client or dependants.
It is important to ensure that, should one of these events occur, provision has
been made which will safeguard the client and/or dependants from financial
loss and enable them to maintain their standard of living.
Needs addressed by life insurance can be categorised in a variety of ways.
One such categorisation is as follows:
1.

The need for a lump-sum payment on the death of a client (addressed
through life cover)

2.

The need to make provision for adjustments to lifestyle due to
impairment or illness (addressed through lump-sum disability cover or
severe illness/trauma cover)

3.

The need to protect one’s ability to earn an income (addressed
through income disability cover)

4.

The need to provide for future

needs or goals (addressed through

saving in an endowment policy)
Examples of needs addressed by life insurance:
Whole-life/term cover
•

To settle debt (bond, estate duty, etc.) on the death of the
policyholder

•

To provide cash in the estate of the policyholder to pay bequests in
terms of his will

Disability cover: lump sum
•

To provide a cash lump sum to make necessary adjustments when the
policyholder becomes disabled, e.g. adjustments to his house or car

•

To settle debt when the policyholder becomes disabled and unable to
earn an income

Disability cover: income
•

To provide a replacement income when the policyholder becomes
disabled and unable to earn an income any longer

Severe illness/trauma cover:
•

To settle debt should the policyholder be diagnosed with any of the
specified conditions, e.g. cancer, stroke, heart attack
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•

To provide a cash lump sum to make any lifestyle adjustments
necessary on diagnosis, e.g. to provide for carer at home or other care
facilities whilst recovering
A variety of products are available from life companies that will meet the
needs mentioned above (or any other). A client must clearly identify and
define his particular needs before considering the various product options
available to him.

Summary
In this chapter we have identified the various life insurance options available in
the South African context. The Long-term Insurance Act defines a number of
policy types.

In the context of life insurance, the most important of these

policies are as follows:
•

Life policies (specifically life cover)

•

Disability policies

•

Health policies

Whilst the Act contains general definitions for these policies, life companies
have their own additional provisions, which will regulate the structure and
payment of benefits in terms of its specific policies. Clients must make very
sure they clearly understand the structure of and benefits provided by their
policies. Secondly, we identified a variety of needs that can be addressed by
life insurance and looked at some examples of specific needs.
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Self-Assessment Questions
1.

The following is NOT an example of a “life policy”, as defined in
the

2.

Long-Term Insurance Act:

a)

A whole-life policy

b)

An endowment policy

c)

A sinking fund policy

d)

A term life policy

Mr Ellis has a family history of cancer. He is concerned that he may
suffer financial difficulty, should he also contract cancer. To provide for
capital in case of such an eventuality, Mr Ellis should consider:

3.

a)

an assistance policy.

b)

a disability policy.

c)

a life policy.

d)

a health policy.

Which of the following is NOT a party to a life insurance policy
contract?

4.

a)

The premium payer

b)

The policyholder

c)

The life office

d)

The beneficiary

Mr Jackson wants to provide for two future needs: sending his son to
university and buying a new car in five years’ time. The following type
of policy can be used to make the provision he requires:
a)

An assistance policy

b)

An endowment policy

c)

A life policy

d)

A fund policy

5.

In terms of the Long-term Insurance Act, a funeral policy
qualifies as:
a)

a life policy.
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6.

b)

a health policy.

c)

an assistance policy.

d)

a fund policy.

Mrs Solomons has recently bought a house, which she is funding
through a 20-year mortgage bond with her bank.

She is concerned

that, should she become disabled, she will not be able to repay the bond
any longer. The following type of policy will make provision for her need:

7.

a)

A life policy

b)

A capital disability policy

c)

A health policy

d)

a term policy

The following will NOT cause the benefit under a health policy to
become payable:

8.

9.

10.

a)

A stroke

b)

A vehicle accident

c)

A heart attack

d)

A cancer diagnosis

An assistance policy may not provide benefits in excess of:
a)

R10 000.

b)

R36 000.

c)

R15 000.

d)

R18 000.

The owner of a fund policy will typically be:
a)

an employer.

b)

a pension or provident fund.

c)

a medical aid scheme.

d)

a member of a pension or provident fund.

Xolile works in the construction industry. He recently fell from the
scaffolding on the construction site where he works, sustaining multiple
fractures which resulted in him being unable to work for at least nine
months. The following type of policy would have assisted Xolile with
his predicament:
a)

A disability policy
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b)

A health policy

c)

An assistance policy

d)

A life policy

Self-Assessment Answers
1.

The following is NOT an example of a “life policy” as defined in the
Long-term Insurance Act:

2.

a)

A whole-life policy

b)

An endowment policy

c)

A sinking fund policy

d)

A term life policy

Mr Ellis has a family history of cancer. He is concerned that he may
suffer financial difficulty should he also contract cancer. To provide for
capital in case of such an eventuality, Mr Ellis should consider:

3.

a)

An assistance policy.

b)

A disability policy.

c)

A life policy.

d)

A health policy.

Which of the following is NOT a party to a life insurance policy
contract?

4.

a)

The premium payer

b)

The policyholder

c)

The life office

d)

The beneficiary

Mr Jackson wants to provide for two future needs: sending his son to
university and buying a new car in five years’ time. The following type
of policy can be used to make the provision he requires:

5.

a)

An assistance policy

b)

An endowment policy

c)

A life policy

d)

A fund policy

In terms of the Long-term Insurance Act, a funeral policy qualifies as:
a)

a life policy.
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6.

b)

a health policy.

c)

an assistance policy.

d)

a fund policy.

Mrs Solomons has recently bought a house, which she is funding
through a 20-year mortgage bond with her bank.

She is concerned

that, should she become disabled she will not be able to repay the
bond

any longer. The following type of policy will make provision for

her need:

7.

a)

A life policy

b)

A capital disability policy

c)

A health policy

d)

A term policy

The following will NOT cause the benefit under a health policy to
become payable:

8.

9.

10.

a)

A stroke

b)

A vehicle accident

c)

A heart attack

d)

A cancer diagnosis

An assistance policy may not provide benefits in excess of:
a)

R10 000.

b)

R36 000.

c)

R15 000.

d)

R18 000.

The owner of a fund policy will typically be:
a)

an employer.

b)

a pension or provident fund.

c)

a medical aid scheme.

d)

a member of a pension or provident fund.

Xolile works in the construction industry. He recently fell from the
scaffolding on the construction site where he works, sustaining multiple
fractures which resulted in him being unable to work for at least 9
months. The following type of policy would have assisted Xolile with
his predicament:
a)

A disability policy
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b)

a health policy

c)

An assistance policy

d)

A life policy
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10
Determine a client’s need for insurance
This chapter covers the following criteria:
KNOWLEDGE CRITERIA

Explain the principles of insurance including:
•

The concepts of insurable interest

•

Insurable risk

•

Duty of disclosure

•

Indemnity

•

Average

•

Compensation

•

Subrogation

•

Proximate cause

•

Contribution

Discuss the policy wording including:
•

the concept of excess

•

underwriting criteria and

•

types of perils

Describe the benefits offered by relevant products.
Explain the different lines of insurance.
Explain the different types of cover (including self insurance) available in
relation to the implications and benefits thereof.
Describe what specific contractual obligations the client may be responsible
for.
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Identify the possible areas of risk to which the client might be exposed.
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Purpose
In this chapter we will look at various basic insurance concepts as well as
benefits offered by various types of insurance products, different lines of
insurance and types of cover. We will finally briefly discuss the contractual
obligations of a client and the types of risk he/she may be exposed to.
Please note that the knowledge criteria do not specify whether they should be
addressed in the context of long- and/or short-term insurance. Since the
terminology is largely relevant to the short-term insurance environment the
chapter focuses mainly on application in this environment.

10.1

BASIC INSURANCE PRINCIPLES AND CONCEPTS

10.1.1

Insurable interest

The owner of a policy must have an insurable interest in the life of the person
who is insured under the policy. This insurable interest relates to the fact that
the owner of the policy stands to suffer financial loss in the event of the
happening of the insured event (e.g. death or disability of the life insured).
This principle of law applies to both long-term (life) insurance as well as shortterm insurance contracts.
The reason why this concept is important is to differentiate between insurance
and wagers – if insurable interest was not required, any person could insure
the life of a potentially unknown, sick person as a money-making method.
The concept of insurable interest is, however, applied differently in the case of
long-term and short-term insurance.
In the case of long-term insurance the insurable interest must exist at
inception of the policy.
Examples of insurable interest:
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Person in their own life: every person has an insurable interest in their own
life. The sum assured is usually related to the person’s financial position.

Spouses in the life of each other: insurable interest exists between spouses.
Children: children may have insurable interest in the lives of their parents if
they are still dependent on them.

Parents: parents may have insurable interest in the lives of their children if
they are dependent on them.

Creditor on the life of a debtor: a creditor has insurable interest in the life of
his debtor to the extent of the outstanding debt.

Employers: an employer will have insurable interest in the life of an employee
if the company will suffer a loss on the death of that employee.

In the case of short-term insurance, the insurable interest must exist at the
happening of the insured event.
Example:

Calvin insured his motor vehicle with Insurer ABC on 1 January 2010. In March
2010 he sells the car to his friend, but forgets to cancel the insurance. Shortly
thereafter, Calvin’s friend has an accident with the car, which reminds Calvin
that he still has insurance on the car.

If Calvin attempts to claim for the

damage to the car, Insurer ABC will refuse to pay the claim as Calvin is no
longer the owner of the car and, therefore, did not suffer financially when the
car was damaged. Calvin no longer had an insurable interest in the car when it
was damaged.
10.1.2

Insurable risk

Risk can be defined as the chance of an event happening in which there is the
possibility of an outcome that is worse than the outcome expected or hoped
for. The existence of risk is a condition of circumstances in which there is a
possibility of loss, which creates uncertainty, and the need for some kind of
protection against the possible loss.
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In the case of an insurable risk, an insurance company will typically have
assessed the possible risk and decided that the risk is such that they are willing
to provide protection against the possible loss in the form of insurance of some
kind.
Examples of insurable risk can be the risk of the following:
•

A person dying

•

A person becoming disabled

•

An asset being destroyed in a fire

•

An asset being stolen, etc.

In the case of insurable risk three elements are involved:
1.

The

individual

or

organisation

that

is

exposed

to

the

loss

(someone/something will be affected by the happening of the event)
2.

The asset or income whose destruction or dispossession will cause
financial loss (some item of value)

3.

A peril/danger or event that can cause the loss of the item or asset of
value.
Example 1:

Mr Jones owns a house which is worth R1 million with contents worth
R500.000. Should his house be destroyed by an unexpected fire, the
destruction will cause him to lose assets to the value of R1,5 million.
The risk of the destruction of his house in a fire is an insurable risk, i.e. it is
a risk against which he can seek protection in the form of insurance.
Example 2:

Mr Jones is worried that his wife may be on the point of divorcing him and
that he will suffer financially, should this happen.

He wants to know

whether he can insure himself against the risk of his wife divorcing him.
Mr Jones cannot insure himself against this risk, as it is an uninsurable risk.
10.1.3

Duty of disclosure

The duty of disclosure is set out in an insurance contract. Both the insurer and
the client are expected to deal openly and honestly with each other without
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hiding material information that may influence the judgement of the other
party.
In the short-term insurance environment, the client has a duty to disclose
material information, e.g. previous convictions, financial status, previous claims
history or whether another insurer has cancelled the client’s insurance policy in
the past.

The insurance company must advise the client about this duty of

disclosure.
The following information must be disclosed by the insured:
•

Any circumstances that reduce risk

•

Any facts known or presumes to be known by the insurer

•

Any facts pertaining to which the insurer has waived information

•

In the long-term insurance environment, a prospective policyholder
also has the duty to disclose any facts that might influence the
assessment of the risk, such as health factors/status.

10.1.4 Indemnity

Indemnity is perhaps the most fundamental principle of short-term insurance
law. Indemnity in the context of life insurance means that the insurer
undertakes to pay an amount to restore the insured to the position he was in
before the loss occurred. For example, if the insured’s car is stolen he will be
placed in the position he was in before the theft. The insured is not entitled to
make any profit out of his/her loss – he is merely restored to his original
position.
10.1.5 Average

A common problem in the context of short-term insurance is that the insured
has either not insured for a particular occurrence or has underinsured his
assets. This is called underinsurance. In such cases, most insurance companies
apply the principle of “average” to claims.
In cases of such underinsurance, the insurer will only be liable for the same
proportion of the loss, as the sum insured bears to the actual value of the
property.
The insured will be considered to be his own insurer to the extent of the underinsurance. This means that the insured will bear part of the loss as a penalty
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for the fact that he under-insured his assets – and, therefore, did not pay
sufficient premiums.
The principle of average only applies to indemnity contracts.

Life insurance

contracts are not indemnity insurance and, therefore, the average principle
does not apply to life policies.
Example:

Mrs Davids owns a house to the value of R1 million. She has only insured the
house for R750 000 – thus only 75% of the value of the asset.
A fire has caused R400 000 worth of damage to the house. The insurer will
apply the principle of average and only be liable for 75% of the loss – since Mrs
Davids had only insured the house for 75% of its value.
10.1.6 Compensation

Compensation is defined as the money paid or awarded to a person after a
successful claim. If a person suffers loss or damage due to the actions of
another party, he can claim compensation for this from the other party.
Example:

Mr Naidoo suffered severe injuries in a motor vehicle accident, which was
caused by the negligence of Mrs Solomons.
Mr Naidoo may claim compensation from Mrs Solomons in respect of medical
expenses incurred, loss of earnings, loss of support for his dependents.

He

may also wish to claim for non-financial loss arising from pain and suffering,
loss of enjoyment, trauma, etc.
10.1.7 Subrogation

Subrogation literally means “to stand in place of”. It is the right of one person
to stand at law in the place of another and to avail him of the rights and
remedies of that other person. In insurance, the insurer has subrogation rights
to act on behalf of the insured, particularly in the process of financial recovery
from third parties. The insurer can only exercise this right once the insurer has
paid the insured’s claim.
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Further to this, the insured may not prejudice the insurer’s right to subrogation
by admitting liability of fault prematurely before full investigation of all facts is
completed.
The insurer may not, in recovering costs from third parties, make a profit from
the subrogation rights and, therefore, is only entitled to recover the exact
amount paid as indemnity to their insured and nothing more.

If more is

recovered, the balance is to be paid to the insured.
Subrogation further entitles the insurer to the right of salvage.

This means

that if, for instance, a vehicle is written off, the insurer after having paid the
value of the vehicle to the insured, has the right to keep the wreck and sell the
parts if it so chooses.
Example:

Miss Adams’ car was parked in the parking lot of a shopping centre while she
was doing her shopping inside. Mr Craven negligently reversed his car into Miss
Adam’s car, causing damage in the amount of R35 000 to her car. Miss Adam’s
car was insured under a comprehensive policy.

In terms of the subrogation

clause in the policy contract, the right to claim the R35 000 from Mr Craven
has been transferred to the insurance company.
10.1.8 Proximate cause

For a loss to be paid under a short-term policy of insurance, it must have been
caused by an insured event. The proximate cause of loss is the most dominant
cause in terms of bringing about the damage or loss. The insured is responsible
for proving that the damage or loss was proximately caused by an event that is
insured on the policy (the perils).
Example:

If furniture were to be thrown from a burning house to stop the spread of a
fire, and the furniture were then damaged in the process, the proximate cause
of the damage would be the fire. As long as fire is one of the insured events (or
perils) on the policy, the damage to the furniture will be covered.
10.1.9 Contribution

At times the insured could have more than one insurance policy to cover the
same item. Since the principle of indemnity states that claiming against
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insurance may not enrich the insured, the principle of contribution will apply.
A person who has double insurance can essentially choose which insurer they
want to claim from, and then that insurer can claim contribution from the other
insurer involved.
The conditions present for the principle of contribution to be applied include
that the two policies must cover the same insured, the same subject matter,
the same interest and both policies must be in force at the time of the loss.
What practically happens is that each insurer would pay the rateable portion of
the loss relative to the amounts insured and premiums charged.
10.1.10 Excess

In the short-term insurance environment, an insured may be required to
accept liability for a part of the loss in terms of the wording of the particular
contract.
Details are contained in the excess clause. Such excess clauses are generally
found in the case of motor insurance or other types of policies, where there is
the likelihood of numerous claims of fairly low value arising.
An excess may be a non-negotiable feature of a particular contract OR in
certain cases the insured may be given a premium discount if he voluntarily
accepts liability for the first amount of any loss.
Example:

Miss Khumalo has recently taken out comprehensive motor insurance on her
new car at a premium of R450 per month. The insurance contract stipulates
that an excess of R1 000 will be applied in respect of all claims. What this
means is that, should Miss Khumalo wish to claim in respect of for instance
damage caused to her car, she will be liable for the first R1 000 of such a
claim. The insurer will be liable for any damage above R1 000.
Miss Khumalo could also have elected to pay a premium of only R390 per
month with an excess amount of R6 000.
10.1.11 Underwriting criteria

Insurance provided by insurance companies reduces the level of risk and the
uncertainty related to risk for the insured.
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The insurance company itself faces the risk that the premiums paid by the
insured will be insufficient/inadequate to provide for the payment of the benefit
by the insurance company.
The insurance companies thus use the process of underwriting to manage this
risk. Amongst other aspects, insurers in the long-term insurance environment
attempt to manage mortality amongst their client. Actuaries for the insurance
companies constantly process data to estimate the life expectancy of an
individual client. The greater the chance of a person having a shorter life span
than the average, the higher the premium that the person will have to pay.
Underwriting criteria can include data on any of the following:
•

Age

•

Gender

•

Habits, e.g. dangerous hobbies, smoking

•

Medical history, etc.

Before a policy is issued, the applicant will have to supply the insurance
company with all required information in respect of the underwriting criteria
specified. Once the company has assessed the data and thus the risk it is
exposed to in respect of that applicant, the premium will be set.
In the case of an application in respect of a short-term insurance policy,
underwriting criteria may include the following:
•

Previous claims history

•

Protective measures in place in respect of a vehicle, e.g. is it kept in a
locked garage? Does it have a tracking system installed? Etc.

•

Location of a house, e.g. is the house in a security complex? Is there
burglar proofing in place? Etc.

•

Use of the asset, e.g. is the car used for business purposes or for
private travel only? Etc.

It is clear that, the more detailed the data available to the insurer, the more
accurate the assessment that can be made in respect of the risk to which it is
exposed.
As mentioned earlier, policy applicants have a duty to disclose all relevant
information to the insurance company.
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10.1.12 Types of perils

It is important to understand the difference between a peril and a hazard in the
context of insurance. A hazard is a condition that increases the probability of a
loss occurring, e.g. faulty wiring, potholes, etc.
A peril, on the other hand, is something that may cause loss or damage in and
of itself, e.g. fire, flood or wind.
It can, therefore, be said that hazards may lead to perils.
Perils can be classified as follows:
1.

Insured perils: those perils named in a policy as insured

2.

Excluded perils: those named in a policy as excluded

3.

Other perils: those that are not mentioned at all in the policy, but
which may form part of a chain of events leading to a loss

Examples of perils in short-term insurance can include the following:
•

Fire

•

Lightning

•

Explosion

•

Storm

•

Flood

•

Hails

•

Earthquake

•

Malicious damage

•

Riots and strikes

•

Damage caused by aircraft

•

Theft

•

Hijacking

•

Collapse

•

Motor accidents, etc.
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10.2

BENEFITS OFFERED BY RELEVANT PRODUCTS

Long-term Insurance Products

Type of product
1.

Whole-life policy

Benefits
This type of product provides a lump sum on the
death of the life assured – regardless of when he
dies. The benefit can be used to meet any of the
needs identified above.
The benefit pays out free of tax.
Disability benefits can also be added to a life
policy.

2. Term policy

This type of product also provides a lump sum
on the death of the life assured provided that
death occurs within the term specified. The
benefit can be used to meet any of the needs
identified above.
The benefit pays out tax free.

3. Endowment policy

This type of policy can consist of only an
investment portion, but may include life and
disability cover, as well. At the end of the term
the investment amount (maturity value) will be
payable to be utilised for any savings need. The
benefit pays out free of tax.

4. Health insurance
policy

This type of policy provides a lump-sum benefit
on the diagnosis of a severe illness in the life
assured. The lump-sum benefit can be used to
pay for additional cost related to recovery and
loss of income while recovering.

5. Capital disability
policy

The benefit pays out as a lump sum in the event
of total and permanent disablement. The benefit
can be used to address any of the needs
identified above in respect of disability.
The benefit pays out free of tax.

6. Income disability
policy

The benefit is paid in the form of a regular
income to the insured. These payments serve as
a replacement for the income which is lost due to
the disablement and are, therefore, taxable.

7. Funeral policy

Benefits payable in terms of a funeral policy will
generally be paid within 48 hours of the death of
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the life assured. The proceeds can be used to
pay for any costs associated with finalising the
funeral arrangements of the life assured.
The benefit pays out free of tax.
Short-term Insurance Products

Type of product

Benefits

1. Motor insurance policy Three basic options are available:
•

Comprehensive

•

Third party, fire and theft

•

Balance of third party

This type of insurance policy ensures that the
insured is covered for events stipulated in the
policy, e.g. theft of the vehicle.
A successful claim will ensure that the insured is
in the same position as before the loss/damage
occurred.
2. Homeowner’s
insurance policy

This type of insurance is taken out in respect of
a house (the building) itself. The insured may
institute a claim in respect of events stipulated
in the policy, i.e. damage to the house because
of fire, flooding, etc.
A successful claim will ensure the insured is in
the same position as before the loss/damage
occurred.

3. Householder’s
insurance policy

This type of insurance generally covers the
household contents against loss or damage
caused by events stipulated in the policy, e.g.
theft or property, damage to property, etc.
As this is indemnity insurance on a successful
claim, the insured will be put in the same
position as before the loss/damage occurred.

4. Personal liability
insurance policy

This type of insurance provides cover for the
legal liability in respect of damages to third
parties caused by the insured.
The benefit of this type of insurance policy is
that the insured will not personally be
responsible for the damages caused to a third
party by himself.

Please note that the above by no means constitutes a full and finite list of
benefits - a number of further benefits may exist per product option. We have
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also not touched on the many benefits associated with short-term commercial
lines products, as we do not believe the nature of this module requires such an
amount of detail.

10.3

DIFFERENT LINES OF INSURANCE

Short-term insurance can be divided into two main categories or lines – being
personal (or domestic) and commercial (or business) insurance.
The risk exposure on a commercial policy would differ from that of a private
individual. The difference becomes clear when one considers an example.
Example 1:

John is a bank official at a large bank. He travels to work and back daily in his
VW Jetta, which he parks at his office the entire day. He doesn’t visit clients
and hardly travels for business purposes. In the evening he parks his car in the
garage where it remains locked up until the next morning. He may occasionally
use his car in the evenings to visit friends.
Since John is a private individual who uses his vehicle for personal purposes,
he needs personal lines insurance to cover his vehicle against risks such as
theft, hijacking, accidental damage, etc.
Example 2:

Now consider Smooth Move (Pty) Ltd, a commercial removal company that
operates from the same street where John works. The owner of the company,
Jack, owns and runs four different removal trucks.

Eight different, qualified

drivers work shifts to pick up and deliver goods from one address to another,
twice a day.
The trucks spend a lot of time on the road and are driven by different drivers
with different levels of experience and skill. Every collection and delivery area
is different in respect of levels or risk related to theft or hijacking.
At the same time, the warehouse where the trucks are parked and repaired
needs to be insured against fire and theft.
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Jack would need to take our commercial lines insurance in respect of his shortterm insurance needs.

10.4

DIFFERENT TYPES OF COVER

Homeowner’s or buildings cover

Homeowner’s (or houseowner’s or buildings) insurance is designed to cover the
structure of a person’s home and outbuildings at a specific address stipulated
and underwritten on a policy.
The basic cover offered for fixed property under a homeowner’s policy include
the following insured events.
Loss or damage caused by the following:
•

Fire, lightning, explosion and underground fire

•

Storm, wind, rain, hail, snow or flood

•

Bursting, leaking or overflowing of geysers, water tanks or pipes or
escaped oil from a fixed oil heater or associated equipment

•

Earthquake

•

Impact with the buildings by vehicles, falling trees, animals, aircraft
and other aerial devices or anything that falls from them

•

Theft or attempted theft of landlord’s fixtures and fittings in or on the
building

The principle of average, as described above, may be applied in instances of
underinsurance. In respect of the underinsurance the insured is considered to
be self-insured.
Household insurance

As soon as a person starts accumulating personal belongings, the need for
protection arises.

Household insurance is designed to cover the contents of

one’s home and outbuildings at a specific address stipulated and underwritten
on a policy.
There are a number of perils or risks covered under household insurance
policies. The basic cover offered for household contents under a policy include
the following insured events:
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Loss or damage caused by the following:
•

Fire, lightning, explosion and underground fire

•

Storm, wind, rain, hail, snow or flood

•

Bursting, leaking or overflowing of geysers, water tanks or pipes or
escaped oil from a fixed oil heater or associated equipment

•

Earthquake

•

Impact with the buildings by vehicles, falling trees, animals, aircraft and
other aerial devices or anything that falls from them

•

Break-in and theft

The principle of average as described above may be applied in instances of
underinsurance. In respect of the underinsurance the insured is considered to
be self-insured.
All Risks insurance

Household policies intend to cover the items contained within specific premises
insured under a particular address. There is thus a need for insurance to cover
the items when taken away from the address/es specified in the policy. That is
why All Risks insurance exists – to cover the items that are taken away from
the insured premises.
These items would be exposed to a larger array of risks in the process.
All Risks insurance is usually offered as a separate section when the insured
has an existing householders or contents policy. The cover extends to incidents
that would not usually be covered under a household contents policy and
territorial limits extend worldwide.
All Risks insurance can be categorised as either:
•

Unspecified all risks; or

•

Specified all risks.

Motor insurance

There are generally three types of cover available under a motor insurance
policy:
1.

Comprehensive Insurance
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As the name implies, this is the most comprehensive insurance cover available
on a vehicle policy. It covers own damage to the vehicle, which includes, but is
not limited to, accident and fire, damage caused to another person’s property
and theft of one’s own vehicle.
2.

Third party, Fire and Theft

When a vehicle is not financed and the owner feels that perhaps the value of
the vehicle does not justify the cost of Comprehensive cover or perhaps the
vehicle is not driven that often, then the insured may opt for this type of cover.
It covers one’s own vehicle for damage caused by fire, lightning and explosion
as well as attempted theft. Accident damage is not included under this type of
cover.
Damage caused to another person’s property or injury to their person is also
covered as well as theft of one’s own vehicle.
3.

Balance of Third Party Only

This is the most basic cover one can select on a vehicle. There is no own
damage or loss cover whatsoever. This option only covers damage caused to
another person’s property or injury to another person.
Personal Accident Insurance

Personal Accident Insurance pays compensation if the insured sustains bodily
injury by violent external and visible means as a direct result of an accident
and as a result of such injury the insured dies or is disabled or incurs expenses.

10.5

CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATIONS OF THE CLIENT

The client may potentially fulfil more than one role in within the structure of an
insurance contract (e.g. the policyholder and/or the life assured and/or the
premium payer).
As the policyholder it is the duty of the client to:
•

ensure that all conditions set out in the contract are met.

•

provide true and complete information at all times.
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•

inform the insurer of any material change in circumstances related to
the risk.

•

adhere to the prescribed time frames stipulated in the contract.

•

ensure payment of premiums.

•

pay the agreed excess (short-term insurance only).

10.6

AREAS OF RISK THAT A CLIENT MAY BE EXPOSED TO

The types of risk a client may be exposed to in the insurance environment can
include (but is not limited to):
•

Loss of income or assets
–

Loss of income may be caused by death, sickness, disability,
unemployment, etc.

–

Loss of assets may be caused by damage to property, loss of
property through theft, etc.

•

•

Property risk
–

Direct loss of property, e.g. a house is destroyed

–

Indirect loss, e.g. loss of accommodation, contents, etc.

Business risk
–

E.g. financial loss in a business could be the result of the death or
disability of a business owner or a key employee with important
skills.

•

Liability risk
–

This refers to the risk of being held liable for the negligent or
intentional injury of another person or damage to their property.

•

Investment risk
–

The risk of investments under-performing or devaluating. Various
factors play a role, i.e. market risk, inflation rate, interest rates,
term, etc.
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Summary
To understand the insurance environment, there are a number of key concepts
and insurance principles that one must understand. The following were
discussed:
•

Insurable interest

•

Insurable risk

•

Duty of disclosure

•

Indemnity

•

Average

•

Compensation

•

Subrogation

•

Proximate cause

•

Contribution

•

The concept of excess

•

Underwriting criteria

•

Types of perils

It is further important to understand how the various insurance products
available to clients may meet clients’ different needs.
The basic difference between personal and commercial lines insurance was
explained, as well as different types of cover available in the short-term
insurance environment.
Finally, it is vital that a client or policyholder be aware of the obligations he has
in terms of an insurance contract as well as the types of risk he can potentially
be exposed to. These obligations and risks were briefly discussed.
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Self-Assessment Questions
1.

Which of the following does NOT qualify as a peril in the context of
short-term insurance?

2.

a)

Explosion

b)

Landslide

c)

Famine

d)

Motor accident

Mr Jones has just purchased a new home and is concerned about the
possibility of damage to his home by frequent storms in his area. The
most suitable cover that Mr Jones should consider is:

3.

a)

Household insurance.

b)

All risks insurance.

c)

Comprehensive insurance.

d)

Homeowner’s insurance.

Allan is retired and hardly uses his vehicle anymore, as he takes public
transport whenever possible. He does not want to be without any
insurance on the vehicle, but would like to reduce the short-term
insurance premiums in respect of the vehicle. The most suitable cover
for Allan’s circumstances is:

4.

a)

Balance of third party only.

b)

Comprehensive.

c)

Third party, fire and theft.

d)

All risks.

Sarah is married to Steven.

They have two children.

The following

persons will NOT have an insurable interest in Sarah’s life:
a)

Steven

b)

Their neighbour, Cathy

c)

Sarah

d)

Their children
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5.

Miss Collins owns household contents to the value of R500 000.

In

order to save on premiums, she has only insured the contents for
R250.000. A break-in occurs at Miss Collins’ home, and household
contents to the value of R200 000 is stolen. Her insurer will apply the
principle of average, and only pay the following amount:

6.

a)

R200 000

b)

R250 000

c)

R50 000

d)

R100 000

Joe is the owner of a comprehensive motor insurance policy. He was
recently involved in a car accident which was caused by the driver of
the other vehicle involved. The other driver was under the influence of
alcohol at the time of the accident. Joe’s right to institute a claim for
the damages against the negligent driver may be exercised by Joe’s
insurer in terms of the principle of:

7.

a)

excess.

b)

average.

c)

proximate cause.

d)

subrogation.

Sam is the owner of a homeowner’s policy. Which of the following is
NOT an obligation that Sam has as the policyholder?
a)

He must provide true and complete information to the insurer
at all times.

b)

He must inform the insurer of any material change in
circumstances related to the risk.

c)

He must return a signed copy of the policy contract to the
insurer within 30 days of receipt.

d)
8.

He must ensure payment of premiums.

Kevin wants to take out motor insurance with an insurer in respect of
his new car. The insurer may apply the following underwriting criteria:
a)

Kevin’s age, gender and previous claims history

b)

Kevin’s marital status, smoking status and previous claims
history

c)

Kevin’s health status and income status

d)

Kevin’s age, marital status and previous claims history
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9.

The concept of insurable interest is important because:
a)

it differentiates between long- and short-term insurance.

b)

it determines how much life cover a person may take out on
the life of another.

c)

it differentiates between insurance and wagers.

d)

it determines whether an employer may take out life cover on
the life of a key employee.

10.

Investment risk would typically NOT be influenced by the following
factor:
a)

Inflation rate

b)

Investment term

c)

Interest rate

d)

Investor’s marital status
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Self-Assessment Answers
1.

Which of the following does NOT qualify as a peril in the context of
short-term insurance?

2.

a)

Explosion

b)

Landslide

c)

Famine

d)

Motor accident

Mr Jones has just purchased a new home and is concerned about the
possibility of damage to his home by frequent storms in his area. The
most suitable cover that Mr Jones should consider is:

3.

a)

Household insurance.

b)

All risks insurance.

c)

Comprehensive insurance.

d)

Homeowner’s insurance.

Allan is retired and hardly uses his vehicle anymore, as he takes public
transport whenever possible. He does not want to be without any
insurance on the vehicle, but would like to reduce the short-term
insurance premiums in respect of the vehicle. The most suitable cover
for Allan’s circumstances is:

4.

a)

Balance of third party only.

b)

Comprehensive.

c)

Third party, fire and theft.

d)

All risks.

Sarah is married to Steven.

They have two children.

The following

persons will NOT have an insurable interest in Sarah’s life:
a)

Steven

b)

Their neighbour, Cathy

c)

Sarah

d)

Their children
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5.

Miss Collins owns household contents to the value of R500 000.

In

order to save on premiums, she has only insured the contents for
R250.000. A break-in occurs at Miss Collins’ home, and household
contents to the value of R200 000 is stolen. Her insurer will apply the
principle of average and only pay the following amount:

6.

a)

R200 000

b)

R250 000

c)

R50 000

d)

R100 000

Joe is the owner of a comprehensive motor insurance policy. He was
recently involved in a car accident, which was caused by the driver of
the other vehicle involved. The other driver was under the influence of
alcohol at the time of the accident. Joe’s right to institute a claim for
the damages against the negligent driver may be exercised by Joe’s
insurer in terms of the principle of:

7.

a)

excess.

b)

average.

c)

proximate cause.

d)

subrogation.

Sam is the owner of a homeowner’s policy. Which of the following is
NOT an obligation that Sam has as the policyholder?
a)

He must provide true and complete information to the insurer
at all times.

b)

He must inform the insurer of any material change in
circumstances related to the risk.

c)

He must return a signed copy of the policy contract to the
insurer within 30 days of receipt.

d)
8.

He must ensure payment of premiums.

Kevin wants to take out motor insurance with an insurer in respect of
his new car. The insurer may apply the following underwriting criteria:
a)

Kevin’s age, gender and previous claims history

b)

Kevin’s marital status, smoking status and previous claims
history

c)

Kevin’s health status and income status

d)

Kevin’s age, marital status and previous claims history
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9.

The concept of insurable interest is important because:
a)

it differentiates between long- and short-term insurance.

b)

it determines how much life cover a person may take out on
the life of another.

c)

it differentiates between insurance and wagers.

d)

it determines whether an employer may take out life cover on
the life of a key employee.

10.

Investment risk would typically NOT be influenced by the following
factor:
a)

Inflation rate

b)

Investment term

c)

Interest rate

d)

Investor’s marital status
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